CHAPTERl
THE 12-HOUR RULE IN LAW AND REGULATION
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Introduction
The National Mariners Association (NMA) prepared this report on behalf of approximately 126,000 limitedtonnage(!! "credentialed"(ll merchant mariners who serve on commercial vessels of less than 1,600 gross register
tons (GRT). Credentialed mariners include "officers" such as Masters, Mates, Pilots, and Engineers and "ratings"
like able seamen, tankermen, and oilers who have undergone training and testing, and "entry ratings" such as
ordinary seamen, wipers, and food handlers. There also are training positions for unlicensed personnel on towing
vessels known as apprentice mates or steersmen. In addition, many other mariners such as deckhands, deckineers,
cooks, and unlicensed engineers serve aboard many industry vessels without any requirement to undergo ant
training or hold a credential issued by the Coast Guard (USCG) or Transportation Security Administration (TSA).
[Vocabulary: (I)Limited tonnage= less than 1,600 gross tons. 111 Credential =previously known as either a license
for an officer or a merchant mariner document (MMD) for a seaman.}
The vessels our mariners serve on include al/6,100 U.S.-flag tugs and towboats, most oilfield supply vessels
(OSV), all small passenger vessels (SPV), all uninspected passenger vessels, and an assortment of other nondescript "workboats."
Our Association's concern for the safety, health, and welfare of these limited-tonnage mariners extends to all
personnel who serve on these vessels even those not required to carry Coast Guard or TSA credentials. These
individuals serve as a majority( I! of those who serve in America's Merchant Marine and who are, for the most part,
not adequately recognized, represented or appreciated. flJ Refer to NMA Report #R-353, Rev. 2.]
In trying to protect our mariners from abuses of the "12-Hour Rule" (and, for "ratings," the absence thereof) we
followed the related issues of Watchstanding, Undermanning, and Hours-of Service closely for many years in a
number of reports addressed not only to our mariners but also to the Coast Guard, its parent agency the Department
of Homeland Security, and to Congress as well. The latest revision of each of our Association's reports as of the
date of this report appears as "Index R" as an Appendix to this report. We cite these reports by number and will
make electronic copies available to Members of Congress upon request and at no charge.
Individual Directors of our Association followed the "two-watch" or "12-Hour Rule" issue as concerned
merchant mariners, for many years long before our Association was founded in 1999.
In its simplest form, the "12-Hour Rule" appears in 46 U.S. Code §8104. Although this report does not deal
exclusively with towing vessels, Congress determined with particular clarity that. .. "On a vessel to which section
8904 of this title applies, an individual licensed to operate a towing vessel may not work for more than 12 hours in
a consecutive 24-hour period except in an emergency." The term "operate" as used in this context refers to a
Master or Mate/Pilot of a towing vessel or an officer whose credential contains a "towing endorsement."
Essentially, 46 U.S. Code §8104 is the most clear and direct expression of what is known as "the 12-Hour Rule."
Although the statute makes a simple, straightforward statement, it has been twisted, misinterpreted, and ignored for so
many years that its true meaning is in question not only to many mariners but also to many in company management
who continually bend it to best serve their purposes. We contend that the meaning of the statutes have become elusive
to judges in Federal District and Appeals courts.01 f'J Refer to Chapter 14 in this report.]
Although the Coast Guard is charged by Congress with enforcing hours-of-service statutes, they interpret those
statutes in their regulations and in administrative policies to the best of their ability subject to Congressional
oversight. Nevertheless, our Association contends that the Coast Guard often has been unwilling to enforce it in a
manner that fairly and satisfactorily protects our mariners and adequately serves the public.
"Coast Guard" is an Overly Broad Term
For merchant mariners, using the general term "Coast Guard" often involves painting with a very broad brush. Of
its eleven "missions" tracked by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS, its parent agency, Marine Safety is the
principal one that affects our merchant mariners. It is unique in that a branch of the military is placed in control of
civilians that are not its employees. This leads to a number of problems discussed throughout this report. Enforcing
Coast Guard regulations on our limited-tonnage merchant mariners falls under the purview of the Assistant
Commandant for Marine Safety, Security, and Stewardship- although this terminology often changes. However,
throughout this report, we will refer to this branch of the Coast Guard as the "Marine Safety Directorate."
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Outlining the Purpose of this Report
Our goal is to document our experiences as working mariners with problems we face with current
watchstanding, manning, and hours-of service statutes and regulations. Our Association encourages Members of
Congress to perform more intensive oversight of the Coast Guard and the Department of Homeland Security over
these issues.
Since 1999, our Association dealt with the Coast Guard on "hours ofservice" and fatigue issues starting with
the Offshore Oil Industry and, at first, were directed to deal with the National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee
(NOSAC). We can point to a long history of dealing with not only NOSAC but also with the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee (TSAC) and, to a lesser degree with the Merchant Marine Personnel Advisory Committee
(MERPAC).
On Aug. 11, 2011, the Coast Guard published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) on Towing Vessel
Inspection. In that NPRM, the Coast Guard appeared to allow issues involving inadequate manning of towing
vessels to take a back seat in their proposed new regulations. Consequently, we do not believe that our mariners
will be well served by the regulations as proposed. We responded in detail to the Coast Guard DocketY>
Unfortunately, the brevity of the comment period did not allow us sufficient time to reorganize and prioritize this
material to the degree that this report allows. We hope that the updated and reorganized material presented here
may help Members of Congress involved with oversight of Executive Branch agencies that deal with the U.S.
Merchant Marine. fi)Docket #USCG-2006-24412)
Why Limit a Mariner's Work Day to 12 Hours in any 24-Hour Period
First and foremost, the issue of safety both to our mariners and to the public is our foremost concern. It is
unfortunate that officers on a vast majority of the nation's 6,200 towing vessels without Certificates of Inspection
(COl) have absolutely no assurance they will have enough crewmembers who are sufficiently experienced, trained,
qualified, and properly rested available to serve as /ookouts. 0 > filThe requirement in 33 CFR §83.05. It is
noteworthy that the requirement for a lookout is not supported by even a single "slot" in a vessel's Certificate of
Inspection.]
Nor can the Coast Guard who sets manning standards have any such assurance of experience, training,
qualification, or rest without knowledge of a vessel's assignment. In fact, in some of the most horrific towing
accidents, there was no lookout posted to assist the Master when he needed it most. However, the Coast Guard is
ready to point its finger of blame at the Master or at the officer on watch without adequately ensuring that the
vessel's operating company provided adequate manning, training, or the opportunity for rest. We cite the accident
reports on these very prominent towing accidents:
• MN Mauvilla caused the Amtrak-Sunset Limited Accident at Bayou Canot, AL, on Sept. 22, 1993 leaving 45 railroad
passengers and train crewmembers dead and over 100 persons injured. There was $10,000,000 damage to Amtrak
equipment alone- some of which only returned to service in 2011. The officer on watch disregarded his radar that he had
never been trained to operate, became lost in the fog, and failed to post a lookout as his tow approached an unidentified
mainline railroad bridge in the fog.
• MN Emily S whose tank barge Morris J. Berman spilled 620,000 gallons of oil on the beaches of San Juan, PR,
on Jan. 16, 1994. The officer on watch posted no lookout to keep an eye on the tank barge in tow and never
checked on the oil barge in tow while underway and failed to detect that it had broken loose.
•MN Robert Y. Love's tow struck the Interstate 40 bridge near Webbers Falls, OK on May 22, 2002leaving 14
motorists dead, 4 more injured, and over $30,000,000 in damage. No lookout was posted in the pilothouse at the
time of the accident.
• MN Evening Tide and tank barge Bouchard 128 caused an 89,000 gallon oil spill in Buzzards Bay, MA, on Apr.
22, 2003. The officer on watch did not notify any other crewmember and posted no lookout when he left the
pilothouse to adjust his towing hawser thereby allowing his tow to run aground.
• MN Mel Oliver & TIS Tintomara collided in New Orleans on July 23, 2007 causing an oil spill of 283,000
gallons. The Pilot, who was not properly licensed fell asleep, and failed to post a proper lookout. The Mississippi
River was closed to marine traffic for five days at a cost estimated at $300,000,000.
Other reasons to limit mariners' hours-of service include:
• To fulfill NTSB Recommendation #M-99-1: to "Establish within two years scientifically based hours-of service
regulations that set limits on hours of service, provide predictable work and rest schedules, and consider circadian
rhythms and human sleep and rest requirements. DOT agencies regulating other modes of transportation have
already enacted such regulations -but DHS has not pushed the Coast Guard to do the same.
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• To effectively enforce existing 12-hour limitations and apply them to all mariners (both licensed and unlicensed)
and move closer to NTSB-recommended "scientifically based" hours of service regulations. Adequate
enforcement will involve more effective investigation of mariner complaints of hours-of-service abuse and a
meaningful of all newly-required Official Logbooks by both Coast Guard and company officials.
• To limit fatigue to prevent casualties, improve the safety and health of our mariners, and improve workplace
safety on American-flag inspected vessels. In its many years of supervision over ''uninspected vessels0 '," OSHA
failed to take even the first step in regulating hours-of-service in the maritime workplace. fll Refer to NMA
Reports #R-202-B; #R-202-C, Rev. 2; #R-426, Rev. 1.}
• To require the Coast Guard to promulgate new manning regulations. The Crew Endurance Management System
(CEMS) demonstration project, the precursor to such regulations<'> as required by Congress in 2004 was
completed in December 2005. We have yet to see the scientific research conducted by the Coast Guard turned
into meaningful regulatory proposals. ( 1JRefer to House Report #108-617, p. 18.]
• A 12-hour workday equates to an 84-hour workweek that is in sharp contrast to a normal "shoreside" workday of
8 hours and a 40-hour workweek. Most "upper-level" mariners on large ships have an 8-hour workday with
"overtime" pay for additional work. Even the most recent STCW amendments<'> have extended the required
hours-of-rest by seven hours a week - the equivalent of 11 hours per day- and require accurate reporting of these
hours. (llE!fectiveJan. 1, 2012.]
• Our mariners lack the same wage and overtime protections as shoreside workers, and are open to greater
exploitation.
• A 12-hour workday, if properly managed, allows adequate time for sleeping, eating, personal hygiene,
communication with home and family, and relaxation.
• For many years, the Coast Guard distinguished between the crewing of "12-hour" and "24-hour" boats in the
offshore oil industry by a statement on the vessel's Certificates of Inspection. Unfortunately, many boat owners
still lease a boat for 24-hour service but crew it with onlv enough personnel for 12 hours- and pocket the
savings at the expense ofour mariners' health and welfare. The Coast Guard has not curbed this deception and
fraud that has victimized our mariners for years.
• Enforcing new "Official Logbooks" requirements on all inspected vessels0 ' to monitor hours-of-service
requirements can result in more effective investigation of widespread work-hour abuses but onlv if properly
enforced!. ( 1J46 U.S. Code §11304.]
Unlicensed Mariners (aka "Ratings") Have no Effective Hours-of Service Protection
In May 2000, in response to widespread mariner complaints, our Association collected and published<'>
documentary evidence of numerous violations by marine employers of existing work-hour statutes that were
supposed to but failed to protect licensed mariners. fll Refer to NMA Report #R-201.]
These were reported violations of the statutes the Coast Guard had full authority to enforce.<!) However, since the
Coast Guard refused to investigate our allegations, we later reported many of these abuses in 15 volumes of information
DHS Inspector General's office in 2007. f'l46 U.S. Code §8104 and regulations based on those statutes.]
We note that there are gaps in existing statutes and regulations as well as widespread lack of enforcement that
allows maritime employers to exploit unlicensed crewmembers without regard to the number ofhours they work each
day. For example, the American Waterways Operators (AWO), the tug and barge industry trade association,
recommends in its Responsible Carrier Program (RCP) that 15 hours is a reasonable work day for unlicensed
personnel including deckhands, "deckineers", tankermen, unlicensed engineers and cooks. We strongly disagree!
In reviewing existing regulations, we learned that the Coast Guard does not prescribe any work-hour limits for these
individuals on inland vessels. We also determined that the Department of Labor had no work-hour limitation regulations
that governed unlicensed personnel on uninspected towing vessels or other uninspected vessels. The same situation also
exists on many other commercial vessels manned by limited tonnage mariners. We believe the following Coast Guard
response (below) puts the matter squarelv in the hands of Congress to amend existing statutes.
Our Association received a letter from CAPT J. D. Sarubbi, Chief Office of Compliance dated Oct. 18, 2001 stating:
"As you note in your letter, the Coast Guard does not prescribe regulations governing work hour limitations for
unlicensed crewmembers aboard an uninspected towing vessel operating on inland waters and western rivers.
While the Coast Guard frequently promulgates policies<'> to interpret existing regulations, to establish new policy
in the absence of a law would be prohibited by the Administrative Procedures Act. Where pertinent regulations are
not in place, we rely on numerous non-regulatory solutions such as the recent fatigue alertness campaign we have
embarked on with the American Waterway Operators, and the AWO Responsible Carrier Program."
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Very simply, non-regulatory solutions have no teeth and are not effective.
Our Association believes that the American Waterways Operators (AWO) could and should have provided
leadership in the towing sector of the industry by calling for a 12-hour workday but consistently failed to do so.
Consequently, 10 years later, they still find nothing wrong with "recommending" 15-hour workday for "ratings"
employed by their member companies. Yet, even this "recommendation" is not binding on member companies to
say nothing of the rest of the towing industry. "Recommendations" of this nature fuel personnel retention problems
in any industry that supports unconscionable work hours.
The Coast Guard, although it superintends over 126,000 limited-tonnage merchant mariners, refused to even
consider our position on limiting hours-of-service to 12-hours per day. Nor do we believe that Coast Guard officials
adequately informed Congress of past exploitation we brought to the attention of the DHS. Consequently, we assert
that these issues are ripe for closer Congressional oversight.
Our Association's Report #R-201 contains 57 letters from mariners that cited many 12-hour rule violations to
illustrate rampant work-hour abuse. We sent this compilation of incidents to Admiral Pluta, the Eighth District
Commander and distributed it widely throughout the upper echelons of Coast Guard officials and to members of
three Coast Guard advisory committees. Yet the Admiral Pluta ignored our report and took no effective action to
respond to these complaints either as Eighth District Commander or after his promotion to Assistant Commandant
for Marine Safety.
Even though our mariner complaints dealt with exploiting the largest sector of active personnel in the U.S.
Merchant Marine on both in inland and offshore waters, the Coast Guard "tasked" our work-hour complaints to the
National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee (NOSAC) instead of a forthright investigation of our allegations by
interviewing the mariners whose names we offered make available to investigators in confidence.
At the April 2002 NOSAC meeting at Coast Guard Headquarters, the NOSAC "work group" Chairman
attempted to table our complaints. This led to an ugly confrontation, the resignation of the NO SAC "work group"
Chairman, and a face-to-face public confrontation with Admiral Pluta who shrugged off our "dereliction of duty"
accusation by failing to investigate and resolve complaints brought to him two years earlier.
Although Admiral Pluta did agree to look into the matter, this turned out to be a meaningless public relations
gesture. In a letter dated Dec. 4, 2002, Captain M. W. Brown of his Marine Safety staff brushed us off by stating in
part ....
"As promised by RADM Pluta, members of my staff examined methods of investigating reported violations in
[your Report #R-20 1]. Due to the age of the reports and lack of attribution, we were unable to resolve any of the
allegations ..."
"Research conducted by Coast Guard Headquarters legal staff revealed that the Coast Guard lacks the requisite
statutory authority to generate regulations addressing work-hours for unlicensed mariners working aboard
uninspected towing vessels. Based on this, the Coast Guard cannot initiate a rulemaking project."
"Understanding that the Coast Guard lacks specific authority to carry out this rulemaking petition, you have
requested that we seek a Legislative Change Proposal (LCP) to provide for work-hour restrictions for unlicensed
crewmembers serving aboard uninspected towing vessels. During the course of our normal LCP evaluation cycle,
we will consider whether or not to include your particular request. However, it m1,1st be mentioned that we need to
be extremely selective in choosing LCPs (to) go forward. We must consider the resource implications as well as
other stakeholders and agencies and, frankly, the likelihood that our request will succeed. Please keep in mind that
you may pursue such requests on your own also."
After awkwardly fumbling with the assigned "task,, for a year and a hal(, NOSAC eventually- and co"ectly
-concluded that their Advisory Committee lacked the authority to either investigate or resolve our complaints.
We assert that Admiral Pluta's Marine Safety staff sabotaged and covered up our complaints and that this inaction
pervades the Marine Safety Directorate to this day.
Following this letter, we approached the staff of the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee and in March 2007, our Association asked Congress to amend 46 U.S. Code §8104 to limit the
hours of work for ALL mariners serving on any U.S.-flag commercial vessel to 12 hours in any 24-hour period.
Following Capt. Brown's letter, we approached the staff of the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee and in March 2007, our Association asked Congress to amend 46 U.S. Code §8104 to limit the
hours of work (or ALL mariners serving on any U.S.-flag commercial vessel to 12 hours in any 24-hour period.
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However, the Coast Guard on a request by Congress, furnished a number of "studies" that eventually focused on
"crew endurance" and a new Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS) they put in place for their own personnel in
2006. Aside from the valid "scientific fmdings" reported in the CEMS program, manv of our mariners see CEMS as
little more than a smokescreen used bv their emplovers to hide hours-of-service abuses and to push the CEMS
program as a substitute for necessary manning issues reform as reported in Chapter 12.
This Report Reiterates a Previous Request to Congress
Our Association respectfully restates a previous request11 > to Congress to establish a maximum 12-hour workday
for every merchant mariner including both officers and ratings. f'J Refer to NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 6, Issues
"H" & "K".]
[NMA request for Congressional Action: Since the Coast Guard has not established scientifically based hours-ofservice regulations, we ask Congress to amend 46 U.S. Code §8104(b) and other statutes if necessary to ensure an
effective limit of 12-hours of work in any 24-hour period applicable to all officers and unlicensed mariners serving
on every U.S.-flag inspected vessel and provide for appropriate statutory penalties.]
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CHAPTER2
THE 12-HOUR RULE AND COAST GUARD POLICY

I

Statutes, Regulations and Coast Guard Policy
Congress requires the Coast Guard to establish safe-manning standards for both inspected and uninspected
vessels. This requirement appears in the U.S. Code and reflects domestic law as well as treaties and agreements
reached with other nations and international organizations such as the International Maritime Organization and the
International Labour Organization.
Based on the statutes that appear in the U.S. Code, the Coast Guard as an Executive Branch agency that
administers maritime statutes, further refines and explains these statutes in regulations that reflect their
understanding of the statute as acknowledged by input from members of the public in the form of federal
regulations. These regulations are announced first as "proposed rules" in the Federal Register (FR), and are
further refined as "final rules" before they take their place in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) where they
have the force of law.
The Coast Guard's Marine Safety Directorate also interprets statutes and regulations and then organizes and
explains how it plans to administer the programs that enforce them in the Marine Safety Manual (MSM). This
multiple volume manual outlines and explains various programs to its own personnel as well as to interested
members of the public. On occasion, the Coast Guard issues Policy Letters such as, for example, Policy Letter GMOC #04-00, prepared by staff members and signed by the Chief of the Marine Safety Directorate at USCG
Headquarters. On Sept. 11, 2000, after months of work, RADM Robert North, then Chief of Marine Safety issued
this particular policy letter to defme and clarify work-hour related issues for the benefit of our limited tonnage
mariners, their employers, and to inform local USCG marine safety units. On April 26, 2001, the issued Change 1
to that policy letter as reprinted below.
Background of Policy Letter G-MOC #-4-00, Change 1
In May 2000, our Association, with the help of the AFL-CIO and four national maritime unions, brought the
abusive work-hour situation our mariners faced to the attention of the Marine Safety Directorate by means of our
widely disseminated report titled Mariners Speak Out on Violation of the 12-Hour Work Day. 111 The hours-ofservice abuses faced by our mariners is one of the most important single issues tackled by our Association since its
founding in April1999. f'l Also called "The Yellow Book" and subsequently became NMA Report #R-201.]
Our Association found that the new policy letter presented by RADM Robert North at a meeting of the Towing
Safety Advisory Committee in Memphis on Sept. 14, 2000 was a good start in clarifying existing laws, regulations,
and policies not only for towing vessels but for most other vessels crewed by our mariners using a "two-watch"
system. The policy letter told our mariners, their employers, as well as Coast Guard enforcement personnel exactly
how the Marine Safety Directorate interpreted the existing statutes and regulations concerning the 12-hour workday
and outlined the protections mariners have in reporting violations of laws and regulations.
Over the course of our efforts to highlight the widespread practice where owners and operating companies
work their mariners bevond the legally-allowed time limits both offshore and on the inland waterwavs, we first
contacted many Coast Guard officials and later contacted members of House and Senate oversight committees.
We believed that the Marine Safety Directorate made an important step by interpreting statutes, regulations, and
policies for all to see. Although we thought Coast Guard officials intended to enforce this policy letter, we soon
became disillusioned with their lack of enforcement and their failure to recognize how other interpretations slipped
in by some employers and local Coast Guard units detracted from this policy document. Nevertheless, we urged
every mariner to read this policy letter so they would have an important tool to determine whether he or she is being
asked to work beyond the legally prescribed time limits.
The Coast Guard Marine Safety Directorate Abandoned Our Mariners
Although it is clear the Marine Safety Directorate studied the 12-hour rule issues, the sad part of the story is that
they showed much less commitment to enforcing statutory work hour limits than RADM Robert North's staff
showed in drafting the policy letter. As a result, as time passed, it appeared that presenting the policy letter at the
TSAC meeting in Memphis in September 2000 was little more than a public relations gesture.
Unfortunately, working beyond the statutory work hour limits places a working mariner "between a rock and a
hard place" between the Coast Guard and his employer. This is because the status of most limited tonnage mariners
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who do not work under a union contract is that of an "employee at will." An employer can terminate an officer's
employment for any reason (or no reason at all) if he refuses to "cooperate" and work beyond the statutory 12-hour
limit his assignment may require. Most "ratings" have no hours-of-service protections whatsoever. The Coast
Guard can threaten real enforcement to mariners who violate the law. They have the tools at hand to make their
threats meaningful by placing a mariner's credential and his livelihood on the line for any infraction. Using
Administrative Law that is unfamiliar to most mariners in a formal courtroom setting with a robed Administrative
Law Judges (ALJ) and Coast Guard Investigating Officers (10) appears to focus the full power of the state on an
individual mariner. 11 > On the other hand, owners and operating companies that may be equally at fault, face civil
penalty procedures that are often viewed as a bump in the road and dismissed as a "cost of doing business."
1
( JRefer to NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 3.]
In some areas, local Coast Guard units interpret the 12-hour rule as if it referred in some manner to the vessel's
"underway" time. However, we are unable to find any such interpretation in policy letter G-MOC #04-00,
Change 1 or in any law or regulation cited in the references.
We caution our credentialed mariners to document every instance where forced or enticed to work bfryond the
legal12 hour limit. Leaving a "paper trail" in their vessel's official logbook as the law now requires0 > is the right
thing to do. However, from a practical standpoint this logbook remains the property of the employer and such
evidence placed there can cost "an employee at will" his job and his livelihood with no recourse. If our mariners
notify Coast Guard investigators about such violations, a statute12 > is supposed to protect your identity.!3l {1)46 US.
Code §11304. (11 46 U.S. Code §3315(b). min actual practice, this is not always possible! Since the new
''H•histleblower protection" protection is difficult to understand, refer to NMA Report #R-21 0, Rev. 2.]
U.S. Coast Guard Policy Letter G-MOC 4-00, Rev-1
Subject: Watchkeepin~: and Work-Hour Limitations on Towin~: Vessels. Offshore Supply Vessels <OSVl and
Crewboats Utilizing a Two Watch System
References:
(a) Title 46 United States Code (46 USC) Part F- Manning of Vessels
(b)Title 46 Code of Federal Regulations (46 CFR) Part 15- Manning Requirements
(c) USCG Marine Safety Manual, Volume III, Chapters 20 through 26- Marine Industry Personnel
(d) Title 46 United States Code (46 USC) §2114- Protection of Seamen Against Discrimination
(e) Title 46 United States Code (46 USC) §3315 - Disclosure of Defect & Protection of Informants
1. Purpose
l. The purpose of this policy letter is to, in one document, summarize and clarify references {a) - (e) as they
pertain to work-hour limitations and watchkeeping for licensed operators and other mariners on towing vessels,
offshore supply vessels and crew boats utilizing a two watch system. Related to this subject is the concern that
exceeding work-hour limitations leads to the diminution of crew alertness that could contribute to human factors
type accidents. The problems associated with diminution of crew alertness are of particular concern even when
operating within the constraints of the law. The Coast Guard is currently conducting research on improving crew
alertness by identifying the extent to which various aspects of shipboard life/operations may be contributing to the
diminution of crew alertness and subsequent unsafe conditions. This policy will further clarify the responsibilities
of mariners, vessel owners, operators, masters and the Coast Guard concerning crew alertness and actions necessary
to prevent casualties as a result of fatigue. Finally, this policy summarizes the protections afforded to individuals
who report to the Coast Guard on violations of the applicable statutes.
2. Definitions [Emphasis is ours/
The following defmitions are consistent with previous Coast Guard policies or Coast Guard regulations.
a. Emergency is an unforeseen development that imposes an immediate hazard to the safety of the vessel, the
passengers, the crew, the cargo, property, or the marine environment, requiring urgent action to remove or
mitigate the hazard.
b. Overriding operational conditions are circumstances in which essential vessel work cannot be delayed for safety or
environmental reasons, or could not reasonably have been anticipated at the commencement ofthe voyage.
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c. Rest means a period of time during which the person concerned is off duty, is not performing work, including
administrative tasks such as chart corrections or preparation of port entry documents, and is allowed to sleeP.

....

l

without being interrupted.
d. Travel time to a vessel is considered to be neutral time as it is normally not considered to be "rest," "off-duty,"
or "work" time, but all relevant circumstances should be considered in evaluating whether a mariner complies
with the applicable "rest" required by STCW or "off- duty" requirements specified in 46 U.S.C. §8104(a).
e. Watch is activity related to the direct performance of vessel operations, whether deck or engine, where such
operations would routinely be controlled and performed in a scheduled and fixed rotation. The performance of
maintenance or work necessary to the vessel's safe operation on a daily basis does not in itself constitute the
establishment of a watch. However, the latter does count towards the hours of work that can be required by an

employer.
f. Work is any activity that is Jlerformed on behalf of a vessel, its crew, its cargo, or the vessel's owner or
operator. This includes standing watches, performing maintenance on the vessel or its appliances, unloading
cargo, or performing administrative tasks, whether underway or at the dock.

)

The definitions above for "overriding operational conditions" and "rest" are used in situations where the
International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW),
1978, as amended in 1995, applies.

)

3. Watchkeeping, Work-hour Limitations, and Manning Requirements {Emphasis is ours/
a. Watchkeeping requirements, work-hour limitations and manning requirements for mariners on towing vessels,
offshore supply vessels and crewboats, as applicable, are comprehensively addressed in references (a)- (c). As a
ready reference, enclosure ( 1) summarizes these requirements.
b. In establishing the safe manning level for an inspected vessel, the Coast Guard Officer in Charge, Marine
Inspection (OCMI) must consider many factors in addition to the statutory and regulatory requirements,
including reasonable work-hour limits. Owners and operators who establish manning levels on uninsP.ected
vessels must consider such limits as well. These factors are specifically outlined in reference (c). In addition,
OCMI's may increase the manning of a particular vessel if, through the course of a casualty or other type of
investigation, an increase is deemed necessary for the safe operation of the vessel.
c. The law that addresses watchkeeping and working hours on the subject vessels is found in reference (a),
specifically 46 U.S.C. §8104. This section ofthe law includes requirements (or officers to have an off-duty

period before taking charge ofthe deck watchJlrior to deJlartingJlorl, watch rotations on vessels, and specific
work-hour provisions (or various types of vessels.
d. 46 U.S.C §8104{d) requires merchant vessels oflOO gross tons and above. when at sea. to be manned for a thre~
watch $Jlstem, and mariners shall be kept on duty successively to perform ordinary work incident to the operation and
management of the vessel. This section of the law also states that a mariner cannot be required to work for more than 8
hours in one day. There are certain exceptions to the work-hour limitations relevant to the dockinglundocking,
conducting emergency drills, actual emergency situations or overriding operational conditions that compromise the
safety of the vessel and its passengers and crew (See 46 U.S.C. §8104(f)) in which a mariner can be required to work
more than 8 hours in a day. Mariners subject to 46 U.S.C. §8104(d) can consent to work in excess of8 hours in a day.

0

e. 46 U.S.C. §8104(g) permits licensed individuals and crewmembers of towing vessels, offshore supply vessels,
and barges, when engaged on voyages of less than 600 nautical miles, when at sea, to be divided into at least 2
watches. The Coast Guard interprets this section of the law to mean that a mariner can be scheduled to work 12
hours in any consecutive 24-hour period, provided the mariner consents to work more than 8 hours in a day.

.....
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f. 46 U.S.C. §8104(h) establishes that licensed OJlerators of towing vessels subject to 46 U.S.C. §8904 may not

work in excess of12 hours in any consecutive 24-hour P.eriod, except in an emergency.
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4. STCW [Emphasis is ours!/
In addition to the work-hour limitation requirements outlined above, STCW adds specific rest requirements for
vessels operating outside the boundary line (12 miles in the Gulf of Mexico). As a general matter, U.S.
regulations impose the STCW requirements on all commercial seagoing vessels (as defined in 46 CFR
§ 15.110 l(a)(3)) in international service and to all commercial seagoing vessels of 200 gross register tons and above
on domestic and international voyages. The STCW addresses both short-term and long-term rest requirements for
watchkeeping personnel.
a. Persons assigned to navigational or engineering watches shall receive a minimum of 10 hours rest in any 24-hour
period.
b. The hours of rest may be divided into no more than two periods, of which one must be at least 6 hours in length.
c. Rest periods may be interrupted in case of emergency, drill, or other overriding operational conditions.
d. The minimum 10-hour rest period may be reduced to not less than 6 consecutive hours as long as no reduction
extends beyond 2 days and not less than 70 hours of rest are provided in each 7-day period.
e. The minimum period of rest required may not be devoted to watchkeeping or other duties.
f. Watchk.eeping personnel remain subject to the work-hour limits and exceptions found in reference (a).
5. Responsibilities [Emphasis is ours!/
Mariners, owners/operators, and the Coast Guard have separate responsibilities for compliance with, and
enforcement of, the work-hour limitation laws. The subparagraphs below provide general guidance regarding the
responsibility of each party.

a.

1~ariners

have an individual responsibility to obtn' the law and are also responsible for reporting suspected
watchkeeping and work-hour violations to the Coast Guard. The master of a vessel is ultimately responsible for the
safety of the vessel, passengers and crew, cargo, and the environment. To carry out this responsibility the master
must ensure that he/she and the crew are properly rested and complying with the law. The master must communicate
with the owner/operator to ensure realistic goals are set. If management exerts pressure to exceed the law, the
mariner is encouraged to report this situation to the local Coast Guard OCMI. Paragraph 6 of this policy letter
describes protections afforded to mariners when reporting violations to the OCMI. While the definition of work
includes activities, which are required for the vessel to be operated safely, a minimal amount of de minimis activities
would generally not be considered a violation of this rule. Examples of such de minimis activities include: those,
which are necessary to ensure continued safe operation of the vessel (i.e. information exchange at watch change);
safety meetings; and drills and training, which can only be conducted underway.

b. Owners/operators, like mariners, are responsible for obeying the law. Companies should ensure employees
are informed of the law and educated regarding safety concerns of not getting adequate rest. They should be
aware of operational demands and work hours required to complete expected tasks on board their vessels. 46
U.S.C. §8104(i) states that "the owner, charterer, or managing operator of a vessel on which a violation of
subsection (c), (d), (e) or (h) of this section occurs is liable to the government for a civil penalty .... " thus
pointing out their responsibility to ensure compliance. They should provide unambiguous guidelines to the
master regarding expectations to comply with safety requirements and the law when these are in conflict with
operational demands.

c. Finally, the Coast Guard is charged with enforcement of the law. The Coast Guard can initiate an investigation
based on confidential information provided by mariners during the vessel inspection process, anonymous tips
called into a Coast Guard Marine Safety Office, or through the fmdings of a Coast Guard marine casualty
investigation. The latter may also bring consequences for the mariners involved or the vessel's owner/operators.
When the Coast Guard determines that a casualty occurred because of a violation of law, an appropriate action, a
suspension and revocation proceeding, and/or a civil penalty may be recommended. However, as described
below, protections exist for the mariner reporting deficiencies or illegal operations. OCMis should ensure that
all responsible parties within their area of responsibility are aware of the requirements of the law and
particularly the importance that rest plays in ensuring safe operations.
It should be noted that the Coast Guard, by 46 CFR §5. 71, is prohibited from exercising its authority for the
purposes of favoring any party to a maritime labor controversy. However, if a situation is encountered that affects
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the safety of a vessel or persons on board, the Coast Guard will initiate an investigation and pursue appropriate action
when a violation of statute or regulation is discovered. A particular situation that has generated confusion and concern
involves the requirement found in 46 U.S.C. §8104(a), which states that an officer taking charge of the deck watch on
a vessel leaving port must have at least 6 hours of off-duty time in the 12 hours immediately before leaving port.
While an owner/operator cannot be held accountable for the time a mariner has off, they are responsible for the time
that an individual is on the dock or on the vessel while in port, and can be expected to verify that the individual has
had an opportunity for rest regardless of where he/she has been prior to performing the assigned duties. The
owner/operator cannot expect a mariner to participate in extensive preparations (or getting underway and also be
rested enough to take the navigation watch without providing an opportunity for the minimum ou-duty time
required by 46 U.S. C. §8104(a). Similarly, the mariner is responsible for arriving at the vessel properly rested.

6. Protections [Emphasis is ours/
The Coast Guard has historically depended on individuals involved with the maritime industry to report
violations or unsafe vessel conditions when they occur. In the absence of mariner reporting. the Coast Guard is
limited to discovering these types of violations through casualty investigations, or by chance during a scheduled
inspection. To prevent retaliation for reporting violations to the Coast Guard, Congress enacted specific
protections for mariners that make reports of violations to the Coast Guard. The following cites represent the
obligation and protections afforded to mariners for reporting violations of the law or regulations to the Coast Guard.
a. 46 U.S.C. §2114 provides protection to seamen against any form of discrimination, including discharge, for
reporting a violation of any law or regulation issued under the authority of Title 46.
b. 46 U.S.C. §3315(a) requires licensed officers serving on inspected vessels to assist the Coast Guard in the
inspection of their vessels as well as point out defects and imperfections known to them. This includes any
violations of work or watch standing limitations.

)
)

c. 46 U.S.C. §3315(b) prohibits any official of the Coast Guard from disclosing the identity of any individual
that provides information on vessel defects, imperfections, and overall safety o(an inspected vessel on which
he or she is serving. This includes information on watchkeeping and work hours.
d. The identity of any mariner who reports an unsafe condition on any vessel, inspected or uninspected, is also
protected in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA} exemptions and Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations ( 49 CFR 7).
[Signed by CAPT J. D. Santbbi. Distributed to all District (m) offices; all MSOs/MSDs/Activities; all Regional
Examination Centers; and the National Maritime Center NMC(4c).]
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
On Sept. 8, 2004 our Association endorsed and submitted a handwritten complaint by one of our Association's
Directors, Mark A. Blackman, jointly to the Chief, Inspection Department, of the Coast Guard Marine Safety Office in
Morgan City, LA. and to the Regional Director of the Occupational Safety Administration in Dallas, TX from our
"Mariner #70" with this introduction:
"The writer, Mark Blackman, is a member and former Director of our Association and. at the time, was an
employee of Global Industries Offshore ("Global"). He worked on Global's fleet of offshore supply boats, a selfelevating "liftboat" as an able seaman. His letter cites conditions on several of Global's "lift boats" that are regularly
are inspected by the Coast Guard.
Able Seaman Blackman cites asbestos contamination on certain Global vessels resulting principally from work
conducted on these vessels both by its crewmembers (i.e., seamen) as well as by shipyard workers in a vessel
renovation project conducted at the Marine Industrial Fabricators shipyard in New Iberia, Louisiana, under the active
supervision of company management personnel. The asbestos containing material was being removed so that the
vessels could be made acceptable for sale to another company.

We notified the Coast Guard and OSHA that "The letter seeks an emergency investigation of this issue by either
the Coast Guard or OSHA (or both) depending upon which agency has jurisdiction over the vessel and/or the
shipyard. It further requests testing of all present and former boat personnel for possible asbestos contamination.
"Please advise us in writing as to your jurisdiction and actions that you plan to take on this matter. Mr. Blackman
can provide you with further information. He can be contacted at. .. "
The Coast Guard failed to conduct a meaningful inspection and investigation of the incident and were derelict in
their duty to protect the health and welfare of Able Seaman Blackman, numerous shipmates, and shipyard workers at
Marine Industrial Fabricators facility in New Iberia within their inspection zone. The Coast Guard provided a written
response a month after our report that did not directly respond to the detailed written report provided by Mr. Blackman
but did provide a copy of NVIC 6-87 mentioned below. OSHA responded that, in light of an OSHA/USCG
Memorandum of Understanding dated Nov. 11, 1996111 it could not enforce the OSH Act with respect to "seamen" on
inspected vessels. However, they did express limited interest in shipyard employees who might have been exposed to
asbestos fibers. [1/JSee NMA Report #R-202-B]
Our Association then proceeded to examine and compare existing regulations and guidelines regarding asbestos in
these areas:
• The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
• OSHA Regulations governing asbestos mitigation and control.
• Coast Guard "Policy" concerning Asbestos removal activities on Coast Guard vessels and other assets.
• Coast Guard "guidelines" on Asbestos mitigation on merchant marine vessels.
• Our Association's Asbestos removal policy was submitted to TSAC and the Coast Guard.
Conclusions: OSHA Asbestos regulations are comprehensive and would be effective if enforced on all vessels.
However, they are only enforceable on "uninspected" vessels and then only if OSHA receives a written complaint,
request for inspection, and if the vessel is actually available at the dock and can be boarded. Such pre-conditions
rarely exist.
Existing Coast Guard "policies" in Commandant Notice 6260 are detailed and are enforceable in the military
service for which they were written. They should adequately protect Coast Guard personnel at Coast Guard facilities
ashore and at sea, but do not include protection for our merchant mariners.
Coast Guard "guidelines" in the form of Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular No. 6-87 (NVIC 6-87) are only
"recommended practices for control of asbestos and other respiratory hazards" and are not enforceable as they are not
in the form of federal regulations and do not effectively protect our mariners from asbestos on inspected vessels.
WHY ARE STATUTES, REGULATIONS, GUIDELINES & POLICIES
UNABLE TO PROTECT OUR MARINERS?
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970
Section 651, Congressional statement of findings and declaration of purpose and policy, states:
(a) The Congress finds that personal injuries and illnesses arising out of work situations impose a substantial burden
upon, and are a hindrance to, interstate commerce in terms of lost production, wage loss, medical expenses, and
disability compensation payments.
(b) The Congress declares it to be its purpose and policy, through the exercise of its powers to regulate commerce
among the several States and with foreign nations and to provide for the general welfare, to assure so far as possible
every working man and woman in the Nation safe and healthful working conditions and to preserve our human
resources ...
ln 1973, the Coast Guard and OSHA signed a Memorandum of Understanding dividing their responsibilities in the
marine field so as not to duplicate each other's efforts. A second Memorandum signed in 1996111 further clarified this
division. However, these memoranda failed to make it a primary responsibility of both agencies to protect the safety
and health of all merchant mariners. Although the memoranda may have perfected the relationships between the two
agencies, they did not assure our mariners of safe and healthful working conditions on either inspected or uninspected
vessels. The areas that were neglected were far-reaching and are discussed in several of our other Association Reports
already brought to the attention of Congress PI Further, lack of clarity bubbled into the Mallard Bay Drilling Case that
131
had to be decided by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2002 and, in effect, left the matter of jurisdiction up to Congress.
We, therefore, bring this matter to Congress since the Coast Guard and OSHA through their inaction and hopelessly
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divided responsibility, appear unable to protect our mariners. tnReprinted in NMA Report #R202-B. 121NMA Report
#R-349. 111NMA Report #R-300.]
On Aug. 2, 2007, the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation conducted hearings on
Problems Facing the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Programs. In our written testimony we identified reports
previously submitted to Congress showing that areas such as providing safe potable water, workplace hearing
protection, and workplace safety on uninspected vessels whose jurisdiction falls between two different Executive
Branch agencies often falls between the cracks leaving large groups of workers unprotected ..
Our Association clearly expected prompt action by the Marine Safety Office's Inspection and/or Investigations
staff. The need was immediate. Mariners were living and working in substandard conditions, grinding asbestos t1oor
tiles, removing lagging from piping in the engineroom and creating dust without being furnished respiratory
protection, air breathing equipment, clothing protective suits or other equipment normally required during asbestos
removal. This was a supervisory responsibility of management governed by explicit regulations requiring personal
protective equipment, engineering controls, and professionally trained removal personnel and was all being ignored as if asbestos remediation protection was not prominent in every land-based construction activity.
OSHA Regulations
The OSHA regulations that cover Asbestos fall under Shipyard Employment Regulations at 29 CFR 1915.1001
and cover almost 80 pages. The present regulations date from August I 0, 1994 and were last updated on August 24,
2006. They are extremely thorough and complete.
Although these liftboats were being renovated and prepared for sale in a shipyard, and although shipyard workers
and other contract labor reportedly were also involved in working on the contaminated vessels, one independent
contractor specifically did not want his name mentioned for fear of retribution and loss of future work. Consequently,
we could not furnish that name to OSHA when they replied to our letter several weeks later. OSHA clearly was not
interested in the health and safety of our mariners because they lay outside their agency-imposed jurisdictional realmjust of ''shipyard workers." The idea of working with the Coast Guard and shutting down an unsafe operation
apparently never occurred to them. We believe that the existing Memoranda of Understanding should be redesigned
to have agencies ofthe Federal government work in concert witlr each other and not serve as an avenue to excuse
both agencies from doing their job.
Our Association experienced the same "bureaucratic inertia" between the Coast Guard and the Department of Health
and Human Services over the matter of Potable Water for vessels of less than 1,600 Gross Register Tons. 111 Although we
attempted to work with both agencies, our results were to no avail. Consequently, we presented that problem to
Congress in 2004 and saw Congress take swift action to clarify which agency was responsible - in that case, the Coast
Guard.m tnsee NMA Report# R-395. Rev.3. (1}§416, Coast Guard Authorization Act of2004./

Coast Guard "Policy" on Asbestos Removal Activities on Coast Guard Assets
The Coast Guard has a manual prepared by the Chief, Office of Health and Safety - Commandant Notice
6260.16A. The intended users are all Coast Guard units that have asbestos containing materials within its facility and
have trained asbestos abatement personnel. "Area and district commanders, maintenance and logistics commands,
commanding officers of headquarters units, and chief of staff offices and special staff divisions at Headquarters shall
assure compliance with the provisions of this notice.
While this notice only applies to Coast Guard personnel, it calls for trained asbestos abatement personnel to do
asbestos removal work. So do OSHA regulations. Why then are our mariners expected to grind, disassemble and
remove Asbestos containing materials from commercial vessels. Why didn't a light bulb light up when they received
our fax request at the local marine safety office? This lax treatment must be recognized as a shortcoming of both the
inspection and investigation function- and is a Problem Facing the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Program!
Coast Guard "Guidelines" on Asbestos Mitigation on Merchant Vessels
The Chief of the Inspection Department, in a letter written more than a month after Mr. Blackman's request for an
irrunediate investigation, acknowledged the Coast Guard as "the lead in the enforcement federal agency affecting
the occupational safety and health of seamen aboard inspected vessels."
He stated: "The Coast Guard guidance regarding asbestos exposure can be found in Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular (NVIC) 6-87. This NVIC recommends the use of some OSHA's standards and provides
additional guidance as to what action should be taken to reduce overall asbestos exposure." He furnished a copy of
the NVIC.
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Unlike the OSHA regulations last updated in 2006, this NVIC remains unchanged since 1987. However, unlike
the OSHA regulations, a NVIC is only a "guideline" and as such is not enforceable as a regulation would be. The
result in this case is that Mr. Blackman and the crew of at least three liftboats was not protected from exposure to
asbestos fibers in order that their employer could save that expense and maximize his profit by exploiting the safety
and health of our mariners. Nobody in the Coast Guard raised a finger to stop the practice!
We Submitted Our Asbestos Removal Policy to TSAC and Marine Safety Directorate Officials
[Source: NMA Report #R-276, Rev. 10, Item #55. We presented our policy to the Towing Safety Advisory
Committee (TSAC) in 2001.]
[Applicable Statute: 46 U.S. Code §2103. Coast Guard enforcement on behalf of mariners of applicable provisions
of the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S. Code §651 to 678.]
[Comparable Regulations: 29 CFR § 1915.1001; 29 CFR §1926.58.]
.. Many mariners work on older vessels that still contain asbestos. Any work involving asbestos dust contamination
or asbestos removal should be shipyard work done without the assistance of mariners because our mariners do not
receive the training or equipment OSHA requires to perform tasks of this nature safely ...
··our mariners expect the Coast Guard to either adapt OSHA asbestos control regulations through Incorporation
by Reference procedures in the new towing vessel inspection regulations or draft their own regulations and then
enforce them as towing vessels are brought under inspection.
"Unfortunately, the Coast Guard appears to show more concern for its own personnel in the area of asbestos
protection than it does for protecting the merchant mariners it is charged with superintending under 46 U.S. Code
§2103. COMDTNOTE 6260 published in 1996 is a detailed manual that introduces and defines the problem, outlines
an ~sbestos management plan, identifies where asbestos may be found, and describes approved repair, removal and
disposal procedures .
.. All of this left our mariners working on towing vessels holding the bag without adequate protection for at least the
past 22 years. Our Association received distressing word that employers exposed our mariners to large quantities of
a!.bestos dust on inspected vessels. When we notified the cognizant Coast Guard Marine Safety Office it received no
satisfaction and no follow-up.
"Action: We believe the Coast Guard already has adequate statutory authority. We request Coast Guard
rulemaking on this issue as it affects towing vessels. Willful or accidental violation of asbestos regulations should
obligate the employer for employee medical health monitoring and treatment after exposure."( File #GCM-102)
Mark Blackman's Report Submitted to NMA, USCG & OSHA August 23, 2004
[Edited for grammar, clarity, and to protect "Mariner #70" from retaliation.]
Re: Asbestos contamination of Employees with Global Industries Offshore
I have been employed with Global Industries Offshore since June 2001. Since being with this company, I heard
numerous employees speak about vessels containing asbestos, but not having knowledge of what damage asbestos can
cause the human body until I was sent to school and obtained a notebook from a school named "Stars" located in
Maurice, Louisiana. After attending the "Stars" school and becoming aware of some regulations, I asked my
supervisors (Mike Homes and Randy Reed) about the vessels possibly containing asbestos. They both said that no
vessel owned by Global contains arzy asbestos.
I, and other employees with this company, as well as former employees have been exposed to asbestos on
numerous occasions. Our employer had us replacing padding (i.e., lagging) around pipes aboard the vessels in the
enginerooms of the vessels, rip up the floor tiles of the vessel.
On or about May 27, 2004, the liftboat POMPANO arrived at Marine Industrial Fabricators Shipyard in New
Iberia, Louisiana, and the main topic was for the crew to start ripping out the (asbestos tile) floor in the galley of the
Liftboat Pompano Crew
I. Mark Blackman, Able Seaman.
2. Mate W.S. (abbreviation of names of mariners)
3. Able Seaman P.G.
4. Able Seaman C.J.
5. Mate "S"
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6. Captain G.M.
7. Captain T.D.
The General Manager (Mr. Randy Reed) and the Port Engineer (Mr. Timothy Reed) knew of the asbestos
contaminants but still scheduled Coast Guard Inspection for August 1, 2004. The vessel failed the inspection. On
August 20, 2004, they ordered the crew to move off the Liftboat POMPANO onto the Liftboat SWORDFISH due to
asbestos contamination, which they were well aware of before the Coast Guard inspection, but they never attempted to
move the boat crew until after the Coast Guard inspection on August 19,2004.

[NMA Comment: During this period, the crew was expected to live on the lift boat in the midst of the dust, dirt,
and contaminants and was not housed in a motel overnight.]
On August 20, 2004, I was informed by (another Able Seaman) that the crew was ordered to move off the
POMPANO onto the SWORDFISH and that over the weekend a "special crew" was being brought in to remove the
asbestos material from the vessel. On August 23, 2004, I spoke with the (same Able Seaman) again and he informed
me that on the previous day that the crew was allowed to move back on board the vessel. During the removal of the
asbestos tile flooring, there were welders working inside the vessel, cutting aluminum from the cabin, cutting the
flooring, and we wiped the dust from the cabinets the ceilings. I will provide photographs if necessary of the galley.
There was dust in the air conditioner vents. beds. and clothing as well.
Seaman M.B., a former employee of Global Industries Offshore who resigned in June 2004 due to various
(allegedly) illegal activities within the company, who presently has a complaint pending before a Federal agency, is
very concerned about his possibly receiving asbestos contamination due to activities he performed aboard Global
Industry Vessels.
Seaman E.R., a former employee of Global Industries Offshore who was the subject of threats from Captain Paul
Miller, Able Seaman Michael Louviere, and General Manager Randy Reed which resulted in Mr. Reed terminating
Seaman E.R. on March 11, 2004 for complaining of (allegedly) illegal activities aboard the vessel.

Liftboat SANDSHARK Crew
I. Captain E. C.
2. Captain S.S.
3. MateS.D.
4. MateD.D.
5. Able Seaman M.B. (mentioned previously with allegations of illegality)
6. Able Seaman L.J. (similar to M.B., above)
7. Able Seaman "Chuck"
8. Ordinary Seaman "Jeremy"
9. ·'J.M." (a former employee who was injured)
Liftboat STINGRAY Crew
I. Captain Paul Miller (Recently received Letter of Warning from Coast Guard MSO Morgan City)
2. Captain J.P.
3. Mate S.C. (a former employee at time of this report)
4. Mate R.A. (a former employee at time of this report)
5. Able Seaman Michael Louviere (previously mentioned)
6. Able Seaman. Mark Blackman.
7. Ordinary Seaman Eric Robinson (a former employee terminated on Mar. 11. 2004 for reporting of alleged illegal
activities on M/V STINGRAY)
8. MateD.C.
Global Industries Offshore had a total of twenty-two (22) liftboats. The two newest ones were the KINGFISH and
the SWORDFISH. The other twenty (20) boats were built in the 1970s and 1980s. The company is well aware of the
asbestos contamination aboard these vessels, but they feel that the almighty dollar is more important than the health
and safety of their employees. I recently received word that the General Manager, Mr. Randy Reed, said that the
company is not required to test their employees as long as the contaminants are removed from the vessel. I was also
told that once the MN POMPANO is sandblasted and painted this week, it will set sail for offshore after it passes its
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Coast Guard Inspection on August 23, 2004.
Please consider this letter a request for an emergency investigation!
Further information revealed that Global Industries Offshore only removed the Asbestos contaminants in order to
sell the vessels, but I am told that so far only twelve (12) liftboats were sold and that the buyer became aware of the
contaminants and requested that they be removed before finalizing the sale. Th.is information may not be exact.
Testing (for Asbestos contamination) is needed on all present employees as well as all former boat personnel with
Global Industries Offshore.
Sincerely,
s/ Mark Blackman
[NMA Comment: Mark Blackman furnished a list of company contact numbers including office phones, home
phones and boat phones that were sent to both OSHA and the Coast Guard.]
[NMA Comment: Hercules Offshore announced on Oct. 4, 2004 their purchase of the Globalliftboat fleet for
$53,000,000. Mr. Randy Reed, fonner Global manager, is now the President of Hercules Offshore.]
WHAT IS ASBESTOS?
[Source: Edited from Wikipedia, Asbestos/.
Asbestos is a naturally occurring mineral, distinguished from other minerals by the fact that its crystals form
long, thin fibers.
The Greeks termed asbestos the "miracle mineral" as they admired it for its soft and pliant properties, as well as
its ability to withstand heat (the word asbestos' is derived from a Greek adjective meaning "inextinguishable").
Asbestos was spun and woven into cloth in the same manner as cotton. It was also utilized for wicks in sacred
lamps. Romans likewise recognized the properties of asbestos and it is thought that they cleaned asbestos
tablecloths by throwing them into tire. 1
Asbestos became increasingly popular among manufacturers and builders in the late 19th century due to its
resistance to heat, electricity and chemical damage, sound absorption and tensile strength. When asbestos is used
for its resistance to fire or heat, the fibers are often mixed with cement or woven into fabric or mats. Asbestos is
used in brake shoes and gaskets for its heat resistance, and in the past was used on electric oven and hotplate wiring
for its electrical insulation at elevated temperature, and in buildings for its flame-retardant and insulating properties,
tensile strength, flexibility, and resistance to chemicals.
The inhalation of asbestos fibers can cause serious illnesses. including mesothelioma. Since the mid 1980s,
many uses of asbestos are banned in many countries.
Deposits of asbestos are found throughout the world. The primary sites of commercial production are: the
Commonwealth of Independent States, Canada, Brazil, Zimbabwe, and South Africa. Russia is also indicated in its
production.
Health Issues
The first signs of health related concerns associated with Asbestos fibers was likely late 1800s/early 1900s.
Asbestos diseases can be seen as early as I0 years after exposure. As such, with asbestos mining, manufacturing
and installation in full gear by the late 1800s, it is likely that asbestos related sickness/illness was present and
diagnosed, though not named until later in 1900s.
1910-1920. In 1918, a Prudential Insurance Company official notes that life insurance companies will not cover
asbestos workers, because of the "health-injurious conditions of the industry" .11QJ
1930s. In 1930, the major asbestos company Johns-Manville produced a report, for internal company use only, about
medical reports of asbestos worker fatalities.U!!J In 1932, a letter from the U.S. Bureau of Mines to asbestos manufacturer
Eagle-Picher stated, in relevant part, "It is now known that asbestos dust is one of the most dangerous dusts to which man
is exposed" .llli In 1933, Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. doctors found that 29 percent of workers in a Johns-Manville
plant have asbestosis.J1QJ Likewise, in 1933, Johns-Manville officials settled lawsuits by 11 employees with asbestosis on
the condition that the employees' lawyer agree to never again "directly or indirectly participate in the bringing of new
actions against the Corporation."llli In 1934, officials of two large asbestos companies, Johns-Manville and RaybestosManhattan, edited an article about the diseases of asbestos workers written by a Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
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doctor. The changes minimized the danger of asbestos dust.llli In 1935, officials of Johns-Manville and RaybestosManhattan instructed the editor of Asbestos magazine to publish nothing about asbestosis.llli In 1936, a group of
asbestos companies agreed to sponsor research on the health effects of asbestos dust, but required that the companies
maintain complete control over the disclosure of the results.QQJ
1940s. In 1942, an internal Owens-Corning corporate memo referred to "medical literature on asbestosis in scores of
publications in which the lung and skin hazards of asbestos are discussed. "112.1 Either in 1942 or 1943, the president of
Johns-Manville said that the managers of another asbestos company were "a bunch of fools for notifying employees who
had asbestosis." When one of the managers asked, "do you mean to tell me you would let them work until they dropped
dead?" the response is reported to have been, "Yes. We save a lot of money that way. ,J1.ll In 1944, a Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company report found 42 cases of asbestosis among 195 asbestos miners.U:!l.
1950s. In 1951, Asbestos companies removed all references to cancer before allowing publication of research
they sponsor.ill..l In 1952, Dr. Kenneth Smith. Johns-Manville medical director. recommended (unsuccessfully) that
warning labels be attached to products containing asbestos. Later Smith testified: "It was a business decision as far
as I could understand ... the corporation is in business to provide jobs for people and make money for stockholders
and they had to take into consideration the effects of everything they did; and if the application of a caution label
identifying a product as hazardous would cut into sales, there would be serious tinancial implications. ul1QJ In 1953,
National Gypsum's safety director wrote to the Indiana Division of Industrial Hygiene, recommending that acoustic
plaster mixers wear respirators "because of the asbestos used in the product." Another company official noted that
the letter is "full of dynamite," and urged that it be retrieved before reaching its dt!stination. A memo in the files
noted that the company "succeeded in stopping" the letter, which "will be modified. ,lllJ

Asbestos as a contaminant
Most respirable asbestos fibers are invisible to the unaided human eye because their size is about 3.0-20.0 l!ill in
length and can be as thin as 0.01 J.Im. Human hair ranges in size from 17 to 181 J.l m in width.ill.l Fibers ultimately
form because when these minerals originally cooled and crystallized, they formed by the polymeric molecules
lining up parallel with each other and forming oriented crystal lattices. These crystals thus have three cleavage
planes, just as other minerals and gemstones have. But in their case, there are two cleavage planes that are much
weaker than the third direction. When sufficient force is applied, they tend to break along their weakest directions,
resulting in a linear fragmentation pattern and hence a tibrous form. This fracture process can keep occurring and
one larger asbestos fiber can ultimately become the source of hundreds of much thinner and smaller fibers.
As asbestos fibers get smaller and lighter. the more easily they become airborne and human respiratory
exposures can result. Fibers will eventually settle but may be re-suspended by air currents or other movement.
Friability of a product containing asbestos means that it is so soft and weak in structure that it can be broken
with simple finger crushing pressure. Friable materials are of the most initial concern due to their ease of damage.
The forces or conditions of usage that come into intimate contact with most non-friable materials containing
asbestos are substantially higher than finger pressure.

NaturaUy occurring asbestos
Asbestos from natural geologic deposits is known as "Naturally Occurring Asbestos" (NOA). Health risks
associated with exposure to NOA are not yet fully understood, and current federal regulations do not address
exposure from NOA. Many populated areas are in proximity to shallow, natural deposits which occur in 50 of 58
California counties and in 19 other U.S. states. In one study, data was collected from 3,000 mesothelioma patients
in California and 890 men with prostate cancer, a malignancy not known to be related to asbestos. The study found
a correlation between the incidence of mesothelioma and the distance a patient lived from known deposits of rock
likely to include asbestos, the correlation was not present when the incidence of prostate cancer was compared with
the same distances. According to the study, risk of mesothelioma declined by 6 percent for every 10 kilometers that
an individual had lived from a likely asbestos' source.U2..1
Portions of ElDorado county are known to contain natural asbestos formations near the surface.112.1 The USGS
studied amphiboles in rock and soil in the area in response to an EPA sampling study and subsequent criticism of
the EPA study. The study found that many amphibole particles in the area meet the counting rule criteria used by
the EPA for chemical and morphological limits, but do not meet morphological requirements for commercialgrade-asbestos. The executive summary pointed out that even particles that do not meet requirements for
commercial-grade-asbestos may be a health threat and suggested a collaborative research effort to assess health
risks associated with "Naturally Occurring Asbestos".Uill
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Large portions of Fairfax County. Virginia were also found to be underlain with tremolite. The county
monitored air quality at construction sites, controlled soil taken from affected areas, and required freshly developed
sites to lay 6 inches of clean, stable material over the ground.m.t

Asbestos in the environment
Asbestos is in the air we breathe and some of the water we drink, including water from natural sources.illl
Studies have shown that members of asbestos workers (not the general population) with lung cancer have tens of
thousands to hundreds of thousands of asbestos fibers in each gram of dry lung tissue, which translates into millions
of fibers and tens of thousands of asbestos bodies in every person's lungs.illl
The EPA has proposed a concentration limit of 7 million fibers per liter of drinking water for long fibers
(lengths greater than or equal to 5 Jlm). OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) has set limits of
100,000 fibers with lengths greater than or equal to 5 Jlm per cubic meter of workplace air for 8-hour shifts and 40hour work weeks.J..UJ

Other asbestos-related diseases
• asbestos warts- caused when the sharp fibers lodge in the skin and are overgrown causing benign callus-like growths.
• pleural plaques- discrete fibrous or partially calcified thickened area which can be seen on X-rays of individuals
exposed to asbestos. They do not become malignant or cause other lung impairment.
• d(ffuse pleural thickening - similar to above and can sometimes be associated with asbestosis. Usually no
symptoms shown but if extensive can cause lung impairment.

Litigation
Asbestos litigation is the longest, most expensive mass tort in U.S. history. involving more than 6.000
defendants and 600,000 claimants.11:!1 Current trends indicate that the rate at which people are diagnosed with the
disease will likely increase through the next decade. Analysts have estimated that the total costs of asbestos
litigation in the USA alone is over $250 billion.llli
The volume of the asbestos liability has alarmed the manufacturers and insurance industry. The amounts and
method of allocating compensation have been the source of many court cases, and government attempts at
resolution of existing and future cases.
Arguably the most notorious environmental polluter in history, W.R. Grace (A Civil Action), again showed its
disregard for human health with its failure to make public an internal study conducted by W.R. Grace, subsequent to its
purchase of the Libby, MT Asbestos Mine in 1963. The study, W.R. Grace/Zonolite: Confidential Study of
Zonolite!Libby Emplo.vees ( 1969), stated "Although 17% of our I to 5 years service group have or are suspect of lung
disease, there is a marked rise (45%) beginning with the II year of service, climbing to 92% in the 21 to 25 years service
group. This suggests that chances of getting lung disease increases as years of exposure increase." (see Exhibit 130.4).
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Mesothelioma's Cause- Asbestos Exposure

I Source: http://www.mesotheliomaweb.orr?lcause. See our page on mesothelioma risk factors.}
At some point in our lives, nearly all of us have been exposed to asbestos in the air we breathe and the water we
drink; from natural deposits in the earth, and from the deterioration of asbestos products around us. Most of us.
however. do not become ill as a result of our exposure. More commonly, those who at some point are diagnosed
with asbestos disease. have worked in jobs where more substantial exposure occurred over longer periods of time.
Nevertheless, cases of mesothelioma have been documented as the result of lesser exposure. affecting family
members of workers who came into contact with asbestos and brought it home on their clothing, skin or hair. or
affecting those who lived in close proximity to asbestos manufacturing facilities. Symptoms of asbestos disease
usually are not be apparent until decades after exposure.
Asbestos was used commercially in North America as early as the late 1800s. but its use increased dramatically
during the World War II era when shipyards produced massive numbers of ships for the war effort. Since that time.
asbestos-containing products were used by the construction and building trades. the automotive industry and the
manufacturing industry. All told, more than 5.000 products contained asbestos.
For more than 50 years, products containing asbestos remained unregulated, and the manufacturers of those
products continued to prosper, knowing full well that many of the millions of workers who came into contact with
their products would ultimately suffer as the result of their actions. Finally, in the late 1970s. the Consumer
Products Safety Commission banned the use of asbestos in wallboard patching compounds and artificial ash for gas
fireplaces because the fiber could easily be released during use.
In 1989, the Environmental Protection Agency banned all new use of asbestos. but uses established prior to that
time were still allowed. Although awareness of the dangers of asbestos and public concern over the issue have led
to a decline in domestic consumption over the years, a total ban on asbestos has not come to fruition. Asbestos is
still imported, still used and still dangerous.
Although it is suggested that the number of mesothelioma cases in the U.S. has reached its peak and has begun
to drop, a forecast released by the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance. Epidemiology. and End Results Program
(SEER), in April, 2003, projected the total number of American male mesothelioma cases from 2003-2054 to be
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approximately 71,000. This number, however, does not take into consideration events such as the World Trade
Center disaster on September II, 2001, when millions of New Yorkers were potentially exposed to air filled with
carcinogenic asbestos particles. When the latency period for asbestos disease is factored in, cases of mesothelioma
will continue to be diagnosed for years to come.

PUTTING AN END TO ASBESTOS IN SIDPS
[Source: Marine Log, Feb. 2012. p. 10. Emphasis is ours!]
This July will mark the IOth anniversary of the entry into force of the SOLAS regulation that prohibited the
installation of materials - with a few exceptions - containing asbestos in all ships. And, in 2011, SO LAS Ch. II-I,
Regulation 3-5, prohibited any installation of materials that contain asbestos for all ships without exception.
Classification society Germanischer Lloyd (GL) reports that despite the prohibition of asbestos containing
materials (ACMs), asbestos is still found onboard ships. During inspections, asbestos has been found in gaskets, floor
tiles, brake linings, paint colors and other coatings. It may also be present in ropes or lines, insulating blankets,
exhaust insuwtion, wall panels, ceiling tiles, etc., even though the shipyard issued an asbestos free declaration or certificate. More importantly, ships that were initially free of asbestos appear to have asbestos on board as a result of
repairs at shipyards or through the purchasing spare parts at a later stage.
The use of asbestos. which refers to a set of six silicate minerals, stretches back thousands of years and became
widespread in the 19th century in many building materials such as electrical and pipe insulation, and bricks because of
its resistance to fire, heat, chemical and electrical damage. It also has excellent sound dampening properties.
Some of the first documented deaths related to asbestos were reported in the early 1900s. The inhalation of
asbestos tibers can cause serious illnesses, including lung cancer, Mesothelioma, and asbestosis.
Today, there are hundreds of thousands of claimants in asbestos-related health cases in the U.S. alone.
Russia, China, Brazil and Canada are among the world's leading producers of asbestos.
GL says if asbestos is detected on board, in opposition of SOLAS regulation II-1/3-5, it should be removed bv
professional asbestos removal companies within a time frame of three years from the date when the contravention is
found. During the removal process, the Flag State should be in close consultation and provide supervision.
In order to assist ship owners in complying with the new SOLAS Regulation, and to ensure that their t1eet is free of
asbestos, Germanischer Lloyd's HazMat Team is now offering services for Asbestos Surveys.
GL services include:
• HazMat survey for New Building projects according to IMO regulations.
• HazMat survey for Fleet in Service vessels
• HazMat management plan development
• A training course for HazMat experts
• Certified asbestos management training
• Monitoring and evaluation of materials and components
• Inventory for Hazardous Materials (IHM)
• Awareness training regarding UN/IMO regulations
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CHAPTER3
FATIGUE AND SLEEP ISSUES

The Coast Guard's "Split Personality"
Nowhere does the Coast Guard demonstrate its "split personality" more than it does in its approach to the 2011
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) on Inspection of Towing Vessels than it does in the following statement:
"We are considering including hours of service standards and crew endurance management requirements but are
not proposing such requirements at this time."<tJ
Instead, the Marine Safety Directorate posed 18 questions mostly directed to management that they should
already have asked in the seven long years they spent developing the proposed rulesY' fll76 FR 49979, Aug. 11,
2011. r2J76 FR 49991-49992]
Coast Guard Headquarters Drags its Feet
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) first brought the issue of "hours of service" to the attention
of all Department of Transportation modal transportation agencies including the Coast Guard in 1989.
Ten years later, Coast Guard Chief of Staff VADM Timothy W. Josiah responded to a reintroduction of the
NTSB "recommendations" and briefly summarized the Coast Guard's progress during the past 10 years. However,
in the final paragraph of his letter, VADM Josiah stated" ... while the complexities of the maritime transportation
system preclude the Coast Guard (rom establishing scientificallv based hours o(service at this time, progress is
being made at multiple levels, internationally as well as domestically, to rationally frame and address the fatigue
issue on commercial vessels."
On Nov. 17, 2000, our Association, in a letter to NTSB Chairman Jim Hall noted the Coast Guard's slow pace,
lack of progress and lack of interest in promulgating scientifically-based hours of service regulations for the
maritime industry and especially that portion of the industry that used the "two-watch" system - centered around
our limited-tonnage mariners. We witnessed Coast Guard intransigence on this issue in our attempts to work with
NOSAC on hours-of-service and manning issues during this period.
Finally, our Association switched its attention from the Coast Guard and focused on Congress where our
complaints were starting to receive increased consideration. In September 2004, Congress sought results and
requested a final report on the Coast Guard's research work that centered on a "Demonstration Project" on its Crew
Endurance Management System (CEMS). The report was issued in 2006.<tJ Coast Guard research on sleep and
fatigue continued so that in August 2011 the agency presented a strong report on their conclusions on fatigue and
sleep research as part of the proposed rule on Towing Vessel Inspection. (IJRefer to NMA Report #R-401-D.]
Following VADM Josiah's lackluster reply to the NTSB, our Association concentrated on reviewing and
reporting on many accidents that clearly related to mariner fatigue. Although the Coast Guard after May 2008
limited our access to accident reports following the DHS OIG report that was critical of their investigations,0 ' we
urge Congress to clearly limit the hours-of-service on all inspected vessels to 12 hours in any consecutive 24-hour
period. (/}Refer to NMA Report #R-429-M.]
The Coast Guard Excels in Researching Hours-of-Service Issues
At the same time that Headquarters was dragging its feet on creating "scientifically based hours of service
regulations" their research and development staff performed a creditable (and credible) job of research on sleep and
fatigue issues that they presented in the preamble to the proposed rule on Towing Vessel Inspection in August 2011
that we reprinted below. Yet, the Marine Safety Directorate succeeded in turning the project around without
making a meaningful recommendation on this important subject that should have been one of the most significant
parts of the proposed rule.

,.

Coast Guard Research on Sleep and Fatigue
[Source: The Federal Register at 76 FR 49991-49997, Aug. 11, 2011. Docket #USCG-2006-24412-0001.]
The Coast Guard offers the following research and additional information regarding hours of service standards
and requirements for managing crew endurance, the ability for a crewmember to maintain performance within
safety limits while enduring job-related physiological and psychological challenges in order to inform public
comment related to these issues:
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The Coast Guard recognizes that the issue of operator fatigue is not new, nor is it an issue confmed solely to the
maritime industry. In 1989, the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) first addressed the issue of operator
fatigue in three recommendations presented to the Secretary of Transportation and called for research, education,
and revisions to existing regulations. In 1990, NTSB added these recommendations to its Most Wanted List. In
1999, NTSB sponsored a safety study that determined that operator fatigue remained widespread throughout the
transportation industry. In 2006, NTSB reaffirmed their recommendation to the regulatory bodies for the A~ation,
Marine, and Pipeline Industries to establish scientifically based hours of service regulations that set limits on hours
of service, provide predictable work and rest schedules, and consider human sleep and rest requirements. As part of
this recommendation, NTSB stated that "operating a vehicle without the operator's having adequate rest, in any
mode of transportation, presents an unnecessary risk to the traveling public."
These NTSB studies,
recommendations, and other documents may be found at URL: http://www.ntsb.!!ov.
Sleep Loss and Its Consequences
In most work environments, many pressures and stressors impact workers' quality of life and performance. One
important yet underestimated stressor is daily restriction of sleep. [See National Sleep Foundation, "Sleep in
America" poll. URL: http://www.sleentoundation.org (2007)].
In many jobs, daily sleep restriction is unavoidable. Some professions such as health care, security, and
transportation require working at night and, often, long work hours of 12 hours or more per day. In these fields, the
effect of daily sleep loss on performance is crucial to safety. Often, in response to the daily workplace stressors, workers
tend to stretch their capacity and compromise their nightly sleep, thus becoming chronically sleep deprived.
While the need for sleep varies considerably between individuals, studies show that for adults an average length of
sleep between 7 and 8'h hours per night provides physiological and cognitive resources to support normal health and
performance. Physiologically, at least two processes regulate sleep, one homeostatic and the other cyclic (also known as
circadian) with a period of about 24 hours per day. The homeostatic process regulates energy availability and depends
on the daily duration of sleep and of wakefulness; the need to sleep increases as wakefulness continues uninterrupted.
The circadian process, also referred to as the body clock, regulates the time of the day when sleep is scheduled and also
impacts the restoration and availability of cellular energy. In brief, the body clock abhors uncertainty; it prefers stable,
daily sleep beginning at the same time(s). [See Paula Alhola & Paivi Polo-Kantola, "Sleep Deprivation: Impact on
Cognitive Performance. '' Neuropsychiatric Diseases and Treatment, 553-567, Vol. 5 (2007).]
These studies show that both of these processes work well with daily sleep periods lasting at least 7
uninterrupted hours, where that sleep occurs at consistent times from day to day. Additionally, significant
disruptions of the timing of daily sleep onset, or restriction of the duration of sleep below 7 uninterrupted hours per
day, result in significant impacts on human physiology, health, and performance.
While there are many unanswered questions regarding the functions of sleep and the effects of sleep loss, there
is no question that sleep is critical for body restitution, like energy conservation, thermoregulation, and tissue
recovery. In addition, a now well-documented body of research demonstrates that sleep is essential for cognitive
performance, especially memory consolidation.
Daily sleep loss, instead, activates the sympathetic nervous system, causing release of adrenalin and cortisol,
resulting in stress and impairments of the immune system and metabolism. Daily sleep loss is now linked with
cellular insulin resistance, thus predisposing people who experience sleep restriction to abnormal glucose
metabolism and diminished energy production. People who experience daily sleep loss usually suffer a decline in
cognitive performance and changes in mood.
Performance Standards and Protection of
Situational Awareness
Based on the Coast Guard's current research, the Coast Guard is considering requirements that would permit
crewmembers on towing vessels: (a) Su(ficient time off to obtain at least 8 uninterrupted hours of sleep or at
least 7 hours ofuninterrupted sleep and an additional sleep period in every 24 hour period; and {b) the means to
prevent the disruption of circadian rhvthms. Such standards would promote the daily restoration of crewmember
cognitive and physiological resources and the protection of crewmember situational awareness and decisionmaking abilities.
Situational awareness refers to the capability to maintain a constant vigil over important information,
understand the relationship among the various pieces of information monitored, and project this understanding into
the near future to make critical decisions. The term "situational awareness" is a form of mental bookkeeping.
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{David D. Woods, Leila J. Johannesen, Richard I. Cook & Nadine B. Sarter, Behind Human Error: Cognitive
Systems, Computers, and Hindsight (1 994)].
Crewmembers aboard towing vessels, whether working on the navigation watch, on deck, in engineering, or in
the galley, must constantly maintain situational awareness to ensure safe operations. Situational awareness is
essential to make informed decisions, act in a timely manner, and ultimately ensure operational safety, whether at
sea or transiting through inland waterways, harbors, or coastal environments. Maintaining 24-hour vessel
operations while successfully meeting navigational challenges such as inclement weather, vessel traffic, bridges,
locks, and recreational vessels, requires all of the cognitive processes supporting situational awareness to be
functioning in good working order.
Maintaining and updating situational awareness and making timely and accurate decisions in operational
environments, such as the wheelhouse of a towing vessel, engineering, and on deck, necessitates a wide range of
cognitive skills. In particular, a mariner must be able to:
• Appreciate a difficult and rapidly changing situation;
• Assess risk;
• Anticipate the range of consequences;
• Keep track of events;
• Update the big picture;
• Be innovative;
• Develop, maintain and revise plans;
• Remember when events occurred;
• Control mood and behavior;
• Show insights into one's own performance;
• Communicate effectively; and
• Avoid irrelevant distractions.
In addition to these skills, situational awareness and decision making also require cognitive abilities for rulebased skills of logical, critical, and deductive reasoning. A substantial body of research demonstrates that loss of
sleep significantly degrades the cognitive skills (i.e., those 12 bulleted items listed above) necessary to establish and
maintain situational awareness. {See Yvonne Harrison & James A. Horne, "The Impact of Sleep Deprivation on
Decision Making: A Review, "Journal ofExperimental Psychology: Applied, 236-249, Vol. 6 No. 3 (2000).]
The prefrontal region of the brain facilitates the use of cognitive skills necessary for situational awareness. This
region of the brain may shut down as it experiences daily sleep loss. {See I d.; Paula Alhola & Paivi Polo-Kantola,
"Sleep Deprivation: Impact on Cognitive Peiformance. " Neuropsychiatric Diseases and Treatment, 553-567, Vol.
5 (2007).]
Effects of Sleep Loss on Situational Awareness: Distractions, Assimilation, and Judgment
Appreciation of a complex situation while avoiding distraction requires assimilation of large amounts of
information in a short period of time. Loss of sleep increases visual and auditory distractions that decrease focused
attention and, therefore, interferes with the assimilation of rapidly changing information. Daily loss of sleep results
in less discrimination handling ambiguous material, less confidence, more openness to leading infonnation, and
more willingness to modify recollections of events. These effects also interfere with the correct assimilation of
changing information. Even a single night of sleep loss can result in less appreciation of a complex situation.
When subjected to sleep loss, study participants consistently applied more effort to pointless areas of their decisionmaking, which had little or no effective outcome in the task at hand. {See Yvonne Harrison & James A. Horne,
"The Impact of Sleep Deprivation on Decision Making: A Review." Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied,
236-249, Vol. 6 No. 3 (2000).]

....

Effects of Sleep Loss on the Ability to Track Events and to Develop and Update Strategies
One night of sleep loss leads to deterioration of planning skills, marked perseveration, and failure to revise
original strategies in light of new information. Additionally, people who experience partial sleep loss are more
likely to "stay the course" as opposed to changing strategies, even when it is apparent that the strategies are no
longer appropriate. [See Id.]
Studies of accidents in maritime operations support the notion that loss of situational awareness plays a
significant role in incidents attributed to human error. In a report published in 2005, discussed above in section
III.D of this preamble, TSAC reported that human factors accounted for 54 percent of the medium and high severity
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incidents and about 40 percent of the low severity incidents. Failures in situational awareness or task performance
accounted for 69 percent of the medium and high severity incidents involving human factors.
In a separate report in 2003, the Coast Guard - American Waterways Operators (AWO) Bridge Allision
Working Group examined 459 bridge allisions (an allision is contact between a moving towing vessel and a
stationary object such as bridge, dock, or moored vessel) and reported 78 percent were associated with pilot error
and 12 percent with other operational errors. These reports may be found in the docket for this rulemaking, where
listed above in section LB. "reviewing comments and documents."
Of even greater importance to the association of human error with loss of situational awareness was the fmding
that 68 percent of 435 cases showed critical decision-making errors on the part of the towing vessel operator.
These findings support the NTSB findings and recommendations that, in dynamically evolving operational
scenarios, a loss of situational awareness leads to inadequate decision-making and performance errors.
On towing vessels, a typical work schedule alternates between 6 hours of work and 6 hours of rest, otherwise
known as "6 on/6 off." This schedule consistently restricts daily uninterrupted sleep below 6 hours (total

uninterrupted sleep obtained in a 6 on/6 off watch schedule cannot exceed 6 hours) and does not deliberately
ensure nighttime physiological adjustment (body clock adjusted for nighttime work and daytime sleep) when
crewmembers work at night. As a result, when reviewing accidents involving human error, it is not possible to
determine whether the degradation in situation awareness was from increasing sleep debt or from working against
the physiological need to sleep. [See Yvonne Harrison and James A. Home, "The Impact of Sleep Deprivation on

Decision Maldng: A Review. '' Journal of Experimental Psychology: Applied, 236-249, Vol. 6 No. 3 (2000); Paula
Alhola and Paivi Polo-Kantola, "Sleep Deprivation: Impact on Cognitive Performance. " Neuropsychiatric
Diseases and Treatment, 553-567, Vol. 5 (2007).]
Work Hours in the Towing Industry
Licensed crewmembers in the towing industry work approximately 84 working hours in a 7-day workweek.

[See Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics' Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2010-11, Water
Transportation Occupations (htm:!Mww.bls.govlocoipd{/ocos247.pd[), p. 2.]
In most segments of the towing industry, towing companies must sustain 24-hour operations to provide
customers with adequate transportation services and to compete with other carriers. Currently, a number of
requirements governing hours of service for the shipping industry can be found in Title 46 of the U.S. Code. The
law states that a towing vessel on a trip or voyage of less than 600 miles may divide its licensed officers and certain
crewmembers, while at sea, into at least 2 watches (46 U.S. Code §8104(g)). The law further requires that licensed
individuals on towing vessels that are at least 26 feet in length may not work more than 12 hours in a consecutive
24-hour period, except in an emergency (46 U.S. Code §8104(h)). Additionally, licensed individuals or
crewmembers in the deck or engine departments, operating on the Great Lakes, may not work more than 8 hours in
one day or more than 15 hours in any 24-hour period, or 36 hours in any 72-hour period (46 U.S. Code §81041).
As previously stated, the typical work schedule for towing vessels alternates between 6 hours of work and 6
hours of rest. This work/rest schedule is repeated every day, when possible, without changing reporting times.

While the 6 on/6 offschedule provides consistent periods of work and rest (rom day to day, under the conditions
of a 6 on/6 offschedule. sleep is restricted and sleep debt accumulates day aOer day, which gradually increases
fatigue levels. Ultimately, under the 6 on/6 off schedule, fatigue is inevitable. [See Mikko Harma, Markku
Partinen, Risto Repo, Matti Sorsa, and Pertti Siivonen, "Effects of 6/6 and 4/8 Watch Systems on Sleepiness Among
Bridge Officers." Chronobiology International, 25(2&3): 413-423, (2008)].
Physiological adaptation to nighttime work schedules is required to prevent crewmember fatigue. During
nighttime watch periods, crewmembers experience the disparity between the need to sleep during the night and the
requirement to work when they would normally be sleeping. [See Margareta Lutzholf, Anna Dahlgren, Albert

Kircher, Birgitta Thorslund, and Mats Gil/berg, "Fatigue at Sea in Swedish Shipping- A Field Study. "American
Journal of Industrial Medicine 53:733-740 (2010).} Adapting to nighttime work and daytime sleep requires
specific natural and artificial light exposure regimens prior, during, and after the night watch to re-adjust
physiological timing.

A recent study conducted at the Karolinska Institute in Sweden demonstrated that maritime officers working
the 6 on/6 off schedule. without the omortunity to adjust their internal physiology to nighttime work and
daytime sleep. consistently obtained less than 4.5 hours ofsleep during a 6-hour period off, even when sleeping
during the night. [See Claire A. Eriksen, Mats Gil/berg & Peter Vestergren, "Sleepiness and Sleep in a Simulated
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Six Hours on/Six Hours off Sea Watch System. " 23 Chronobiology International: The Journal of Biological and
Medical Rhythm Research 1193-1202, (2006)].
Officers sleeping during the night were not able to sleep longer than 5 hours per night, while officers sleeping
during daytime hours slept less than 4 hours per sleep period. These data demonstrate that even when officers slept
in comfortable bedrooms on shore, as was the case in this study, lack of physiological adaptation to the night work
schedule resulted in further restrictions of sleep duration during daytime hours. Participants in this study share with
crewmembers aboard domestic towing vessels both the 6 on/6 off watch schedule and the lack of opportunity to
physiologically adapt to working nights and sleeping during the day.
Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS)
The Coast Guard provides training and information on fatigue management through the Crew Endurance
Management Systems (CEMS) program. While this training and information has been available to the industry-atlarge, companies report difficulty in providing appropriate artificial lighting for crewmember nighttime adaptation.
Under the 6 on/6 off watch schedule, crewmembers work at night, against the natural physiological need to sleep,
and under the influence of increasing sleep debt. Under these operational conditions, reduced situational awareness
is inevitable. [See Yvonne Harrison and James A. Horne, "The Impact of Sleep Deprivation on Decision Making:
A Review." Journal of E-cperimental Psychology: Applied, 236-249, Vol.6 No.3 (2000); Paula Alhola and Paivi
Polo-Kantola, "Sleep Deprivation: Impact on Cognitive Performance. "Neuropsychiatric Diseases and Treatment,
553-567, Vol. 5 (2007)}.
The nexus between daily sleep restriction, relevant to the 6 on/6 off watch schedule, and cognitive impairment
vital to the maintenance of situational awareness is demonstrated in a study conducted in 2002 at the Walter Reed
Anny Institute of Research. Researchers examined performance degradation and restoration in 66 research
volunteers who were allowed 3, 5, 7, and 9 hours of continuous time in bed, each night for 7 consecutive days.
Results of the study can be found in an article titled "Patterns of Performance Degradation and Restoration During
Sleep Restriction and Subsequent Recovery: A Sleep Dose-Response Study." This article may be found in the
docket for this rulemaking, where listed above in section I.B. "Viewing comments and documents."
As noted in the article, baseline performance was measured after participants were allowed 8 continuous hours
of time in bed. Participants who had 9 consecutive hours of time in bed each night showed no impairment in
performance. By contrast, participants who had 5 or 7 hours of time in bed showed slower reaction speeds.
Participants in the 5-hour time in bed condition exhibited greater alertness deficit than in the 7-, 8-, and 9-hour time
in bed conditions.
This study also highlighted the importance of recovery sleep on performance. After the 7 days of sleep
restriction, participants were allowed 8 consecutive hours of time in bed for 3 days. During this 3-day recovery
period, participants underwent neurobehavioral tests while awake. The 9-hour time in bed group showed no
significant differences from the baseline. By contrast, the 3-hour time in bed group rapidly recovered when
allowed 8 hours of time in bed on the first night, though their performance did not recover to baseline levels (8-hour
time in bed). In fact, during the 3 days of sleep recovery, this group's performance levels never rose higher than
those of participants whose sleep was restricted to 5 or 7 hours.
Disturbingly, while participants who had less than 8 continuous hours of time in bed did not report feeling
sleepy, this group's performance and alertness levels decreased significantly, especially in the 5-hour and 3-hour
time in bed groups. These data illustrate that people experiencing partial sleep deprivation do not easily recognize
their own performance impairment.
A more recent study observed 48 healthy adults whose sleep was restricted to 4, 6, and 8 hours of time in bed
per night for 14 days. The results are published in an article titled "The Cumulative Cost of Additional
Wakefulness: Dose-Response Effects on Neurobehavioral Functions and Sleep Physiology From Chronic Sleep
Restriction and Total Sleep Deprivation." In this study, participants underwent neurobehavioral tests, while awake,
every 2 hours to determine the effects of sleep restriction on their daytime performance. These tests included
measures of attention/reaction time, working memory, mental agility, and subjective sleepiness. Taken together,
the tests measured participants' cognitive abilities while they performed tasks requiring vigilance and mental
tracking of critical information. Results showed that performance deteriorated significantly, as sleep loss
accumulated over the 14 days.
Remarkably, the performance levels of participants who received less than 6 hours of time in bed per day, for 14
days, degraded as much as those of participants who had no time in bed for 2 days. Paradoxically, none of the
sleep-restricted participants reported feeling sleepy.
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The results of both studies highlighted here are important to towing operations, and as such were taken into
consideration when we considered hours-of-service performance standards. While they cannot be said to prove
without a doubt that when given less than 8 hours time in bed per night, a crewmember's alertness and cognitive
abilities, and thus overall situational awareness, will decline, they do suggest that this is the case. Compounding
the problem is the fact that sleepiness is unlikelv to be reported, even when cognitive abilities are impaired.
In addition to reviewing the studies cited above, we used the Fatigue Avoidance Scheduling Tool (FAS1) to
determine the effects of sleeping less than 7-8 hours per day, even when considering two separate sleep periods.
The FAST is the result of coordinated Department of Transportation (DOT) and Department of Defense (DOD)
research efforts to develop and validate a comprehensive model to assess the effects of work and rest schedules on
human health and performance. The Coast Guard also uses the FAST to assess, identify, and mitigate operational
risks inherent in its own afloat, aviation, and ashore missions. Other agencies such as the Federal Railroad
Administration (FRA) use the FAST for similar purposes. A full assessment, when applying the FAST, may be
found in the docket for this rulemaking, where listed above in section I.B. "Viewing comments and documents."
Figures 2 through 10 in the assessment, which can be found in the docket for this rulemaking, show results from
modeling changes in human alertness and cognitive performance effectiveness as a result of working a variety of
schedules. Figure 2 shows the impact of restricted sleep on performance and alertness of a crewmember working
nights from 12 midnight-6 a.m. and during the day from 12 noon-6 p.m., simulating a two-watch system. In this case,
the crewmember sleeps a total of 6 hours per day in two separate sleep periods, one occurring from 8 a.m.-1 0 a.m. and
the other from 7 p.m.-11 p.m. All sleep considered in this example is of the highest quality, without any interruptions
of any kind. This example simulates the crewmember sleeping 4 consecutive hours just prior to reporting for the night
watch and 2 consecutive hours after the end of the watch. The FAST calculations reveal a pattern of degraded
performance throughout the 30-day simulation. Under these circumstances, the daily alertness and performance
function shows a degrading trend with alertness and performance levels comparable to someone with Blood Alcohol
Concentration (BAC) levels of0.05 percent, 0.08 percent, and 0.1 percent throughout the watch period.
Figure 3 shows the effect of interrupted sleep under the same schedule as the one used for the calculations
depicted on figure 2. In this case, the FAST simulation includes two short interruptions of sleep per hour. This
scenario simulates occasional sleep disruptions due to environmental noise, and results in brief wakefulness periods
during every hour of sleep. In this instance, minor disruptions of the sleep period cause a rapid decrease in the
performance efficiency curve. This decrease reaches levels comparable to performance below the 0.1 percent BAC
level after only 3 consecutive days. Performance does not recover above the 0.1 percent BAC level throughout the
30-day assessment.
Figure 4 models the performance and alertness functions of a crewmember working 6 hours during the night
(midnight-6 a.m.) and 6 hours during the day (noon-6 p.m.), but sleeping a total of 8 hours per day, 4 hours between 7
a.m.-11 a.m. and 4 hours between 7 p.m.-11 p.m. All sleep in this example is of the highest quality, without any
interruptions. Examining the performance effectiveness function on Figure 4 reveals a daily degradation in alertness
and performance that is comparable to 0.05 percent and 0.08 percent BAC levels throughout the night watch period.
However, unlike the example shown on Figure 2, performance effectiveness begins a recovery trend on the seventh
day. Recovery is not complete, as performance effectiveness does not climb above the 0.05 percent BAC
performance level. This provides evidence that increasing daily sleep from 6 to 8 hours did improve performance
efficiency, but it was not sufficient to prevent degradation of performance throughout the 30-day assessment.
Figure 5 shows the impact of minor interruptions of sleep per hour (two awakenings less than 1 minute long).
The FAST algorithm reveals that, although this model iteration affords 8 total hours of sleep (adding both sleep
periods), minor sleep disruptions result in significant degradation of performance. Performance effectiveness
degrades below the 0.1 percent BAC level after the third day and remains below the 0.05 percent BAC level for the
rest of the 30-day period of assessment. Both models explored in Figures 4 and 5 provide evidence that
performance efficiency depends on the interaction between daily sleep duration and quality of sleep.
Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 provide results from modeling longer work and sleep periods in a two-watch system.
The results shown in these models indicate that it is possible to prevent performance degradation in the two-watch
system, but it requires the extension of the rest periods. The placement of the longest sleep period relative to the
night watch is also important. Sleeping 6 hours soon after the night watch and 4 hours during the afternoon
maintains performance efficiency within safe levels. Day watch models also showed high performance efficiency
when consecutive sleep durations reached 6.5 hours.
Considering together the results from the FAST modeling, the scientific evidence showing that restricted sleep
degrades performance via a degradation of cognitive abilities supporting situational awareness, and evidence of
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sleep restriction under the 6 on/6 off schedule, the Coast Guard believes that insufficient time o[fto allow for at
least 7 /tours of uninterrupted, dailv sleep degrades cognitive abilities. Thus, the Coast Guard seeks additional
data, information and public comment on potential requirements to increase uninterrupted sleep duration to a
threshold of at least 7 consecutive hours in one of the two available off periods in the two-watch system to increase
the probability that crewmembers will have the opportunity to restore the cognitive abilities necessary to maintain
situational awareness, even if the sleep environment is not optimal.
The Coast Guard expects that anv hours ofservice limitations, either adopted by industry or imposed through
regulation, would address the need for inspected towing vessel operators to graduallv alter the traditional6 on/6 off
watch schedules. The Coast Guard acknowledges, however, that requiring organizations and/or individuals to change
behavior or adopt new behavioral patterns quickly, in response to abrupt regulatory requirements, can cause
unintended disruptions in operation and service while the organizations and individuals adapt. The Coast Guard is
thus requesting public comments on the appropriate phase-in period for a potential hours-of-service standard or
requirement.
The Coast Guard is also considering the use of the light management process outlined in the Coast Guard's
Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS) to gradually adapt crewmembers' physiology to early morning
reporting times and to night work. Crewmembers' physiology would then allow them to sleep longer during the off
watch periods. This gradual change would take place as crewmembers take advantage of the physiological adaptation
to early morning reporting times and to night work afforded through the CEMS light management process.
The Coast Guard welcomes public comment on the issues addressed in this section related to potential hours of
service standards and requirements.

Crew Endurance Management Programs

)

As discussed above, the CGMTA 2004 granted the Coast Guard authority to update the maximum hours of
service standards currently regulating the towing industry. The CGMTA 2004 states that "the Secretary may
prescribe by regulation, requirements for maximum hours ofservice (including recording and recordkeeping of
that service) of individuals engaged on a towing vessel that is at least 26 feet in length measured from end to end
over the deck (excluding the sheer)." 46 U.S. Code §89041. This Act authorized the Coast Guard to draft
regulations to ensure that shipboard work practices do not compromise the safety of navigation and/or
crewmembers due to unmitigated fatigue incidence. (H.R. Conf. Rep. 108-617, 2004 U.S.C.C.A.N. 936, 951, 953.)
However, Congress directed the Coast Guard to carry out a demonstration project with the purpose of assessing
the effectiveness and feasibility of the previously established Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS) on
towing vessels, and report the results to Congress (Pub. L. 108-293, Sec. 409(b), 118 Stat. 1044).
The Coast Guard developed CEMS in 1999 as a voluntary program to assist the commercial maritime industry
in managing shipboard fatigue by coordinating improvements to shipboard diet, sleep, work environments, and
watch schedules. CEMS established practices to protect crewmember health and performance. In developing
CEMS, the Coast Guard recognized that a crewmember's physical endurance depends on efficient physiological
energy production and management of risk factors such as poor diet, lack of exercise, and personal stress. Onboard
access to exercise equipment, communications with family, and low-fat meals that consist of lean protein, complex
carbohydrates, and fresh water are necessary to support a crewmember's physical endurance. However, while these
activities are extremely important, the central objective of CEMS was and is to ensure that crewmembers have
sufficient time o[fto obtain a daily minimum of 7-8 hours of uninterrupted. high-quality sleep. The Coast Guard
has information suggesting that this daily sufficient sleep is crucial to maintain alertness and the cognitive abilities
necessary to establish and maintain situational awareness and adequate physical capacity in the work environment.
Responding to the Congressional mandate, the Coast Guard conducted the CEMS demonstration project aboard
towing vessels in 2005. The results of this project showed CEMS implementation was feasible, effective, and
sustainable, but not all companies that participated adopted a watch scheduled that permitted a minimum of 7-8
hours of uninterrupted sleep. The report submitted to Congress, titled "Report on Demonstration Project:
Implementing the Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS) on Towing Vessels" is available in the docket for
this rulemaking, where listed above in section LB. "Viewing comments and documents." The Coast Guard
welcomes public comments on this report, and all of the information and questions presented above in relation to
potential hours of service and crew endurance management standards and requirements. As noted, after
considering this additional information, the Coast Guard would later request public comment on specific hours of
service or crew endurance management regulatory text ifit seeks to implement such requirements.
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Progress in Science-based Hours of Service Regulations by DOT Administrations
While the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Directorate continued to allow its focus to drift away from delivering
the "hours of service" regulations following Admiral Josiah's response to the NTSB in 1999, other DOT agencies
continued their work. For example, on Dec. 27, 2011, the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
published a Final Rule on hours of service for truck drivers. 11 ) fll76 FR 81134-81 188]
The FMCSA participated in, collected, and reported impressive scientific documentation<l) on the hours-ofservice issue to support their regulatory package against the same type of resistance by entrenched industry trade
associations like the American Trucking Association (ATA) that the Coast Guard clearly did not want to offend and
preferred to avoid - namely the American Waterways Operators (AWO) and the Offshore Marine Service
Association (OMSA). ( 0 76 FR 81147- 811 54.]
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), another DOT modal agency moved much more aggressively than
the Coast Guard in dealing with the Feb. 12, 2009 crash of Colgan Air flight 3407 near Buffalo, NY, with 50
fatalities that involved serious fatigue issues. In comparison, the Coast Guard efforts in addressing Marine Safety
fatigue issues were anemic, unfocused, disorganized, and years behind the other Federal agencies.
Was this a result of the Coast Guard's inattention to marine safety issues as pointed out in Admiral James Card's
report issued in 2007 and made public the following year?(t) Was it related to the failure in Coast Guard Marine
Safety Investigations over a period of many years as determined by the Department of Homeland Security Inspector
General in 2008?l2J Or, did it result from the Coast Guard's move from DOT to DHS in 2003?<3J Or is the Coast
Guard with its military orientation is incapable of resolving civilian "labor issues" like hours of service in a fair and
unbiased manner? Or, are senior officers in the Marine Safety Directorate so preoccupied with feathering their own
nests as they prepare to retire? These are all issues for Congress to determine. fl) Refer to NMA Report #R-401 -E.
11
JRefer to NMA Report #R-429-M. mAs reported in DHS 0/G-09-13, p. 14.}
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NTSB RECOMMENDATIONS ON HOURS-OF-SERVICE AND FATIGUE REGULATIONS
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What is the NTSB?
The National Transportation Safety Board is an independent executive branch federal agency that investigates
accidents involving transportation of persons or goods. For our purposes, the agency investigates major marine
accidents on waters of the United States, accidents involving U.S. merchant vessels in international waters, and
accidents involving U.S. public and non-public vessels including recreational vessels. It investigates selected
marine accidents that involve public transportation or those of a recurring nature. Since the Coast Guard is the
primary investigator of maritime casualties, a revised memorandum of understanding between the two agencies
exists to refme the role of each agency in maritime accident investigations. Relatively speaking, however, the
Coast Guard has far more of its personnel assigned to maritime "investigations" than does the NTSB whose
personnel are spread out over a wide range of modal administrations.
After investigating a transportation-related accident, whether on the highway, on a railroad, on the water, or
involving a pipeline or other mode of transportation, the NTSB makes safety recommendations to those parties
involved in the accident. Recipients of those "recommendations" include other agencies of federal, state, local or
tribal governments, companies, corporate entities, trade associations, other businesses, or individuals. The NTSB.
unlike the Coast Guard, has no enforcement power.
[NMA Comment: The NTSB can "recommend" suitable hours-of-service limits for valid safety reasons.
However, only Congress has the authority to legislate those limits and exercise "oversight" to ensure that the
Coast Guard enforces those limits. Yet, powerful forces can act to deflect the best of intentions.]
The NTSB Doesn't Consider Economics- Just Safety
[Source: By Capt. Allen Bernstein, WorkBoat, Mar. 21, 201 1.]
At the Passenger Vessel Association annual convention in St. Louis in February, I learned a thing or two about
the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).
In her address to convention attendees, NTSB Chairman Deborah Hersman delivered a compelling speech about
safety across all transportation modes, not just maritime.
Hersman made it crystal clear that the NTSB' s mission is focused on safety and nothing but safetv. When the
NTSB makes safety recommendations, it does so without considering its possible cost. The "balancing" of safety
recommendations and economics is outside of the NTSB's mission. Agencies such as the Coast Guard or the
private sector perform any necessary cost-benefit analyses and then decide whether to implement NTSB safety
recommendations. If the answer is yes, they must then determine how best to implement the NTSB 's suggestions or at least not right away. The NTSB, she said, sometimes proposes safety equipment or measures that, at present,
are not technologically or commercially available at an affordable cost. In these cases, the NTSB 's goal is that the
recommendations will provide the impetus for future technological or commercial developments.
Hersman acknowledged that passenger vessel operators must take many things into account other than safety.
After all, she said, "The safest passenger vessel is the one that never sails from the dock."
Unlike the Coast Guard, the NTSB does not have a mandate to take factors other than safety into consideration.
That's why the Coast Guard goes through a lengthv public process when it proposes a new safety rule. It seeks
comments not only on the substance of its proposed regulation(s), but also on its economic impact. By analyzing
the potential economic impact of a proposed rulemaking, it doesn't mean that the Coast Guard is downplaying
safety. They are simply doing what the law calls for, and what the private sector expects.
Unfortunately, manv don't realize that the NTSB does not ''vet" its recommendations for their economic
impact. For example, a plaintiffs attorney who should certainly know better may accuse a passenger vessel
operator of being "against" safety for failing to implement an NTSB recommendation.•

r

Implementing NTSB "Recommendations"
The Marine Safety Directorate had a long-standing opportunity to implement a number of safety
"recommendations" from the NTSB and from other sources. We noted in the past that the Coast Guard failed to
take action on an alarming number of NTSB "recommendations',(t) and our Directors urged them to act upon them.
Refer to NTSBIMAR-95103 Appendix F listing55 major unresolved safety recommendations. NMAfile M-076.]

t'
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From time to time our Association develops safety recommendations, such as the need to inspect towing
vessels01 and to effectively monitoring hours-of-service recorded in logbooks.< 21 Recommendations such as these
are now required by statute. f/J46 U.S. Code §3301(15) fl)46 U.S. Code §11304.]
When the Marine Safety Directorate or a federal advisory committee like TSAC chooses to ignore safety
recommendations we believe have merit, our Association may pass them along to Congress for consideration.
While we respect the NTSB for its safety recommendations on science-based hours of service recommendations,
we are seldom impressed with the Marine Safety Directorate's reluctant responses in contrast to DOT modal
administrations like the FMC SA or the FAA. The towing vessel inspection rulemaking proposal in August 2011
painfully illustrates how far the Coast Guard has fallen behind other transportation modes by its delayed response in
curbing hours of service abuses in their neglect of problems facing our limited-tonnage mariners.
NTSB Goal to Reduce Casualties Caused by Human Fatigue
The NTSB 's objective is to establish reasonable working hour limits for mariners based on scientific fatigue
research, circadian rhythms, and sleep and rest requirements.
The Safety Board has long been concerned about the issue of operator fatigue in transportation and stressed its
concerns in investigation reports issued throughout the 1970s and 1980s. In 1989, the NTSB issued three
recommendations to the Secretary of Transportation calling for research, education. and revisions to existing
regulations. These recommendations were added to the Board's Most Wanted List in 1990, and the issueoffatigue
has remained on the Most Wanted List since then. The Safety Board's 1999 safety study of DOT efforts to address
operator fatigue continued to show that this problem was widespread. Operating a vehicle without the operator's
having adequate rest, in any mode of transportation, presents an unnecessary risk to the traveling public.
Safety Board recommendations on the issue of human fatigue and hours-of-work policies have had a substantial
effect on encouraging the modal agencies including the Coast Guard to conduct research and educate mariners on
understanding the complex problem of operator fatigue in transportation and how they can affect operator
performance. The previous chapter on fatigue and sleep issues shows the extent of the Coast Guard's research.
However, by indefinitely postponing possible action until some undetermined date in the future shows that the
Coast Guard is unwilling to step up and confront employers and their trade associations (i.e., AWO and OMSA) in
the same manner as the FMCSA confronted the trucking industry trade association (ATA). It is important to note
that since 2010. the Department ofHomeland Security Inspector General's omce no longer contains personnel
with an active merchant marine background and knowledge of the hours of service abuses that exist in the
merchant marine service. We assert that this is a major administrative shortcoming that deserves close attention
by Congress!
The Coast Guard played a major role in addressing fatigue at the International Maritime Organization (IMO)
Convention, especially in the 1995 amendments to the International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification, and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW), and in anIMO resolution calling attention to the variety of
factors that contribute to fatigue. The new STCW rules became mandatory for all mariners operating beyond the
boundary line in 2002 with major revisions in 2012. Unfortunately, a "disconnect" between STCW hours-of-rest
and hours-of service in United States statutes and regulations often is used to disadvantage our working mariners.
This could be resolved by limiting hours-of-service for all mariners to 12 hours of "work" as defmed in existing
Coast Guard policy to 12 hours in any 24-hour period and requiring a minimum of 7 to 8 hours of uninterrupted rest
during that period to satisfy human needs.
Domestically, in the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004,< 11 Congress authorized the Secretary
of DHS to establish regulations to set maximum hours of service for towing vessel officers based on the results of
the demonstration project that implemented Crew Endurance Management Svstem (CEMS)< 21 on towing vessels.
The research branch demonstration project was completed in 2005, and a report of the results was submitted to
Congress in March 2006. f'J DHS, U.S. Coast Guard. (Dec. 2005). Report on Demonstration Project:
Implementing the Crew Endurance Management System (CEMS) on Towing Vessels. (l)CEMS is defined as "a
system for managing the risk factors that can lead to human error and peiformance degradation in maritime
environments. " Fatigue management is one ofseveral factors that CEMS considers.}
According to the CEMS report, the demonstration project was designed to evaluate the feasibility, effectiveness,
and sustainability of CEMS in the towing industry. Although the report cautioned that the sample size of vessels
that participated in the project was relatively small, and therefore might not generalize to a wider population, it
asserted that, "when properlv practiced, CEMS is effective in reducing fatigue-related risks." Coast Guard staff
indicated at a July 19, 2007, briefmg that an increasing number of crews from vessels in the towing industry have
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received training on CEMS and that the Coast Guard is commencing efforts to promote CEMS in other industry
segments. They also indicated that although the Coast Guard would likely consider regulatory changes to hours of
service in the future, it established no specific timeline for doing so.
Although the Coast Guard made extensive
efforts in developing and providing guidance in CEMS for use by its own personnel<tl and in working with the towing
industry, CEMS remains a voluntary program for merchant mariners. Consequently, all aspects of the program may
not be properly or fully implemented. For example, approximately half of the vessels involved in the demonstration
project never changed their existing "6-on, 6-off' watch schedule. By continuing to maintain a "6&6"watch schedule,
research shows that it is not possible for crews to obtain enough uninterrupted sleep to maintain alertness levels during
working periods. fi)COMDTINST 3500.2, 30 Mar. 2006 is the military version ofCEMS. It is mandatory for all Coast
Guard personnel.]
The Coast Guard played an important role in the IMO's 1995 amendments to the upgrade the Standards of
Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) although without any input from the limited tonnage mariners
who are the majority of U.S. merchant mariners. The Coast Guard took action to address fatigue-related risk
factors through its CEMS program to its own personnel in 2006. It also introduced CEMS to towing vessel
operators the same year. However, to date, the Coast Guard not.initiated any rulemaking to govern domestic
merchant marine operations under the 'two watch" system and, in fact, has avoided doing so.

NTSB "Most Wanted Transportation Safety Improvements"
Ten years after issuing its first call for nationwide hours-of-service regulations, the NTSB reiterated its call for
the Coast Guard to issue hours-of-service regulations for all domestic operators, including operators of towing
vessel operators. That call was endorsed by Congress in the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004.
The NTSB issued Safety Recommendation #M-99-1 to the Coast Guard on June I, 1999 and added it to their "Most
Wanted List" in that year. In 1999, the NTSB called for the Coast Guard to "Establish within 2 years scientifically
based hours-of-service regulations that set limits on hours of service, provide predictable work and rest schedules,
and consider circadian rhythms and human sleep and rest requirements." That was 13 years ago!
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Document #1 -

1999 NTSB Recommendations to DOT

National Transportation Safety Board
Washington. D.C. 20594

Safety Recommendation
Date: June 1. 1999
In reply refer to:

I-99-1

Honorable Rodney Slat.:r
Sccri!IJI)'

l :.s. D~partment ofTransportation
\\'ashington. D.C.

:w;CJo

Owing th~ 1980s. the National Transportation Safety Doard investigated several accidents
that involv~d operator fatigue.' Following completion of these accid~'llt invc:stigations, the: Safety
Hoard in 1989 issut!d three: recommendations to the U.S. Depa11mc:nt ofTransportation (IX)n:
Expeditt! a coordinated resc:arch program on the ctTects of fatigue. sleepiness. sleep
di~onh.:rs. :md cin:adian fadors on transporution syst.:m safety. (I-89-1)
l"}.:,·dop anJ disseminate edui:ational material for transportation industry personud
Jnd managcml!nt regarding shitt \Vork; work and n.:st schcdull!s: and proper
regimens ot health. diet. and rest. (l-89-2)
Review and upgrade regulations governing hours of s~nice for all transportation
modes to assure that they are consist~nt and that they incorporate the results of the
lntesl reseJrc.h on tatigue and sleep i~sucs. (1-89-3)

• .11 }; ati.:•nal Trollt.>P~'rt.ltl\."'tl

Saf;:tv Ol'•ard. 1985. Colluio" 1{ Tuba

..

c,~ School Dutnct Schoolbu.'

and Btl/
Highway AccJcl:!nt Rept'ft
\TS1Hi:\.R-S5:'06 Wasiur.gtor.. DC <bl ~I Jtion:Ll l'ra.r...sp..,rt.mon ::iali:ty Beard. 198ti. Grounding of tl~P
P.~tuun,;niu,,-Flll.fl. l'ussmJl,fir Curfrrn M .- f ' A. R:!e:ma. ,\!otUJ l.slwul. Puerto Rico. F01hrUtu·•· 1.5, 195.5. Marine:
··.cud.:"nt Report \'TSBI~IAR·So· 02 · \\'ashtrt;,'1l'rl. -DC. (c) i':atiClr:al Transporta!lon Saf:?ty 80ard. I~l86 Cltma
.{:rimo!s. Boeu:g ir SP. ,\'J5~11: 300 Xa:a:cal.\f:lrs .Vortir" rst of San Frt:nc1sco. Ca!ifomia, F ebr..Jar')/ 19, 1955.
..1Jrcratl A~.:1.:i.:nt R<!JA)rt ~~TSB/ AAR-86/03. W<~:;lungtcn. IJC. Cdi ~<itional Trillbl))rt.lti.vn Sat".:ty Board. 1987.
frtJi!wu\·s Ut!PS, fnr , [Tltt'rcm; Bus Collisi0r1 il'ith Rismg Fasl Tru,·king Company. fm:. lmersttllt' H1y)rwuy -10
.\'Ptir B,.,nkJe.\' Arkansas. July J.l l~A6. Hrghway Acctd~n! Report l'<"fSB/HAR.-Si/05. \Vaslungton.. DC. (e)
~: 1tto:1Jl Tr.ln3pcrtan01l Sa f.:~' Oo.ud ll.lSS Col/isiml BetH·een the USS Richard L Page tFFG·J) and the U.S.
F1.~lung lr.rs('/ Chi...:J..adee_ th!' ..ltlantir: OrMn. Apr~/ ~ J. 19Si . ~!Jrine :\c.:id.:nt R~l".1IT NTSB.'~!AR-83.'0-1.
·,\'J-lnnglc'•rL lJC (!) N.!Ul•rtal Tr.in:-p,,.I.J!hm Sal~!) B•'tttrd ! 98X Collision Betwe.m (..' S Passmger:Car F crmJ
.\! i·l':crth Star m:d ,\! r Cap: Hcnlop.:n 011 Lor:g l.s/IJIId, Onmt Poult, A'ew l'ork, July 9, 19S'!. Marine Acctd~nl
R..:pon :-<TSB. MAR-S&Oci W:ulilllgton. DC. i~) Natlor.al Tran;portallon Saf~ty Board. I ':'IS9. He<.~J-£,Jd Co/lisioll
ul ('unsoiiJat!'d Ra1/ Cmporanon Freif!lll Trmru UBT-506 and n·-61 :Vi'ar Thompmmown. Ptrm~/wmia
Railmnci Amdent R~m :--o"TSB · RAR·tN: O~ Washlnj!Tc-n. DC
CrPI•k. [m:. Tr!Jf:tor·S~mirrwier. U.S. i60 Xl'rlr Tuba Cll:\'. An~cma. April 29. 19'55
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)

)
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I

F:lti2UI! has n:main~d a significant factor in transportation accid~nts since the Safety
Board's 1989 recommendations were issued. Although generally accepted as a filCtor in
traiLo;portJtion accidents. the: exact number of accid<:nts due to f.1tigue is difficult to determine and
lildy to be umkrestimat~d The difficulty in detennining the incicknce of fatigue-related
.1ccid~nts is due. at l..!ast in p:1rt. to the difficulty in idcnti.fj:ing fatigue as a causal or contributing
fJ~tor in a~cid.cnts. ·ntcre is no comparable chemical test for identi.t)'ing the presence of fatigue as
rhcrc is for idcntii}:ing the presence of drugs or alcohol; hence, it is often difficult to conclude
'Jncquivucally that fatigue WJS a causal or contributing f3ctor in an accident. In most instances,
one: or more indirect or circumstantial pieces of c\idencc are used to make lhe case thai fatigue
\Us a fa..:tor in the: accidc:nts. lbis c:\idencc includes witness statements. hours worked and sh:pt
in the pre\ious few days, the time at which the accident occurred, the regularity or irregularity of
!he o~rator's sd1~duk or the OiJ<!rator's aJn~sion rlut he feU asl~ep or was impaired by
I:=ttigue.! Dco;pite the difficulty in identifying fatigue as a causal f.1ctnr, t:stimates of the num~r of
Jccidc:nts involving fatigue have been made for the different modes of transportation; the
c~timates vary from vc:ry little involvement to as high as about o~·third of aU accidents .

.\I though the data are not available to statistically detennine the in~icknce of fatigue, the

<ransportarion industry has n:wgnized thai fatigue is a

m;~jor

factor in accidents. Further, the

Sati::ty noard's in-depth inv~~tigations have cli::arly demonstrated that tatigu,;: i:i a major factor in

!rJnsporution

accid~nts.

ln th~ 10 years that have passed !iince the three inrem1od.ll safety recommc:nd.uions \Vcre
1
issu~J. the Sal~ty Roard has issued an additional 70 fatiguc-relatt:d safety recommend.uions.
\';hich m:r.: the result of major a~cidc:nt investigations. special investigations. or saJdy studies that
ii.kntified operator fatigue as a factor. "flus includes 11 accident reports or studies in ;;n.iation
regarding air tours and operations conducted under Pans 91, 121, ~md 13 5; 7 in highway
n:garding busdri\'crs and lru~kdri\'crs; 3 in marine regarding passenger vessds and l.lnkships; ~in
rJilroad regarding freight trains, passenger trains, and rail transit operations; and 1 in pipeline
1;:garding pipr.!!in~ c:ontrulkrs.
)

C'P\!rator fatiguc: has bc:en on the Safety Board's list of ~lost \ranted Transportation
4
Had the DOT acted more aggn:ssively on
!h~ 1lu-cc inh:nnuJ~tl. rc:wmmt:ndatiun!l issut:u iu 1989. the need for the 70 Jdditional
r~~omm<ndations lO the: Slalc:s and induslry rna~ ha"e b~t:n minimized.
SJl~ty lmprovemenl'l since the list's inception in 1990.

)

In i-:ovc:mber 1995. the Safety Board and the National Aeronautics and Space
.\Jmini!'ttration (XAS.\) ~:osponson:d a symposiwn to discuss fatigue coun£~nneasurcs and to

-. )

- ·nt:: S.1fetv B0.1rd recc:g.Jnzes that peoplo! hiwe a lirrnted ahi!ity to prcdlct Ilk! oruet of sl.:!!!p and to ddemun.!
:htir level 0f ~luptn~ss iik'l. A . Cth·,!ti. R . \~,to :\! ; and others J9C)"' C,u1 Dri~·ers .·h·osd Fa/liJig •.Uiup at tlu
H lt~el.' HiltWc»uhtp Betwem ..J.waren!!ss of Sleepiness and .-ihilil)· To Predict Sleep Onset. Washington, DC A.A.:\
Fuu."".CL:J.on for Traffic Safety. p. 25.)
· "!"hlliy-rolu "r these r::c<,mm::ndolftor.s werl! tssucd To rhc OOT or mod.tl adrrurnstrntwm. The remitlild~ <'f
Ul:.! r.:commatdallotts v.:ere t:;su::ct to Ill~ Sl;t h.'S, industry, l'r lnrlustry asst'ICtaUtlfls.
" 1n lktobl!r 1990. the Sat;:ty Board adopt:d a program to td.!ntl.tY the ··Most Wa.nt.zd"' transportation sat~ty
1mproverncn~ The puq:x.•~ of the Board"s Most Wanted list. which i~ drawn up from safety rec<Jmm!!ndation:;
p;:nc-u.sly 1~11ed. 1s !o bnng spec1al ::mphnsis to tho= transportatlon sat~ty issues the Board deems m<'st rnncal.
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Jcmonstratc how they can be appli~d to prevent accidents in all modes of transportation. The
~.-yrnposiurn wa~ designed to prnctically illustrate the intent of one of the Safety Board's 1989
intermod.1l recommendations (1-89-::!): to develop and disseminate educational material. i\Iore
than 500 people from 16 countries repn:senting all the modes of transportation attended the
symposium, which anests to the m.1gnitude and interest in the fatigue problem. As part of the
symposiwn, lh.: participanL'i \vere di\ided into modal-specific groups to discuss scheduling,
countermeasures, and education. :\11 of the groups indicated that education was needed for the
operators as \Veil ilS tor the management of transport compani~s. Whil~ the groups believed then:
was a need for addition.1l tectmological countermeasures, they also believed there were some
.. tc:ps that could already be taken or could easily bt: implt:mentcd For example, both an a\iation
group and the railroad group discussed the need for quality sleeping areas while away trom home,
pointing out tlut nuny hotels do not have roonu th..1t are adeqwte for da}1irne sleeping. Tit~re
was broad support voiced regarding a need for changes to the hours-oi-sa'.ice regulations. The
participants want~d these regulations to be upd.lted and b.as!!:d on scientific research.
3

Th~ Safety Board r~cently completed

a safety repmt that pro\-ides an update on the

.l.:.lt'l.'i tics and etfort-, by the DOT and the modal administrations to addn:ss operator fatigue and
..:on,.cqucntly. thl! progr~ss that has be~n mad.: in the past 10 years to implement the actions called
6
for in !he three intcnnodal rcconuucndations and other fatigue-related rccommcn<l.1tions.

The various S.,;crl!tarics of the DOT and modal Administrators over the ycal"5 hav~
..:xpresscd their concerns about operator fatigue. In a 1995 summary of the DOT's fatigue safety
dTorL Fed.:rico Pcna. then Secretary of the DOT, stated that -fatigue among transportation
op.:r.ltors remain.-, a critical safety problem.''~ In a 1999 update. Secretary Rodney Slater stated.
-w~ know that aknncss is a key to safe vehicle operation. To reduce crashes and accidl!nts and
their pcrsorul and financial consequences, we need to ensure that vehicle operators arc ready and
.:apablc of o~rating their vc:hiclcs or other transportation equipml!tlt. ... a Despite the many
'iUtcmcnts made by the DOT about the importance of addressing fatigue in transporution, only
onl! of the tluee intcrmodJl reconuncnd.ltions issued to the DOT more than 10 years ago ha.s bc:.:n
fully implemented (I-89-1 ).

Saf~ty

Recommt'ndation I-89-1

Safety Recommendation I-89-1 asked the DOT to expedite a coordin.1ted research
pro-:~.rJm on the effect-; of fatigue, sleepiness, sleep disorders. and circadian factoiS on
transponation syst~m safety. In its August 1989 response~ the DOT stated that coordinah:d

::-.atlC'nal

rranspCTrlatwn

Prc.-,·.·JulCS. ,\'r)leTnbt>r

~afety

Ht'artt :-JA!:iA Ames Research Center. 199o. Fafll.Ut' SPr:po.rntm

[-;. J9·~'i W:l.~lungton.

DC: ~:ahoo.:~l Trano;porta:wn Saf~ty B~'illd

~:auom.l

Tra.nsport.1t10n Saf.;:ty Board. L9')'). E.-aiuati<»l of U.S. DepUTtmeTit cJ.{Transportunon E.ffv"Tt.s 111 dJL•
S"l~ty Rt:l}(Jrr NTSHiSR·'}9rOI W.tS!ungton. DC .
~.: S Ocputtmenr ofTransport;•lion. Nt,Vcmh.:r 1995. Shanng thr K11ow/erlgC'. Depr.rrmmt ofTran.<pc.rt;ltion
Fc•m.; L•lt F tJ!tgttr!. Wa.~hingh.lfl, DC.
· 1.: 5 Department l'lTranspC'rtltion. March Ill~~ .HantJging Fatigtte· A Sign[ficnnt Problem Affe,·tmg Sqft':>'
SN-:~r:rv. and Prcvfurtn·if\·. Washington. DC.
i ;,)t)s To Address Opermor Fall~i'
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research l!tforts on human factors - inducting th~ dft:cts of fatigue, skcpin~~s, ~h:.:p disord.:~.
and cin:adian factors--on transportation saf~ty was a top priority. 1l1e Hwnan Fa-:tors
Coordinating Committee. formed in 1988 and comprising representatives from each of the DOT
Jdministrations. s..!rvcs as a means to share research infonnation. A subcommittee has been
created to foctL<; on fatigue-related issues. In addition. the DOT briefed the Safety Board about
the various ongoing fatigue-related projects several times over th.: years.
Sate~·
Recommendation I-89-1 wa.<; classified .. Closed-Acceptable Action'' on July 19, 1996, because
the DOT lud generally mad~ Department-wide research ~:fforts on operator fatigue. At the time
this recommencbtion was closed the Federal Aviation AdrninistrLJrion tF AA), the Fed:..-ral
I ligh\vay Administration (FHWA), thl! National Highway Traffic Safety Administration l1'-HfSA),
the Fed~ntl Railroad Administration (FRA), and the United States Coast Guard (USCG) all had
f'Jtigue-rl!lated rl!sc:arch projects undenvay.
The Safety Board is disappointed however. that more research efforts have not been made
by the Research and Special Programs Administration t:RSPA) in the pipeline mode. In 1998. the
Board a~kcd RSP:\ to assess the potential safety risks associated with rotating pipeline controlkr
,hifts aml to establish industry guidelines for the development and implementation of pipeline
.:ontrolkr \Vot'k scht!dules that reduce the likelihood of accidents attributable to controller futigue
(Sat~~· Rl!..:omm~ndation P-98-30).' Tit~ RSPA ri!spondcd to the ri!conun~ndation on ~tay -l-.
1999.

lhe DOT's dlort.s to coordinate operator fatigue research h.ave generally been responsive.
with the excc:ption of th~ RSPA rc:garding pipeline operations. The Safi:ty Board t:ncourages the
DOT to conrinuc its research. particularly on technology and in the pipdinc mode. and to shJrc
information across the modes and with industry.

Safety Recommrndation l-89-2

S.Jii:ty Rccommc:ndation 1-~9-2 asked the DOT to <k\'dop and dissc:minate educational
tor transpottation industry pcrsotmel .:md m.1n.1gemenr regarding shift work: work :md
rc~t sdtcduks; and proper regimens of health. dil!t. Jlld rest. In its 1989 response:, the DOT
:1..:knmvkdgcd the unique dem:mds placed on transpottation workers such as shift-work. longh.1Ul op~!rations, and nighttime duty and llut it \'r·ould reviev. its cun-ent policy on d~veloping
educational materials. In a mort! cktaih:d ~sponse in 19%. th~: DOT indicated that it had
purlisheu its 1995 report Sharing 1he };now/edge?: Departmem of Tral".spurtutrr..m Fc~t..:LS vn
F,m-sw? and pr(}{ht~ed two videotapes that addn:sscd fatigue: om: on human fa~tors and one
~ntilled F,ufr;:u~· Bu-;ra; - I {t_TH' TO Sttn'IW Fafl!tjlle 111 The '90s.
rn addition. the F:\:\ al;;o
published a fatigu~ hustcr l'lrochun:. llte Safety noard replied that it 'Nas pkased that information
had hccn prudu~.:~d for aviation and highway. hut it \Vas concc:m~d that similar in..fonnation had
not be~n d~vdoJX!d for railroad, marine. and mass transit. On May~. 1999. the DOT providl!d
th.: Sati!ry DoarJ with an update of FR.:\ ~ducation a~o:ti\ities. Safety Reconunendation 1-89-2 is
.;um:ntly cl.l.'isificd .. l)~n-Ac~eptable Response.''
m:~renal

· >i .~tiona! Transooruuon Safetv Board. I~l98 Pwefi,w Ruvnm! und Releu.Je o; Fuel Otl lmo tire Rudv R1ver
::: F:..,.k Slt(lnl.~. : :-·~,·h C'r:rc:lma. Ju;,~ ~6 N96. Plpelin~ :\ce1dent Rep<'rt NT~B!PAR·q~/01 Wa.sh:ngtf'Tl. ric:
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[n the early 1990s, ~A~A developed an edu~ation and training module entith:d "Alertness
.\larogcment in Flight Operations." It cont.lins information about fatigue \'with an emphasis on
:1\iarion. llle modul.:! has three primary objectives: to explain (1) the current state of knowledge
about the physiological mechanisms that underlie fatigue; (2) misconceptions ;:~bout fatigue; and
( 3) t:1tiguc countermeasures. The NASA and the FAA have cosponsored many courses to
ducate pilots for a brgc segment of the major U.S. air cJ.rriers as wdl as for corporate
management. The FRA the Federal Transit Administrntion (f·! A), .:md the FliWA along \\ith
industry organizations have us::d the NASA countermeasures training module as the basis tor
training modules in the other modes of tr.~nsportation.
In addition to Safery Recommendation 1-89-2. the Safety Board has issued other
rl!commendations to the individwl modal administratiOffi calling for increased educational efforts
regarding the etiects of fatigue. In 1995. the Safety Board asked the FHWA to develop and
disseminate. in consultation \Vith DOT's Human Fa~tors Coordimting Committee. a trilining and
l!ducation module to infmm truckdrivcrs of the hazan.ls of driving while fatigued (Saft:ty
Recornmcndntion H-95-5). 10 TI1e FH\VA and the American Trucking Associations, Inc.! adapted
the NASA module for u.ore with the commerdal driving indu...,try and developed a train-th<:-trainer
.:oursc on fatigur: :md fatigue countermeasures. To date mon:: than 2.000 people have been
:rained: 16 seminars are being offered in 1999. Safety H.ecommend.1tion Il-95-5 to the FHWA
was classified "Clo~ed-Accl!ptahle Action" on July 7, 1998.
In 1')96 . the Safety Uoard also asked the FfA. in cooperation \\ith the American Public
rransit Association. to develop a fatigue educational awareness program and to distribute it to
transit agencies to u..o;c:. in their fi tn~ss-for-duty training for supervisors and employees involved in
~afd~·-st:nsitive positions (Safety Recommendation R-96-20).n
111.: ITA has developed a
csernin.1r. avJilable in four different forrnat.CJ, for a variety of attendees including employees.
managers. and ~rsons involved in sd1eduling. The Safety Board is ple.lSed with this effort of the
FT.-\ and is aware that more than 600 persons have attended the seminars. :\s a rc!'ult of these
dfort.s. tht: Safdy Hoard has classified Saf::ty RecummemLtiun R-96-20 "Ciosed-AcceptJble

. \ction:·
ln ;rviation. the Safl!ty Board asked the FAA to require C.S. air came;:rs op~o-rating under
12
1~ CFR P;u1121 to provide educational program~ for pilol'i (Safety ReconunendJtion A-9-1-5),
to require 1-1 CFR Part 135 air canic:rs to provide fatigue counterrneasun: information to air

..:rews in initial and recurrent training (A-9-J-73), n and to provide fatigue information to the

· 'l:ln.:maJ Trarbport~Uon Safety Board. 1995 Fuavrs /'Jwt Atf~cl FaJigui! 111 1/ca~:v Truck •.J.cdd.mts Sat'o::ty
3tudy ~15B;SS-':));OJ and NTSBiSS-1):\IO·l. Wt~:-hingll•n. DC
1
! :-:attonal TranspNtatwn Saf<!ty Boord
Cvllisi•>•l !m·olung Two Nt!W i'ork City Subwuy Truins till rhe
Wdliwnsburg Bridgr in Brt)(}kl.~71. Ni!w fork, June 5, 1995. R:ulro.:~d Accident Re~rt ~TSB!R.o\R-!lcir'03 .
\\'ashi.nztcn. DC.

:: 'llnMal Transpcrtnnc-n Sat:~f\.· BNrd 199-1 A Rev1t>w ojFit/!hlcrMV-lnvolw!d.•\Ja!or Accidmrs of U.S. Air
C,JJ.,·irrs. /9':'8 through 1990. Safc:ty Study NTSB/SS-94/0 I. Wa.-.hingk,n, DC.
·· ~:.,uonal Tr::m5poruuon Safety Board. 199-t. ln-Fii:~./11 Loss of Control. Leading ro Farced Lundlllg wui
l?mtway Uverrrm. Cvmmemal E.tpress. Inc .. NJ.J';06. Embraer E,HB-120 RT. Pi11e Blr~ff. Arkansas. April 29. /993.

:\!reran :\cctrlent Re-pm NTSB.' AA.R-ll.l '02'SU ~I. \\'ashtn1lton. DC.
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general ;n.iation community (A-97-20).u 'Iltc FA:\ revised Ad\isory Circular 120-51 B to includ.l;:
fatigue as on~ of the topics discussed in crew resource management training. The FAA also
developed cdu.:ational m.1terials to address the haz.mls of fatigue for u~e in safety meetings.
Titc:se three recommendations have been classified "Closed-Acceptable Action. .,B
In 1997. the Safety Board asked the USCG to advise marine pilots about the effects of
fatigue: on pert'Onnance and ahout sleeping disorden; such as sleep apnea (Safety
Recomm.:ndation ~1-97--H)! 6 In a kner dlted November ll, 1998, the USCG indicated that it
has discussed the effects of fatigue and sleeping disorders •;a.ith the American Pilots Association
.md i..ndependt:nt pilot associarions, requesting that they infonn their members of the dangers of
;;keping disorders such as sleep apnea through their internal media. Funher, Na\igation and
\'cssd Inst1cction Circular i\o. 2-98, Phystcul E\·aluatJan Guzdelmes for 1\ferchant .\!annes
Documams and Licenses. contain'! guidelines for use by physician~ perfonning physical
I!Xaminations of mariners and includ~s sleeping disorders as conditions to b~ c:valuarc:d for original
and renewals of marine pilots· licenses and for the rl!quired pilots' physicals. Safety
Recommeml1tion l\.1-97-.f 1 was dassified '"Closed-Acceptable Action" on April 6. 1999.
llt~ Sat-.:ty Board is awan.: that the LiSCG has developed a n:sc:arch and educational
pmgram on crew endurance. nte Board is also aware that the USCG held a wmkshop on fatigue
on April 6. 1999. aimed at masters and safety management pcrsonnd of tugs and barges,
pa.ss~ngcr vessds. and tlshing vcssels as well a.c; CSCG personnel. 111.e Doard encourages the
!_:SCG to add more worl.;shops to its agenda. Such programs could be promoted through the
t:SCG's Prev\.'tltion lluough People program. The USCG has not developed any brochures on
operator fatigue for lhe mariner community.

The Safety Board also i~sued a rccomrncncL1tion to the FHW A asking that cducation..1l
be developc:d for commercial truckdrivcrs (H-90-21. dassi.fit:d "l1osed-Accepbbl~
. \ction" ). The Fll\V A has developed and disseminated the brochure A·w,'lke at the Wheel and
fatigue videos: it has also developed cow-ses to ~!ducate truckdrivcrs about the dangers of dri\ing
while drowsy. In F~hruary 1999. the Board asked the FH\VA to ensure that the dangers of
inn:rt~d !ilc:c:p pc:riods arc: dis~ussc:d in the fatigu~ vid.:o being developed for mororcoaches
1Satety Recommendation H-99-4A).

mat~rials

1lte Saf~.:ty Board is ph:ased to see ih..: incn:ase in educational dfi)rl'l on fatigu~ among tl1e
DO r modal ~tdrninistrations. particularly the cum:nt activities \\oithin the FTA. Tite Safety Board

would like to ~c:e mon: etlOrts in marine and pipeline to develop and disseminate educational
matl!rials on fatigue: and \\ill ~ontinuc: to monitor these ncti\itks. llte FAA,. HI\\'A, FRA. and
., ':.ltwn.ll Tr.ULS{."'-'It.JU0ll So.~fety Board 19~7 [n-Fiig/11 Lo5S of Control ami Su.bsupumt Collision With
runrm. C.-s.ma f 7 7B :V35:.o· Che_,·t•rme. H~mmmg. April 11, /9Y6 . •~rcraft Acc1d.::nt Report. NTSB/AAR-9il02

\,\.' J.>hmgtcn. DL
· -. ~Jft:t)' Reccmmendauoru A-~~-5 and r\·\)-1- 73 were ciJ.SSJtied ""'C'sed---Accc.-prablc: Acnon" C'n Janu.uy lt1,
l9'16: Sati:ry Rccl~mmc:ncbb0n A-Qi-20 Willi cl.-a.s.,ific:d ··cll'xd-Acceptablc Actwn""lln June: II, l99i.
:r ~!.1torul Trmsportaflon Saf::ty 13oard. 1997 c.Jror.mdm~ of Libcnan Passe11ger Ship St.lr Pnnc<!SS 011
Pomitlstvn~ Rock. LPIII Canal. Alaska.•ltu1t 13. 1995 M.uine Accu.lt.mt Report ~ISBiMAR-97,02 Washington,
DC .
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hav~ satisfactorily met the intent of this recommendation; howev~r, the Board urges these
modal .:~dminisu·ations to continU~;: their ctforts in this area. Pending furtb:r ~ffmts by the RSPA
.md the Co.1st Guard to d~vdop and disscmirute educational inform.1tion on fatigue in m.1rine and
pipdim: operations. n:spcctivdy. Safety Recommendation 1-89-2 remains classified '·Opc:n. \ccept:1hle Response.··

Ff.\

Safet~·

Recommendation 1-89-3

Safe~· Recommendation 1-!:!9-3 asked the DOT to rc\.icw and upgrade regulations
govc:rning hour.; of sc:rvil.:e to assure that they are consistent and that they incorporate the results
·.>f rhe lah::st research on i~tigue and slet:p issues. In 1989. th~ DOT stated tl1.1t it was revie\\~ng
the regulations peruining to hours of service. It had not found n:search to suggest that the
regulations should be consistent across all mod~s of transportation and that it would continue
with research etfo11S to detmnine what ch.1nges might be made.

The Board has been very disappointed in the DOT's lack of progress in revising the hoursregulations. Subsequently, the Safety Board made specific recommendations to the
F:\:\ .md F1I:W:\ lo r~visc: th~ hours-of-sc:rvice regulations. In ~onjunction \\ith its investigation
vf the ~rash of American International Ainvays at Guantanamn Ray, Cuba. in August 1993,17 the
Sa!i!ty Board n:commcndl!d that th~ FAA

<~f-iicnice

Revise th.: applicable suhpart of l.J CFR Part 121 to require that tlight time,
.lccumulated in noncomrnen:ial '"tail end" f~rry t1ights conducted und..:r 14- Cfl{
Part 91 Js a r~sult of 1-l CFR P.1rt 121 revenue tlights, be included in the flight
.:r.::wmember"s total flight and duty time accrued dwing those revenue operations.
(. \-9-t-105. classi tied .. Closed-.-\cccpt.'lhlc :\cti 0t11Superseded" by Safety
Recomml!tldation :\-9 5-113)
Expedite the review and upgrade of Flight/Duty time limitations of tl1e Federal
. \\.iation Regulations to ensure that they incorporate the results of the latest
r-.!search <m fatigue and sleep i.ssuc;:s. (A-9-l-106. classified .. Closed-Acc!!ptable
.-\ction· Super.;eded"" by Sate[)' Recommendation A-95-113)

>;;lllt'nal Tr,m::pcrtanon Saf<!ty Bl'ard 199.\ [ ~ncnntrollt!d Cnllmcm wllh Trrrazn, Amerzcan [ruP.rnntlonaJ
..linmys Fliglu ~0~. Douglas DC· 'j...6J . .\'':JJJCK. U.S. Nm•al Air Station. GuantwuJmo Bav. Cuha. Au;zusz IS.
1993 Am:raft Accid.!Tlr R.!!Jl'l"f~ISB!AAR-9~ . 0~ \\'ashingrort DC.
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In its report of the accident invol\ing an Air Transport International OCS-63 at Kansas
City International Airport in February 1995.15 the Safety Board recommended that the FAA

")
Finalize the rc\iew of cum:nt tlig.ht and duty time regulations and revise the
regulations. as necessa~·. within 1 year to ensure that tlight and duty time
limitations take into consid~o."TJ.tion r::scarch tindings on fatigue and slee;:p issues.
The new regulations should prohibit ilir carriers from assigning flight crews to
flights conduct!!d under 1-' CFR Part 91 unless the .flight crews meet the llight and
duty rime limitation of 14 CFR Part 121 or other appropriate regulations. (A-95113. currently classified ··Opr:n-Acc.:cplable Response"')

)
)

In its study uf aviation sal~ty in Alaska. 19 the Safety Board a:iked the FAA to

fkvelop appropriate limitations on consecutive days on duty, and duty hours per
duty period for flight crc•Ns engaged in scheduled and nonscheduled commercial
!light operation~. and apply consistent limitation<; in Alaska and the n~mainder of
th~ Unikd States. (A-95-125. ;;um:ntly classified ··Op~n-.-\cc-t:.ptable Response'")

On Jw1e 15. 19n. the FA:\ announced the establishment of the flight cr~wm~bcr
flight. duty r-:sr rl!quir::m.:rus working group of its Avi~tion Rulent.1king Advisory Committee
lA.RAC). In its final n:port submitt.:d to the FAA on June 30. 1994, the working group indicated
th;u although ir had not rea;::hcd consensus on the specific issues, it did agree on four major arl!as
Lhat should be addressed in FAA rulcmaking: absence of a duty time limitation. resetve
scheduling. back-side-of-the-clock operations. and scheduled reduced rest.
2

The F:\A ic;sUt:d .:1 notice of proposed mlemaking tN"PR.l.\-1) on December :!0. 1995. u
t; yc:u:s after the Board issued SJfel}· Rl!commc:ndation I-89-3. Corrunents on the NPR.\·1 wm:
originally due em ~·larch 19. 1996; however. the comment period was extended to June 19, 1996.
Tile Board commented on the rulemaking on June 19, 1996, noting several favorable aspects to
Jhe

~"PR!\·1:

•

dimination of the ability of carrier~ to schedule tlight crewmt:mber duty during
. . chedulcd t~st pericxls. indus ion of standby rcsetve time, deadheading time, and all
Juties tx:rforrm:d for the: airlim: as duty time in the detc:mtination of flight and duty
time requireml!nts:

·' ~~aUon.al. Tran:.pc•CO.;£U011 S.1t~ty B;.-ard. 1995. r.:m:<J11/rul/ed Cullis1011 With TeiTilJJI, Air [rtJTLrpQrt
lnl€n1rllional. Douglas DC-S-63. S IS:::.-U.. Kansas City l111nmJJional ~irport J.."a11sas CiJ.v. Jo.h.rsouTJ. February 16.
l 995. Aircraft Acc1dent Repon ST~R-'AAR-~5·05 Wa5lungton, DC .
" ':at:lf'nal Transportanon Safety Brord I ()~)5 ..·h rtJIIl!Tr Safety m Af,.uka. Safety Study 1-iTSBISS-95.03.
1
.V11Shm~on. DC.

· F£'1iRral Ri'.~rsrrr, \"l'l. riO. l'i<'. 2-14, r..J:ed

Dec::m~r

20. I 9~5
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•

im;lll<;ion of ferry. instructional. maintenance, check. and other flights in the
dctcnnination of flight and duty time requirements, requirements of minimlml daily
n:st periods of at kast 10 consecutive hours. and 36 consecutive hours of rest
within 7 consl;!cutive calendar days of duty, tor tlight crc::\vmcmbers and flight
engineers;

•

;:stablishment of explicit standards for approving on-board flight crew rest an:as;

•

pt:rmit extensions of daily flight and duty intervals to periods of no m~ than 2
how·s and only for op~ration.:d rt:asons beyond the control of the airline; and

•

limits of duty period~ for crewmemhers on reserve assignments depending on the
.unuunt of advance notification of repot1ing time.

In its comments on the rulemaking, however, the Board also expressed concern that the
proposed rule did not include effective mechanisms to address flight operation during the
..:.ircadian night and circadian trough, and it lacked recognition of the fatiguing aspects of multiple
takc:off'l and landings. 'Iltere were mixed industry reactions to the !\''PR..M. In genc:ral, air cmit:rs
.mll air canier organizations opposed the N1'R..M~ 1 whereas pilot associations supported the
proposal \\ith somt! n:servation.s, tnim;.uily a cum:em with loss of income fi·om reducc:d .flying
hours auJ a Ul!sire for a mort: thorough discussi<m of back-siu~-of-tlu:-dock llyi.ng time.
\ccording to the FAA. it received about :woo comments on the 1'-.TPR.i\L
\\'irh no action since 1996 aml the rukmaking dfectivcly ahandonr:d, on July 9. 1998. thii!
. \RAC on air carri~r op~rationo; was assigned to provide a review and an.1lysis of industry practice
\\ith rt:gard to reserve duty for tlighr cre\\members. which is only a small part of the flight and
Jury ttme issue. :\working group was formed and ultimatdy delivered recommenc!Jrions ro the
FA.-\ on F~hruary 9, 1999.n '111c pilots and air carriers on the working group \Vere able to agree
\m the following:
l.

A. pilot should be schcdull!d by the operator to n:ceive a prot¢cted time period as
an opportunit).' ro sleep for every day of reserve duty. The operator may not
.:ontlct the pilot during this period.

1

.\n op~rator should limit the movement of the pilot's protected time period during
.:onc;ecutive days of reserve duty to enc;ure circadian st.1bility.

3. A n.:servc:: pilofs availability for duty should be limited to prevent pilot fati~ as a
result of lengthy periods of time-since-awake .

.+. Sufficient Jdvance notice: of a flight assignment can provide:

.1

rcsen:c pilot with a

'lleep opportunity.
_: B:H:!ll! ~l.!m.:1 nill lr~~tir.tt.: ~l.trch J 91)8. A Renr!W ''/ !.sS?II'S Conct>nung Duty· Ptrmd Limitation.'. Flight
T:mr Limita!ums. and Rest R,•q111remmts as Stat,•d in tluo F.<L-l :r /1/otir:C' of Proposed Rulemaking 95·/S.

Wa.slungton_ DC. Ft!~r:ll A\iaticn Admini::trauon.
·: Av1atlc.'n Rul~mak.ing Advi~ry Comnuttc:c:. ~:.c::rve ~st Workul!l Group january 8. I <)~9 Pilot Members
Suhm:.uum · frc.pcual elf !7.955 .4 irlme Ptlots
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'Ihc pilots and the air carriers, however, could not reach agreement about how to meet
these goals. lhe Safety Board understands the difficulty in reaching an agreement on the isslll: of
reserve duty and rest: nevertheless. it remains deeply concemed and disappointed that no fur1her
rulcmaking a~tion has been Llken on the overall issue of hoW's of sen.ice and that duty and rest
requirements continue to be different for Part 121 <Jnd Part 135 operations. According to the
FAA. rath:."T than proc.:ed to a tinal rule with th~ NPR!vL it \\ill lil..ely issue a supplemental
~\PR.:\1. which. in the Safety Board's opinion. v.ill only further delay any resolution to this
importanr sa.t~ty issue:.

)
)

)

In its 1995 study on fJcturs that affect fatigue in heavy tru...:k accidents,~ 3 the Safety Board
.L-;ked the FHWA to
Comph:te rulemaking \'tithin 2 years to n:visc: 49 CFR 395.1 to requin! sutficient
rest provisirms to enable driv~r.; to obtain at kast R continuous hours of sh:ep after
,lri·ving for 10 hours or being on duty for 15 hours. (H-95-1. currently classified
··op:n-Unacceptable Response")
C'ompkll! rukmaking \\ithin 2 years to eliminate 49 CFR 395.1 paragraph (h).
which allows chi'-'l::rs with r.leeper berth equipment to cumulate the X hours of otTJuty time in two separate periods. (H-95-2. currently dassified '·Opc:nt:na.:~l.lpt.lbll! Response,..)

In

?'~0\·embcr

of 1996. the FH\VA issued an .advance notice of proposed rulcrruking
{. ~'-"PR.\l) that rcqu;;;stcd additional fatigue rl!search.~~ lliltlter than proposing any changes to the
.:urrent hours-ot-sen.ice regulations, the A~'PRM was a general solicitation for comments on
hours-of-service n:gulatioru. The comment period dosed on March 31, 1997. TI1: FHWA
n:ceived about 1.600 comments to the 1\l'."PR.\t An expert panel was convened in the summer of
1998 to re\·iew and evalwte, bJSed on sekcted scientific criteria established by the panc:l, a serit:s
of hours-of-s.:n..ice proposals. None of the propoc;als met the scientific criteria established. The
-:xpt:t1 pand also 1..kvdoped an audition.al proposal intended to meet the scientific ctiteda
established.
Currently. the FHWA has reported that it is ptu-suing two diiTerent avenues of
rulc:maki ng-- traditional rulcmaking and negotiated rulcrnaking.~~ In a letter d.ltc=d r--:ovcmber 3 .
i 998. the f11\VA indicated that it intended to publish an !\'PR.L\1 in l;!arly 1999. was contracting
\Vtth the Utivcrsity of ~vfichigan Transportation Rcsean:h Insrirut~ to p~rtorm a cosl'~ndit
analysis. and was considering negotiated rulcmal...ing to exrx:dit~ th~ process. In a response dated
F~brua.ry 25. 1999. to the Fl-IWA. the Safety Board cxprcss~d disappoinunent th.at it had taken

....

1

':anor.al Transportanon Sat2ry Board l 995 . Factr)rs TJwt Affect F atlz:ti! u1 lleaii'Y Truck AcctJems Safety
Study }.IS B. SS·95i0 1 and NTSBiSS.Q5,02. \'.'.15hi.n~ton.. IX.:.
-~ Fulr!ral Rc>gi.~f('r. \.\1l. <i 1. ~~ .... 215. ddt.:d r\ovl!lub~r 5. IIJQ<i.
: ·, B.~::.~call~. .1 proc.:Jw:.: b; wluch repre:ic!nlall\ .::o of all i..ntetcsts aii:.:ct.:J b) a rul.:n~akmg are brought toge~r
tn d!5Cit">-:; r'ullv the 155\~S under cond!t!Oib conductve rn narrowmg or ehmmann~ d!fferences IUl<i to negobating e
:

~reposed

..-

nut: acct:ptabl:: to e3ch tr.tl!t'l!~t

,
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man: than 18 months sine~ the A..L'JPR\-1 conunent period closed to reach the t-..'PR.J.\1 stage and
tlut the FH\\'. \ expected that a 120-day conunmt p:riod on the ~l'R.\1•;•.-ould not be sufficiently
long ro receive comments, thus prolonging acti\ity to issue a tin::J! rule. TI1e Safety Board nlso
indicated that it would support a ncgotiat~.:d rul~: if it would cxpedit~: the proccss. In h:stimony at
the Safety Board's April 14. 1999. puhlic hearing on tmck and rus safety,~ 6 an FH\\'A
r::presentativc indicated that a decision on negotiated ruleilLlking \Vas expected to be nude within
2 weeks. The FHWA representative also indicated that development of iU1 N'"PRl\-1 through the
tradition:ll proccss was taking plac~: simultaneou.o;ly with the discussions on a n::gotiated ruk lo
.1void any ti.1rther loss of time.
In a ivlay 4, 1999. kner to the Safdy Board, the DOT indicated that -FRA submitted
legislation to Congx·es!i IJ5t year, and may again this year, to require railroads to submit fatigue
management plans designed to reduce fatigue experienced by railroad employees." The lel1er
further stared rhar "should we b~ successful in gathering support and passage of such a kgislativc
initiative. we believe tatigue will be greatly reduced in railroad operations.,.
.\.llhough the DOT and the modal administrations have taken po!Sitive steps in the area of
.:Jucation and n:search. they have not a~tl!d decisively to revise the antiqwted hours-.of-senice
regulations. In t:1cl as outlined 01bove. little regulatory action has been initiated. The DOT
bdic\'cs that countermeasures to fatigue are preferred over n:gul:ltion ~cause sleep during a rest
7
period ~annat be cnforccd.; ·lbe Safety Board points out that hours-of-service rules exist to set
limits on allowable sch~duling practices, not to prescrib~ those schedules. and wlrilc the Board
lgrees that slc;;:p caxmot be regulated it also b~lievt.-s that time for ade4uate sleep must be
guarantl!cd by any Federal regulation related to hours of senice.
lllc Saf;!~· Board is aware that the FHW :\. and orhers. arc looking at onboard devices to
tl!st 1itness-for-dury and monitor impairment of operator p~o.'rlormance. Although the S:Ui:ty
Board supports pre-duty testing for performance as a result of fatigue, alcohol, drugs, or other
..:ondition. it does not believe that operators should be driving up to the point tlut they fail a valid
t1tness-for-duty test as a result of fatigue, which could occur in the middle of a trip.
In 1998. 0\JT Secretary Slater launched the ONEDOT program. 11tis program is to build
collaborarivc: dfm1s among the various transportation agencie!l to reduce duplication and save
re-soun:t:s. On~ of the goals of 0~-r::DOT is to devdop a ~omrnon. positiv~: ti·amework relating to
\"\·ork hours, ov~.:rtimc. and inc~ntiv~s. \Vi thin the concept of ONEDOT. the DOT Safl!~' Council
work!i toward development of a safety poli~;y for the Depanment. Fatigue is one of the areas on
which the Council intends to ac-t. Tit~ Saf~ty Board acknowledges tltis as yet another initiative to
.1Jdr1!ss fatig.ue and rc\isions to hours-of-service regulations; ncvcrthdcss. th.: Board remains
extremely disappointed in the lack of rulem.1king by the DOT.

•)11

~ ' 1lt~ h.:;!.fmg was hdd Apnl I~ ·I o. I'NQ, 111 Wa_:;hingtfrn. 0 C. O i.~ tl;,;wn tM:ad:. lltclud..;d r~pr~.:nt,lflV<:s

rr,"'m the DOT. tughwJy trlil'ipOrt.Jti0Jl tndusuy. .J.Jld pubU.c S.Jf.:ty grt'Up->
L..: S D<:partn~lll of Tran:oportattou l~:l9 . Jlana.tzm~ Ftlli~te . A SIJ?fl!flcanr Problem AtTedi11g Sajery.
Srmrm·. r.nd ProrfurtmT\ Wn~hrn2ton. DC
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S.:kntiJic n:search has shown that ~\!11ain sle~:p fa..:lors ..:an J.lll:cr fatigul! and p;rfom1ance:
i.ru;ufficit:nt sleep. irregular and unpredi.::uble schedules. working during low points in the
drcadian rh~1hm. 'lhe current how-s-of-senic.: regulations do not accommodate these concerns.
Ih~: Sali:ty Board bdicvcs these tJctors should b.: considered wh.:n revising the hours-of-service
r~gulations.
Ihcrcforc. the Safety Board recomrnend'i th..1t the DOT require the mod.1l
Jdministrations to modify the appmptiate Codes ofFederaf Regztf,mollS to establish scientifically
hased hours-of-scnice regulations that set limits on hours of senice. prm.ide predictable work
.md n:st schedules, and ~.:onsider cin:adian rhytlnns and human sh:ep and n~st re4uirements. TI1~
S:~fety Board also recommends that the DOT seek Congressional authority, if necessar:v. for the
modal administrJtions to establish thest: regulations. I3Jsl!d on the i!jsuanco;: of this nl!w
recommendation. Safety Rewrnmendation 1-89-3 is heing classi11ed "l'losed-Unaccepuble
.\\:tion:superscdcd.'' ·n1e Safety Board i3 also reconunending separately that each modal
.tdministration-the FAA. FHW A. FRA, liSCG. and RSPA~tablish. within 2 years,
scientifically bast!d hours-of-service regulations that sd limits on hours of service, provide
prc:dictable \...-ork and rest schedules. and consider circadian rhy1hms and hum.1n sleep and rest
requirements. Further. because the F:\:\'s ctfot1s have not rcsult~d in any changes to the ilight
and duty time regulations. the Safety Board is reclassifying Safety Recommendations A-95-113
Jnd :\-95-125 "Opcn-Cnaccl!ptahk Ro;:sponse." These rcconunendations an.: being reiterated in
l:.:mjunction \\ith the Board's satety report. For the FH\VA. the r\!\is\!d 1\!gulations. at a minimwn
Jnd as rccommcnd~d by the Safety Board in 1995, should also (a) rcquin: sufficient n:st
pro\isions to enabk drivers to obtain at kast g continuous hours of sk~p atkr driving for 10
hours or hcing on duty tor 15 hours. and (b) eliminate 49 CFR 395.1 plr.tgraph (h), \'ihich allo\VS
JiiV!i!I'S \'r·ith :dec~r betth equipment to cumulate the 8 hours of off-duty time in two separate
periods. . \s a rt.'sult of this nc'rv recomm~:ndation to tht: FH\\' :\, ::iafety Recommendations I-1-95·1
Jnd -2 are bc:ing classified "Cio!icd-Cn:tcccptable Action:Sup..-rsed~d. ''
lht:rdore. th~ National Transportation Sltl!ty Board r;!comm~nds that the U.S.
Dcpanmcnt of fransponation:
Require the modal administrations to modify the appropriate Codes

qi Federal

Regulatwns to cestJblish sckntifh::llly based houni-ot:sc:rYice n:gulltions that set
limits on hours of Silrvice. provide pn:dictable work and rc~t schedules. and
~onsidl!l· circadian rhythms and hunun sleep and rl!st requirements.
Seek
Congressional authority, if necessary, for the modal administrations to establish
the:;e regulations. (1-99-1) (Supersedes l-S9-3)

. \s a result of the sat~t}· report. the Safety Board also issued recommendations to the
Fed.·ral Railroad
.\drninisrratiott the Research and Special Programs Achninistration. and the U.S. Coast G1.1.1rd.
F~;."d~al Aviation Admini!ltration. the Fe~ral Highway Administration. the::
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Plc.lSc rekr to Safety Recommendation 1-99-1 in your reply. If you have any questions,
you may call (202) 31-1-6517.
Chairman IL\LL Vi~c Chairman FRANCIS. and
~J-OGUA. :md BLACK concurred in this recommencl1tion.

~!embers l-L\.\1.\lERSCH~fiDT,

Original Signed

I3y: Jim Hall
Chairman
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Document #2- Oct. 8, 1999 Coast Guard Replies to NTSB
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Phone. (202) 2ij7-1-IJO
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Coast Guard
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'ICII)CI

The Honorable Jim llall
Chairman. National Transportation
~afcty Board
4c10 L'Enfant Pla7.a F.ac;t. SW
\1, ashin!-'1on. DC .2\J5C:14
! ).:-.:1!"

)

Chairman

H:~ll:

We have reviewed the National Transportatton Safery Board's safety recommendation letter
t::ltt!d June 1, J9Cl9. As a result of its investi,!!ation into fatigut: related casualties. the Boa.J d
i · qtL·d re~·omm:.-nd<!t ion ?\.·1-99-1 to the Coast Guard. The fol10wmg is our r~sp,:m~:o:: w mrs
~ •·:nmmendat ion.

2 yt::ar!> s::ll.:ntliica.lij bast:~ hour~-o;·. ;-;~.:n·i..:c.: r.:gul;1ti~m~ tha~ :..~ , limit!- :..n. ! •. m:-:,.
provtdc prcdic:aolc work ami r:.:st sdtdui:..:s, and Cli:ISil.kr cin:adian rhythm~ und
!"J:n:m sletT and r~·sl requirf"mcnt~.
[: -.tat1it!-.h wt:tllll

~1 ; !>~rvt:.::.:-.

S:::.:us
-=-~~ Coast Guard partially ccmcurs with thi!> recommendation. ln recent years. t!l:: C'oa.~t Guard
hm- led the way at the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in addressing fatigue as a
maJor issue. We were successful in having L\10 adopt a resolution calling attcn!ion to the
variety of fa~ tors which contribu~e to fntiguc and we were successful in having the International
~·.mvcr.unn or. Standards of Training. Ceniiication. and Wmchkccping for S~afarc:n. (STCW)
<!111:.:ndcd in 1995'to include rest hour rt:guin.:mt:nt:. for watchkecping per5onnel on seagoing
shtps and to includt:: the posting of watch schedules. This amendment came into force in
f.' ebruary 1':J97, and our implementing regulations were issued in June 1997. These rules
compliment work hour limitations imposed on crew members serving on tank vessels by the
Coast Guard regulations implemented as a result of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990.

The Coast Guard has sponsored domestic research in the field of fatigue continuously ewer the
last ten yc:ars. None of tl1csc studies, including the report issued in 1996 entitled "Fatigue und
Alertness in Merchant Manne Personnel: A field Study of Work and Sleep Patterns," has
gugge_!;ted that new limits on hours of service would he the must effective means of addressing
tne problem of fatigue in the: U.S. lha.t inc industry. :n tact, the research has pnmarily confirmed
that the;: problem of fatigue a.-nong personnel m the murine mode i!> highly complex and is
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St 1U: NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFEn' BOARD ll'rfSB) SAFETY
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mfiuenced hy a wtdc variety of envircmmentnl, operational, and individual factors, some of
·.vruch are unique to this industry.

Tne- Coast Guard is continuing its efTon.c;; in this area. We currently have two ongomg re..o;;carch
smdics focusing on fatigue. The first, "Wat~hkccping Alertness in Towmg Operations," is
::=xpectcd to be t.:oncluded by May 10, 2000. 'l11c second, "Improving Crew Alenn~ss on
Cu:nmerctal Vessels," is examming the incldt!ncc of fatigue on oil tanker.; and is expected to be
...:''mpl~tcd hv October 16. 2000. \Ve arc al!'o planning for a follow-up project, "Shipboard
!"·:!ti!!Ut: Countermea.c;urcs t\nalvsts." to rarti; fati~uc-rcducing countcrm::asures on the hastsof
drecuvcness and whtch 1s sclleault:tllll o:.: completed by july I h, .WUJ. \0.,. t: hu-.·c aJsu ~.:onuucteo
r~se:.1.n:h to 1.h:vdop a Crew Sin E\'aluatton Model to identify objective, systematic methods tor
Jct::nnmmg ami l:\'aluatmg sut'c Vl!ssci manning ba_o.;t:u 011 thc tasb the crew 1s expected to
perform and on vc.!>scl operational profiles
Ti'::: mant•mc mdustr; ha..c, also t:lkcn th:: tmaatJvt: to recommend una 1mplcmC'n: f:Hic-ue
m:ugatmg opcratlllnal alternatives. Rc..:cntly, the Chemical Transportation Safety Advisory
C,m:miH::= proposed an ultt.:mauvc watch schl:duh: ba.'-ot:d una G::rman model tha: dcviatt:s from
!he traditional 4 hours on watch.. 8 hours otT watch rotating schedule. Several shipping
:.:(lm~aHi~!> have amni~m:::ntcd the mmh:icd \Vatch schcdulc on a volumar~ t::.st ha..•Hs wttl. very
rosttJvc rcsuit.s. :\t least one company has contmued to usc the ultemattvc wall:b schc~ulc un
some of its vessels. Tite Cuast Guard IS studying tlu: cffi.:acy of su~b Wlt:mattvt: \Vat.:h
!'>..:a:..:..iuk~ .

C,•!lc<.:tt\'~:i;. tl1;:s:.: rc.<,.;;,m:h e~1ons :;huuiJ pa,vtde u !!ouJ hasi~ fur pra.:.tical guidance for the
marine tndustry. hut they art! nut c.... pccted to establish a scientific basts to support additional
regulatory dTons tu manJ.ate n~w limtts on hours of scrvtce. In addat1on. the CoL!st Guard will
..:onsider the followmg developments whh.:h would play a large part in the c;uccess of any
ruicrnak.ing effort to introduce new ltrmts on hours of service in marine:: industry .
.J. rhc STCW, il5 amt=mh:li. im:lu!.lc.:~ proVISions to prevent fattgue. Th~ Cll<!St Guard worked
hard at IMO to c.:nsurt: that thes~ pro-. tSJom. would be indu!.led in U1c amcndm<.:nts adopted in
1uos. Watchkeepmg personnel must be afforded 10 hours ofrcst many 24-hour period, and this
lll hours can be divided into two segments, as long a.s one segment provides at lt:ast 6 continuous
hours of rest. At least 70 hours of rest must be provided ~ch week. There arc exceptions for
emergencies and other overriding operational conditions, hut there is also a provision stating that
not all ofthe non-rest hours should he devoted to work. Th1s STCW regulation came into force
on F~bruary I, 1997. and the Coast Guard issued implementing regulations in July 1997.
Additional expenence will be required tu determine whcthc:r this rule is achieving its intended
objective. and whether additional guitlan~,;c will he needed from the lMO.

b. [n ll/96, an inh:mattonal conference hosted by th~ lntemattOcal Labour Organization
( lLO) adopted the ··s~af:lrcrs· Hours uf\\ u•k and the Manning of Ships Conven[ion." This
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co:wention includes a framework of work hour limits and rest requirements. Although this treaty
ic; nnt yet in force, we anticipate that the U.S. Depanmcnt of Labor will in due course he taking
steps toward U.S. ratification of this instrument. In this event, there will be a need to review the
:urrent U.S. statutory work hour provisions ( 46 USC 8194) to determine whether they should he
rensed, and whether the legislation enacted to support enforcement and implementation of the
treaty should include a general delegation to the Deparunent ofTransponation to promulgate
lir..its on hours of service .
.::. At its meetmg in May 1999. Lhe IMO Maritime s~fety Committee approvc:d new guidance
on the pnn:::Iples of safe mann mg. Among other thmgs, trus guiuance calls on admuustrallons,
\Vhen determining minimum l:rcw complements, to take into account peak v.torkload situations
;mJ appliL:able wmk how lmuts and n:st n:£juin:ment.s. The guidance also states that
admmistr.ations "should rc\'J:::w and may withdraw. as appropriate, the minirnwn safe manning
Jo.::.lm~nt of:..!. ship whi~h pc:-sistently fail~ tube in t.:ompli;m::l· with the: rest hours
r::~utrcmems.'' ·ntis guidance is to he adopted by the !~1() ,\ss::mhly in November 1999. We
mention this ct1Cu1 lo show th:ll there is a direct link among m:.s..nning, management, and
.-)r_;J.'11Zatwn of .shiphoard \Hlrk. and th::: need to have a work-hour/rest period framework which
prevents fatigue.
Ir. summary. while the cornplcxmcs of the maritime transponauon sysH:m prt:c..:luut: the Coast
(1uard from establishing sc11.:ntifically based hours of scrviL:c at this time. progress is being made
u;·, multJph: h.:\'ds, im::rnatillnally a..o;; well as domestically, to rationally frame and address the
f;:ttguL: I~suc on commercial vessels. The Coast Guard intends to l:Ontinm· sponsoring research
J(,itlCstJc:..llly, and leading efforts intt:mationally, with the aim of identifying and promoting the
:1:::51 practices and most cffcctJvc countermeasures to control fatigue:.
Sincerely,

Document #3- Nov. 17, 2000: Our Association's Letter to NTSB Chairman Mr. Jim Hall

!..!.ailing Address: P.O. Box 3589 • Houma, Louisiana 70360-3589
Telephone: (504) 58(}.4100
Fax: (504) 58~1509

e-mail: gcma®Qs.verlo.net

November 17. 2000

James Hall. Chairman
National Transnon::~tion S:!ft::tv Bn:ud
4tJ(J L'Enfam Plaza. S\~
\\'ashi:-~g:tm. DC 20.59-l-
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SUBJECf: !\TSB Ret: r!mmend:lli~ll" #M-99-1
R:.:fercn:::.:s:

Coast Guard Leaer on this Subject Dated g Oct 1~\.l~ [E!'\CLOSL.iRE #I]
Gu!i Coast t\briners Association Letter Dated June 16, ::?.000 [ENCLOSURE ::?.]

Dc.:ar Chatrman Hall,

\Vc.: WJ!>ll w ~ur..t:
;;:::-.:GDSCRE #I]

,:.!>Ut:

With tnt:

Coa~t

Guard's

rt:~p>J;-J~c.:

:o

Rt.:..:~;:n,;i:::;<~~:i.:.m

:-..~ -CJ'J-1.

·\ clear m:~i:lritv of the nation·~ commercial mariners (and most of the members of our
.-\ssociation l tire "lnwcr-kn:l' mariners who work on small vessels such as tugs, towboats, offshore
supply wsscls. small p:~s~t:n~:.:~ vc.:ssds. uninspected passenger vessels ct al. under 1.600 gross tons.
:\ maprity oi lht:sc ''iowr.:r-h:vd" :narincrs do not bdong to labor unions. As such. they do not
have the h~nc:it of working l!n~kr collt:ctive bargaining agreements but. rather, ar(! •·employees at
·will" who may be fired for any reason. As such, many have been called upon to violate work hour
provisions of existing statutes and regulations.
The Gulf Coast Mariners Association brought this matter to your attention in the book Mariners
S!1eak Out On Violation of th:.- 1~-Hour Work Dm· furnished as an t:n:.:bsure to our letter of June
16. 2000 [ENCLOSURE :!].
While Vice Admirai T.W. Josiah, Coast Guard Chief of Staff, appears 10 have fixed his attention
on "... the traditional 4 hours on watch, 8 hours off watch rotating schedule'' he has nothing to say
about the "two-watch system'' that is used by a very substantial number of lower-level mariners.
Apparently this fact escaped him while served as District Commander of the Eighth Coast Guard
District for several years-right in the midst of "two-watch" country.
\\'e are willing to continue to follow the results oi various CoJst Guard "fatigue" studies that are
n:poned to continue until July 18, 2003 (and probably beyond, if we allow time for evaluathn and
publication). However, we note that this process appears to us 10 be little more than perpetual
procrastination coupled with an unwillingness to enforce existing statutes and regulations. Our
modest request to initiate rulemaking to require m:1riners to make adt:quate logbook entries
certif~ing the number of hours worked in a 24 hour pt:riod has been s1dc tracked for months and
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;::n uncertain future. This stands in stark contrast to the record keeping requirements for
drivers under the purview of the DOT's Federal .Motor Currier Safety Administration.
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Richard A. Blo:k
~1aster #830614
SecretaT)·, Gulf Coast Mariners Association
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CHAPTERS
REPORTING HOURS-OF-SERVICE AND SAFETY VIOLATIONS
Wbistleblower Protection for Limited Tonnage Mariners
The term "Whistleblower" refers to a person who reports illegal activity to the authorities. By "illegal" we refer
to an act that violates an existing statute enacted by a legislative authority or a regulation promulgated by a
governmental agency authorized to prepare and administer regulations.
Employers, including government agencies, often resent employees who "blow the whistle" to report a statutory
or regulatory violation. Consequently, to maintain meaningful safety regulations it is often necessary to provide
"protection" from an employer's retaliation that includes interfering with him in the workplace, encourage him to
quit his job, or firing him. The government, either federal or state, often provides a whistleblower limited
protection by law. In the case of mariners, the statute is 46 U.S. Code §2114 titled "Protection of Seamen Against
Discrimination" that was amended significantly by §611 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010. For
mariners, this amendment has the potential to improve the outlook of whistleblower protection for mariners.
In the past, if a mariner believed he had been discriminated against (e.g., harassed, demoted or lost his job) for
making a safety report to the Coast Guard or the NTSB, it was pretty much his tough luck. A credentialed officer
has a legal obligation to report an unsafe or illegal condition°> aboard his vessel. However, in doing so, the officer
not only may risk his job but also may risk his entire career in the marine industry. Most employers do not want
their employees to report anvthing directly to the Coast Guard and, in many cases, the Coast Guard either
discourages or fails to investigate such reports. f'J46 U.S. Code §3315(a).]
Attorney Jeff Bloomfield, on behalf of the American Inland Mariners Association (AIM), brought the hopeless
situation mariners faced in reporting unsafe or illegal conditions to the attention of the former House Merchant
Marine and Fisheries Committee on Mar. 16, 1994. He cited three legal precedents11 > that ensured that many
mariner complaints would be quashed. f'J i.e., Cases #1,2, and 3 (below).]
One of the most important steps our Association took in May 2000 was to present on behalf of our mariners a
report 01 that described these conditions in detail to the Eighth District Commander, RADM Pluta, who subsequently
became the Coast Guard's Chief of Marine Safety. Although we delivered over 300 copies of this report to key
Coast Guard personnel and other interested parties, the Coast Guard effectively stonewalled our report by
delegating it to the National Offshore Safety Advisory Committee (NOSAC) that worked hard to kill or discredit
the report. After 18 months of wrangling, the Chairman of the sub-committee assigned to the project resigned.
11
[
NMA Report #R-201.]
The Admiral's lack of respect for our mariners was an important factor that set the stage for the decline of the
Marine Safety Directorate for the next decade and ultimately led to a major reorganization called for in the Coast
Guard Authorization Act of2010.
After the Coast Guard stonewalled our mariners, we approached Congress with our problem. Although initially
receptive, an early but well-intentioned change to the existing statute in 2004 failed to obtain meaningful results for
our mariners. Congress tried again and in 2010 provided important changes that ensure that if a mariner becomes a
whistleblower for a valid reason, he or she will be accorded the same administrative treatment as all other
workers in the transportation industry by the U.S. Department of Labor that has the background in labor
management issues lacking in the Coast Guard.
Our Association never sought special treatment (or our mariners; we only sought fair and equitable treatment
that we believe may be now within our grasp because the U.S. Department of Labor and not the Coast Guard will
settle future whistleblower disputes. Our experience with this issue showed that the Coast Guard had no real
interest in our working mariners or a satisfactory understanding of the labor issues that arise between employers
and their employees over safety. In fact, the Coast Guard continues to turn its back on "labor issues" leaving our
mariners with no place to tum when the Coast Guard establishes working "partnerships" with industry trade
associations that denigrates meaningful input from working mariners.
Unfortunately, as we explained to our mariners, the wording of the amended statute that follows is
complicated. Nevertheless, the first step is to start by reading it after minor editing:
(a) In General- Section 2114 of title 46, United States Code, is amended( 1) iR B\SSBeetieB (8:)( l )(A), ey BtrilEiftg "BF" aFteF the eemieeleR;
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(2) is

s~seetieB ~a)~l)(Q), ~y

~by

adding 8t tke

stt=H8Bg tke ~ef'ieel at tke eBel aBel iBseFI:iBg a semieeiett;
(a)(l) the following new subparagraphs::
(C) the seaman testified in a proceeding brought to enforce a maritime safety law or regulation prescribed under
that law;
(D) the seaman notified, or attempted to notify, the vessel owner or the Secretary of a work-related personal
injury or work-related illness of a seaman;
eBeleh~eseetiett

[NMA Comment: We emphasize to our mariners that the first requirement is to notify or attempt to notify
your employer of all safety issues.]
(E) the seaman cooperated with a safety investigation by the Secretary or the National Transportation Safety
Board;
(F) the seaman furnished information to the Secretary, the National Transportation Safety Board, or any other
public official as to the (acts relating to any marine casualty resulting in injury or death to an individual or
damage to property occurring in connection with vessel transportation; or
(G) the seaman accurately reported hours o(duty under this part, and
[NMA Comment: Our mariners need to connect paragraph (G) with the new "logbook" requirement in §607

to accurately report their hours of duty in the Official Logbook.]
(4) by amending subsection (b) to read as folllows:
(b) A seaman alleging discharge or discrimination in violation of subsection (a) of this section, or another person at
the seaman's request, may file a complaint with respect to such allegation in the same manner as a complaint may
be filed under subsection (b) of Section 31105 o(title 49. Such complaint shall be subject to the procedures,
requirements, and rights described in that section, including with respect to the right to file an objection, the right
of a person to file for a petition for review under subsection (c) of that section, and the requirement to bring a civil
action under subsection (d) of that section.

[NMA Comment: In concert with Stephen Chouest, Esq., our Association prepared a report to assist our
mariners to understand these new requirements. This is NMA Report #R-210, Rev. 2 titled Whistleblower
Protection for Merchant Marine Officers.]

Although our NMA Report#R-210, Rev.2 may be challenging to follow, one of our mariners had a recent experience
where the Department of Labor looked into his claims and obtained a settlement for lost wages after he reported serious
health issues on a river towboat that Coast Guard investigators were not even interested in looking into.
Over the past decade, our Association dealt with many mariners who became frustrated after trying to report
unsafe and possibly illegal activities to the Coast Guard. Consequently, we stepped forward and documented
numerous cases and reported them instead to the Department of Homeland Security Inspector General's Office
where they attracted attention in their report on "Investigations" published in May 2008.0 1 The report on
investigations was previously requested by Congress. fi)Reprinted as NMA Report #R-429-M].

Our Preliminary Advice to Potential Whistleblowers
Nobody begged you to obtain a Coast Guard credential. You did so voluntarily and of your own free will for
reasons that you found important - career advancement, prestige, better pay, etc. You applied for the credential
studied for it, and finally tested and, when successful, were issued a credential with one or more "endorsements" in
a passport-style booklet. Before the Coast Guard finally issued the credential you were administered and signed an
oath that reads as follows:
"I do solemnly swear or affirm that I will faithfully and honestly, according to my best skill and judgment, and
without concealment and reservation, perform all the duties required of me by the laws of the United States. I will
faithfully and honestly carry out the lawful orders of my superior officers aboard a vessel."
This oath assumes that you know what the "laws of the United States" are as they govern the maritime industry.
Many, but not all, of these "laws" are contained in Title 46, U.S. Code (Shipping). These laws are explained in
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greater detail in the Coast Guard refulations found in Title 46, Code ofFederal Regulations, parts 1-199 (Shipping)
and Title 33 Code of Federal Regulations, Parts 1-199 (Navigation and Navigable Waters).'/J {'I) Described in NMA
Report #R-223, Rev. 4.]
Unfortunately, many mariners receive their credentials with an incomplete knowledge of the basic laws and
regulations that govern the maritime industry. We advise our mariners not to "blow the whistle" to stop an "illegal"
activity until determining whether that activity really is illegal and whether it violates some law or regulation. Just
because something is unsafe does not always guarantee it is illegal. We recommend that mariners read and study
the applicable regulations and obtain legal advice before "blowing the whistle." Our website contains the names
and contact numbers of Attorneys that will provide sound legal advice to our mariners.
Boardings and Inspections
Offshore Supply Vessels (OSV) and Small Passenger Vessels (SPV) are "inspected" vessels that are strictly
regulated by Coast Guard regulations. Some, but not all, vessel owners provide copies of the statutes and
regulations on board their vessel to give licensed officers an on-board reference and a clear idea of the laws and
rules the vessel must comply with. However, they are not required to do so! The Government Printing Office
website contains an updated version of the Code of Federal Regulations at hllJ~L~~JLgpna cct!ss .gQ}: .
Towing vessels, on the other hand, remained as "uninspected" vessels until Aug. 9, 2004 when Congress added
them to the list of inspected vessels. However, until the Coast Guard promulgates the necessary interim or fmal
inspection regulations, towing vessels for all intents and purposes will be treated as "uninspected" vessels.
At present, the Coast Guard does 11ot conduct regularly scheduled inspections of towing vessels or other
"uninspected" vessels in the water or out of the water that follows a detailed checklist supported by a detailed set of
regulations. However, all towing vessels must comply with existing regulations that cover the basic essentials of
lifesaving and firefighting equipment and a few other specific items under what has become known as the
'"Bridging program" designed to bridge the gap<IJ between existing and new regulations. A full transition may take
a few additional years to accomplish. f 0 Refer to U.S. Coast Guard Requirements for Uninspected Towing Vessels,
Change I, Mar. 2009. Also refer to NMA Report #R-234, Rev.2 for required logbook entries.]
The Coast Guard may "boarlf' any inspected or uninspected vessel at any time. "Hoardings" are done on a random
basis by an armed "boarding party" and are quite different from an "inspection" where the mariners, boat owners, and
Coast Guard inspectors have plenty of time to prepare in advance and the inspectors are not armed!

......}
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The Whistleblower Statute Reinforces a Mariner's Obligation to His Employer
If something is "wrong" with your boat or with the job you are assigned to do that makes it unsafe for yourself
or your crew, the first person you must tell about the situation is your employer.
If you believe the job you are supposed to undertake cannot be undertaken legally or safely0 you must tim tell vour
emplover about it in an open and frank manner. It may be to your advantage to have a witness to this conversation or to
record it in your official logbook if the conversation occurs over the radio or by telephone. However, unless you first
notify your employer of the problem and ask for his help you may not be successful in obtaining whistleblower
protection if you need it later. We reiterate that a mariner's first obligation is to discuss safety issues with his
employer.(2) f'JA Master is responsible for the safety of his vessel and its crew and the immediate supervisor of his
vessel. (l) By "employer" we mean your immediate supervisor such as the vessel's Master followed by a Port Captain but
not necessarily the CEO ofa large corporation.]
The Slippery Slope of Previous Whistleblower Protection Legislation
The key point to remember about federal whistleblower protection is that it is very limited in its scope. Most
government agencies believe they are strong enough to enforce their regulations and only need limited help from
outsiders in doing so. The Coast Guard is "spread thin" while it often appears to encourage the active support of
mariners and members of the public. Unfortunately, limited-tonnage mariners often were discouraged from trying
to use 46 U.S. Code §2114 before its recent amendment. The reasons for this will become clear as you review three
cases that reached Federal District Courts and moved on to Courts of Appeal in the 1980s. The courts'
interpretations were very discouraging for mariners who frequently saw laws and regulations violated with no
punishment meted out. We believe the 2010 amendments to 46 U.S. Code §2114 are better aligned to protect
mariners who present legitimate whistleblower claims. Yet, one very recent Federal court decision<tl renews our
skepticism of the entire process. fl' Refer to Manderson vs. Chet Morrison Contractors in Chapter 14 (below).]

I
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Case #1: Feemster Vs BJ- Titan
Richard P. Feemster, Sr., was a tugboat captain who worked for BJ-Titan, an oilfield service company, on the
MN June J pushing barges. At about 1700 hours on Feb. 18, 1987, his employer instructed him to push a barge
from Venice, LA, to Lake Pagie, LA, a voyage estimated to take 18 hours. Feemster claimed that BJ-Titan required
him to make this trip without providing for adequate rest although his employer disputed that point.
Feemster refused to make the run on the grounds that it was too long to be safely navigated by one person and
that it would violate a federal law that restricts towing vessel operation to 12-hours in a 24-hour period (i.e., 46 U.S.
Code §8104(h). When Feemster refused to accept the assignment, BJ-Titan management fired him.
Feemster, like most of our limited-tonnage mariners, was employed on an "at will" basis. This means that he
was not a member of a union and had no contract covering the terms of his employment. Consequently, he could
be fired for any reason or no reason at all, including even for a morally reprehensible reason. His attorney also had
to concede that the existing statute (46 U.S. Code §2114) gave him no personal right to refuse a management
directive he disagreed with even if it violated a safety statute. Feemster simply placed his judgment against that of
his employer in saying that a safety violation would occur if he made the trip, and he refused the assignment. He
was fired for his refusal. Since /ze never left on the trip, no violation o(the law ever occurred.
An employee can complain of safety violations to the Coast Guard and ask for its help to prevent a violation. If
Feemster had filed such a complaint (although he did not) and had been fired for doing so, he might have had a stronger
argument that he was fired in retaliation for committing an unlawful act and might have gotten his job back.
[NMA Comment: Feemster did not enlist the aid of the Coast Guard after advisin~: his employer of the
safety violation. Since Feemster never set out on the voyage, he never violated the 12-hour statute.]
Case #2: Garrie Vs James L. Gray, Inc.
Hubert Garrie was employed by James L. Gray, Inc. as the captain of the MIV Mr. Bill that carried workers and
equipment to various inland oilfield work sites. Texaco leased the boat and its crew from Gray on a day-to-day basis.
On several occasions in June 1986, Garrie piloted the boat on both a "day run" and a "night run" within the
same 24-hour period and, in the process, worked in excess of the 12-hours per day limit set by 46 U.S. Code
§ 81 04(h). Since he believed this was both illegal and unsafe, Garrie informed a Texaco representative he would
work no more than 12-hours per day, and that if Texaco planned both day and night runs the vessel would require
another captain and a full crew. However, Garrie did not complain about his working hours to anyone at Gray,
his direct employer- only to Texaco, the boat's charterer.
Garrie then called a Coast Guard officer and identified himself but never identified his employer. Garrie asked
whether the law regulating maximum working hours was still in effect. The Coast Guard officer advised Garrie
that it was, but did 11ot refer the matter to an investigator since Garrie stated he did not wish to file a formal
complaint.
Garrie then informed Texaco that the Coast Guard confirmed that 12 hours was the maximum applicable
working hours and that it was still his intention to refuse to work more than 12-hours per day.
Two days later Garrie was reassigned to another crewboat owned by Gray, the MN Mr Jim, because Texaco felt
that day and night runs might be necessary. Texaco complained to Garrie's supervisors that if Garrie refused to
make both runs, they should find another captain that would. Within the month after his reassignment, his new job
vanished and Garrie was laid off.
[NMA Comment: Garrie violated the 12-Hour Rule, a fact he confirmed in speaking with the Coast Guard
officer. After he was fired, Garrie filed suit in Federal District Court and later appealed to the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals claiming wronl:ful dischar~:e in that he was fired for making a report to the Coast Guard.
Unfortunately, he did not report the problem to his employer and only inquired but never formally reported
the matter to the Coast Guard.]
Case #3: Meaige Vs Hartley Marine Corp. and Midland Enterprises
Nicholas B. Meaige was employed by Hartley Marine Corporation from 1978 to 1988. He worked as a
deckhand and pilot on vessels operating on the Ohio River, and, occasionally would be called on to serve as a pilot
on what was called the Ashland fuel run. This run involved a round trip between Point Pleasant, WV, and Kenova,
WV, where the fuel barges in his tow were loaded at an Ashland Oil Company refmery. The Ashland fuel run
would last as long as 30 hours, depending on the water level and how long reloading at the Ashland refmery took.
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The crew on this run consisted of only a pilot and a deckhand. The pilot was required to be available for the
entire run from port to port and could not tum control of the vessel over to an unlicensed deckhand. There were no
sleeping accommodations on the boat, no cooking facilities except a hotplate, and no refrigerator. Toilet facilities
consisted of a garbage bag.
Meaige piloted the Ashland fuel run about 10 times. On his last run, while waiting for his barges to be reloaded,
he called his supervisor and asked for a relief crew. He explained that he and his deckhand were too fatigued to
safely make the return trip. His supervisor refused to supply a relief crew, and, on the return trip, the barges were
involved in a minor Jock wall allision at Gallipolis Locks.
In March 1988, Meaige's supervisor again requested that he make the Ashland fuel run. He refused and stated
that he would not make any more fuel runs unless there was a relief crew available. He also complained that 24hours was too long to stay on that boat with no shower and bathroom facilities and the boat was too noisy. He was
immediately fired.

[NMA Comment: Meaige brought a "wrongful discharge" action against his employer that did not prevail.
Meaige did not enlist the aid of the Coast Guard after advisin2 his employer of the safety violation.
However, Meaige repeatedly broke the 12-hour statute before he was fired.)
Discouraged Mariners React to a Deck Stacked Against Them
In a letter dated Mar. 16, 1994 Lee J. "Jeff' Bloomfield, Esq.,<l) who represented the American Inland Mariners
Association (AIM), and later Pilots Agree, as well as various mariners recommended to him by our Association,
made these pertinent comments to the House Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committee:
"There may be situations, however, where a seaman is instructed to perform a prohibited task, and is thus faced with
either violating the law (after which the Coast Guard can be notified, and the protection of 46 U.S. Code §2114 is
applicable), or refusing the instruction (in which case the seaman has no protection from employer retaliation). This
creates the situation where a seaman must first violate the statute to avoid retaliatory discharge before he/she will be in
a position to report the violation to the Coast Guard.(2) This obviously negates the safety benefit that the statutes were
enacted to promote in the first place. Also, it places the licensed mariner in the precarious position of either losing
his/her license if caught in the violation, or facing the Joss of employment if he/she refuses the violative act. Allowing a
maritime employer to terminate a seaman for refusing to violate a safety statute thus weakens the efficiency of the entire
safety scheme established by federal statute and regulation ... " fl'Lee J. Bloomfield, Esq., 50 North Front Street,
Memphis, TN. 38103. 1-800-582-6213. 12'Emphasis is ours.]
The case law clearly shows that most limited tonnage mariners have good reason not to report violations of
safety statutes and regulations either to their employers or to the Coast Guard. In all three cases outlined above, the
mariners were retaliated against, were fired, took their cases to court, lost, and had to foot the bill for their efforts.
In two of the three cases, the mariners actually broke the law and could have placed their credentials in peril of
suspension or revocation. Aside from the dozens of technical issues covered in these cases, the fact that mariners
frequently are called upon by their employers to violate the law is extremely important and extremely dangerous.
The Coast Guard has its own Administrative Law system in place to deal with mariners who "break the Jaw."
Unfortunately, our Association has encountered a number of cases where the Coast Guard investigators were
attuned to going after the mariner rather than the employer."<IJ A mariner is a much easier target than a corporation
because the mariner has his credentials at risk. Suspending or revoking a mariner's credential effectively deprives
him or her of the ability to make a living. In fact, protecting a mariner's credential is so important that our
Association recommends that licensed officers obtain license insurance. 12 J. fi)The Coast Guard tells us: "In order
for us to build a legitimate case for administrative civil penalty prosecution before a Hearing Officer, we need
specific facwal evidence, such as witness statements, to support allegations. It would be a disservice to you and
your Association to suggest that we could proceed with anything less than witness statements and a prompt report
to the cognizant Coast Guard office. " Quoted from letter dated Feb. 18, 2003 by Chief, Marine Safety Division,
Eighth Coast Guard District. 11' Refer to our Report #R-204-C, Rev. 6. Please note that our Association does not
sell license insurance.}
The Coast Guard issued this warning0 l to mariners who break the law:
"The oath does not allow a mariner to ignore the laws of the United States because of a belief that the company
may "retaliate." The Master has complete control of the vessel and the duty to ensure the safety of the vessel and
its crew. The Coast Guard cannot absolve the Master's responsibility and duty to follow U.S. law because the
Master "believes" the company's policy directs them otherwise. Similarly, the company has a responsibility to
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abide by the laws of the United States.
"Further, it is a reasonable expectation for a prudent Master to immediately inform his employer of a crew
change evolution or travel issue that would directly violate watch or work-hour limitationsY 1 We agree that honest
mistakes do occur; that's why we've maintained that each violation case will be evaluated and processed upon its
own merits. However, we are not willing to concede blanket absolution to mariners in every case when they
allege that they were forced or coerced to violate the law by the company. We will investigate relevant facts, such
as whether or not the mariner brought the issue to the attention of the company, prior to initiating a case against the
mariner and/or company." fi)Letter dated Feb. 18, 2003 by Chief, Eighth Coast Guard Marine Safety Division.
11
'Emphasis is ours!]

Mariners Questioned the Existing "Whistleblower Protection" Statute
Our Association and its predecessors questioned the protection afforded licensed mariners who reported safety
violations. These questions eventually led Congress to clarify its position in regard to whistleblower protection at
46 U.S. Code §2114 in 2010 (as described above) by recognizing the fact that these questions involved "labor
issues" and, in the future, should be decided by the U.S. Department of Labor using the same set of regulations that
govern transport workers in other modes of transport. These regulations refer mariners via DOT regulations to
procedures followed by the U.S. Department of Labor in resolving labor disputes. Since this is a very recent
change, we must reserve judgment on its effect upon our mariners as we will report on the progress of individual
cases as we hear about them from our mariners and their attorneys.
Nevertheless, we maintain that there are serious "~" in job protection for mariners who want to do the right
thing and run a safe ship that complies with statutory and regulatory requirements. Our Association's efforts
continue to seek to bridge these gaps.
Our Association Reported Many Work-Hour Violations
As previously mentioned, our Association published a landmark compilation of 58 mariner letters documenting
the widespread violation of the safety statutes and regulations that limit licensed mariners to a workday of 12 hours.
These letters and summaries appear in NMA Report #R-201 also known as the "Yellow Book."
Our mariners and staff spent a great deal of time compiling and preparing this information from interviews with
and letters from limited tonnage mariners in the inland towing and offshore oil sectors of the industry. We continue
to do so!
We distributed our report widely and asked the Coast Guard to take direct action and investigate our allegations
that many credentialed limited tonnage mariners were forced to work an illegal number of hours often under harsh
conditions that led to fatigue and to accidents.
Instead of taking direct action, the Marine Safety Directorate turned the matter over to the NOSAC, one of its
federal advisory committees that, in tum, appointed a "Prevention Through People" (PTP) Subcommittee. This
was particularly ironic since one of the PTP principles is "Honor the Mariner" - and our mariners certainly were
not "honored" or even respected by members of this advisory committee. Its PTP sub-committee diddled and
dawdled for eighteen months and finally realized that it had no resources to investigate our allegations. Although
the Chief of Marine Safety publically promised resolve the issue, he and his staff failed to do so.
Captain Brown's Letter
In a letter dated Dec. 4, 2002 Captain M.W. Brown on the Admiral's staff wrote: "Due to the age of the
reportslll and lack of attribution, we were unable to resolve any o(the allegations. The Coast Guard is interested
in pursuing violations. However, we need timely, complete, and credible information to do so ... "
[NMA Comment: "Lack of attribution" was not a valid excuse because our Association must protect our
mariners' identity as long as industry "black-listing" practices continue. We were willing to provide contact
information to any bona fide investigator who maintained the confidentiality required by law.0 1 Our
allegations were "fresh" and mariners were readily available when we submitted the report to RADM Pluta
in May 2000.] f'J 46 U.S. Code §3315(b).]
However, the Marine Safety Directorate in this one brief letter effectively washed its hands of all past abuses of the
12-hour rules without undertaking a single investigation. Our Association's confidence in the Coast Guard's willingness
to confront and solve real mariner issues as well as our confidence in their advisory committees died with that letter! Our
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Association then contacted the staff of the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Subcommittee and the DHS
Inspector General's Office about the shortcomings of its investigations program as was subsequently revealed in DHS
OIG report #OIG-08-51 O> and in two previous government reports extending as far back as 1994.<2> f'J Reprinted as
NMA Report #R-429-M r11Refer to NMA Reports #R-429-A, Rev. 1 & R-429-B, Rev. 1.}
The Coast Guard at its highest level continues to prove through its actions that it has both the power and the
arrogance to totally and completely ignore any complaint lodged by limited-tonnage mariners or by our
Association as well. After sacking or transferring key DHS auditors with a merchant marine background and
practical knowledge of Coast Guard procedures, the DHS and USCG refusal to effectively enforce laws and
regulations discourages mariners from entering and remaining in the marine industry and highlights the need to
remove supervision of the civilian merchant marine from military domination by the Coast Guard. Abusing its
mariners by abusing hours-of-service statutes is a stain on this industry the Coast Guard refuses to acknowledge most likely because of its incestuous relationship with corporate abusers.

Our Association Encourages Mariners to Report Flagrant Work-Hour Abuses
In spite of the Coast Guard's apparent lack of interest in investigating hours-of-service and other safety
violations, we continue to ask our mariners to document these abuses. One such case first reported in August 2002
contains a work-hour abuse pattern similar to the pattern that preceded the Webbers Falls bridge allision described
in Chapter 13 of this report. One of our mariners placed his license on the line for even reporting the occurrence to
Coast Guard officials.
''Falling asleep at the wheel" (or "behind the sticks" to use western rivers terminology) is much more than an
occasional isolated occurrence. Our Mariner #179< 1>reported this incident to his employer, to the Coast Guard, and
to our Association soon after it happened. His employer could have corrected the situation but ignored the report.
Our Association notified a number of officials immediately by fax. fi)The name was redacted but is available to
investigators.}

('

,
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Dear •.
I just returned from working a long hitch on towboats owned and operated by (Company & Address]. During
this time I was required to violate several safety statutes that I reported to vou in person earlier today in order to
safeguard my license. This is what happened in chronological order.
I had no choice but to violate the "12-hour rules" last August as described below. I had to violate the rules
because I was hired as a trip pilot and had legitimate concerns for my job security and personal safety because I was
a thousand miles from home. I realize quite clearly the dangers of working long hours as well as driving in vehicles
whose drivers also drive long distances without sleep. With only two licensed persons on the boat, there was
nobody else on board the vessel that could legally fill in for me without violating the 12-hour rules themselves.
However, the fact is that I had only 6 hours of sleep in 50 hours.
I became painfully aware of how unsafe this practice is as it was all I could do to keep from falling asleep.
Others faced with similar circumstances and conditions have not been as fortunate.
On Sunday Aug. 4, 2002 at 0300 I awoke, at my home, in [Louisiana] and departed with my wife for Louis
Armstrong Airport, Kenner, LA, in my car for work. At 0700, I arrived early at the airport for a flight to St. Louis
via Houston (Hobby Airport). At 1130, I arrived at the airport in St. Louis and was met by Alton Limousine
Service and delivered to the Economy Boat Store at Wood River, IL where I sat untill700. At 1700, I left Wood
River, IL, in a crew van owned by Rushing Transport of Paducah, KY. The van was already fi.lled with boat
crewmembers for the MN Mary Lynn, another vessel operated by [the same Company]. All the seats in the van
were taken and almost everyone in the van was smoking. There was no opportunity to lie down, relax, or sleep in
the van for any portion of the trip. The trip was very uncomfortable.
On Sunday at 2330, I arrived at Mile 501 Upper Mississippi River (UMR), and boarded MN Gregory David
operated by [Company]. The remainder of the crew continued in the van for a distance of about 300 miles to the
MN Mary Lynn in the St. Paul, MN, area. At 2335, immediately upon arrival, I went on watch on the MN
Gregory David. However, I was not required to move the boat. The boat was backed up and I was holding the tow
with the port engine was running astern, while I maintained an active watch in the pilothouse.
On Monday Aug. 5, 2002 at 0500, I was relieved and had an opportunity to lie down and slept until 1100, at
which time I again assumed the watch. The vessel was on standby at Mile 501, UMR.. At 1345, the MN Kevin
Michael assisted by shoving the MN Gregory David's tow to mile 512, UMR.. I remained on duty untill715 when
I went off watch at Mile 512, UMR.
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Forty-five minutes after coming off watch, I was transferred to MN Mary Lynn located almost 300 miles away
in the St. Paul area. I left the MN Gregory David at 1800 and was driven in a crew van and delivered to the MN
Mary Lynn. I was unable to sleep en route. On Tuesday Aug. 6, 2002 at 0030, I arrived at Lock 3, Mile 797.5
UMR where I boarded the MN Mary Lynn and promptly went on watch at 0100. At 0115, I pulled out ofLock 3
pushing 12 loads. However, at 0200 at Mile 796, UMR, I stopped the boat because I was simply too tired to ro
any further. At that time I made notes in vessel logbook stating: "Note: Pilot [name/ has had 6 hours o(sleep in
the last 46 hours due to travel to MIV Grerory David then to M/V Mary Lynn." At that time, I faxed a copy of the
vessel's log page to my office and never heard a word about this entry. I backed in, stopped the boat, but remained
on watch in the pilothouse until I was relieved at 0530. I stopped the boat because I was not coherent, could not
think. and was punch-drunk and acting like a zombie.
The crew that I found on the MN Mary Lynn was the same crew I rode with in the van from Wood River, IL,
on Sunday. They drove straight through and arrived at 0530 Monday morning and were expected to go to work
immediately. Some crewmembers had driven through from Paducah, KY, and may have driven as long as 14 hours
more than I did just to reach the boat. I believe that the van driver may also have driven continuously from
Paducah to the St. Paul area and question the safety of driving such a distance without a break.(1) [(1) Refer to
NMA Report #R-398.}
Coast Guard Policy Letter G-MOC #4-00 calls time in transit "neutral time" without defining that tenn. I was
forced to violate 46 U.S. Code §8104(a) because I was not off dutv for at least 6 hours within the 12 hours
immediately before the time I had to go on duty. This happened on two occasions on two separate boats owned by
the same company within two days. Under the [Coast Guard] policy letter time traveling to both job sites is
considered "neutral time." The policy letter never defines "neutral time." I believe the policy letter is flawed in
that travel time should be counted as "on duty" time for purposes of safely assuming the watch. My employer
orchestrated every bit o(my travel to serve his business purposes.
I hope that this report will help to clarify what licensed and unlicensed mariners must undergo simply to hold
our jobs. As I see it, the only workable alternative I can see is to have a third licensed and qualified pilot on board a
towing vessel in 24-hour service."
s/Mariner #179
[NMA Comment: We request that Congress require that all inspected vessels in 24-hour service be manned
by three (3) fully qualified, credentialed officers regardless ofthe length of the voyage. We reiterate that the
12-Hour Rule be amended to apply to every crewmember, not just to officers.]
Our Advice to Mariners on the Current Status of Whistleblower Protection
• You must first report potential violations of the law to your employer and allow him a reasonable opportunity to
make necessary changes. If you are fired for "blowing the whistle" after your employer fails to act, 46 U.S. Code
§2114 now directs you away from the Coast Guard toward the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL). Do not expect
any immediate action since DOL fact-finding must take place to assure fairness to both parties involved.
However, at least expect to be treated, as any other transportation worker would be under similar circumstances.
• If you break the law, the Coast Guard will not absolve or forgive you. If you break the law, you stand a good
chance of losing your credential under the Coast Guard's Administrative Law System.0 1 This can be more
financially devastating than losing your job because you may not be able to continue to work on the water. Also,
understand that the process of suspension and revocation (S&R) that you face after breaking a law is not friendly
to our mariners. ('J Refer to NMA Report #R-204, Rev. 2.}
• Greed affects everyone - young and old, rich and poor! Your boss may try to squeeze as much work from you as
you are willing to give. However, if that exceeds 12 hours in any 24-hour period for an o(ficer it is illegal- both
for him to demand it and for you to give it.

• If you are an officer and accept extra pay (or working more than 12 hours in any 24-hour period in any
capacity you are breaking the law. To quote a senior Coast Guard official:<t> "The purpose of the work-hour
limitation statute is to prevent fatigue related accidents and promote the safe navigation of tugboats. Section
81 04(h) states "an individual licensed to operate a towing vessel must not work for more than 12 hours in a
consecutive 24-hour period except in an emergency." In Sept. 2000, the Coast Guard Office of Compliance (G-
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MOC) released policy letter 04-00 that clarified work-hour limitations. The policy letter defined work as "any
activity that is performed on behalf of a vessel, its crew, its cargo, or the vessel's owner or operator. This
includes standing watches, performing maintenance on the vessel or its appliances, unloading cargo, or
performing administrative tasks, whether underway or at the dock." It is clear from this definition that an officer
cannot perform miscellaneous tasks beyond his 12-hour workday, even ifit is voluntary. Consequently... transfer
operations of petroleum cargo would fall under the definition of work. Specific concerns about violations of the
work-hour limitations statute or regulations should be reported to the appropriate Marine Safety Office for review
and/or investigation." (I) Letter from Chief. BCGD Marine Safety Division to our Association dated Nov. 7, 2002.]
• A licensed engineer0 > was sickened and totally disabled in the course of voluntarily working long overtime hours
on a decrepit inspected offshore supply vessel even though the vessel's Certificate of Inspection offered him no
competent, qualified assistant. The vessel's machinery including its sanitary system that frequently flooded the
bilge was in deplorable condition. Yet, the engineer was the only person assigned to the engineroom during a
time when over 30 divers and construction workers were assigned to work from the vessel and use its facilities.
The engineer was on 24-hour call in a so-called "automated" engineroom. In the absence of Master posting a
watch schedule and the company providing any trained or qualified assistant, a former Coast Guard officer
serving as a company expert witness on Coast Guard regulations stated that the engineer was ultimately
responsible for ensuring he received sufficient rest. In the absence of a record of the number of hours he worked
each day, the federal district court ruled (and was upheld on appeal) that the engineer was totally responsible for
his illness by negligently remaining on call for 24 hours a day. Sadly, two Federal courts accepted that
argument. fi)Manderson v. Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc., Fifth Circuit Court ofAppeals #10-31063.]
• The matter of unlimited work hours is a major issue facing mariners who work without the protection of a
contract achieved through the collective bargaining process. Un(ortunate/y, the 12-hour rule does uot a~mlv to
unlicensed mariners. The Coast Guard has no statutory authority to promulgate a regulation limiting work hours
for unlicensed personnel - and they apparently have no intention of asking Congress for such authority.
Consequently, our Association presented this matter directly to Congress.(IJ (''Refer to our Report #R-350, Rev.6,
Issues "H", "K", & "!"as well as Docket #USCG-2002-1 3594]
• When vou violate the law, you become part ofthe problem and not the solution.
• You can report violations to the Coast Guard using your name and expect them not to reveal your identity under
penalty of the law0 > as long as vou ask them not to do so. However, be aware that certain investigations cannot
proceed unless you allow them to use your name. f'' Refer to 46 US. Code §331 5(b)]
• Work-hour abuses are one of the most important violations of the law reported by our mariners. Unfortunately, be
aware that the Coast Guard seldom takes positive steps to end these widespread abuses and. instead, ignores them. If
Coast Guard officers can see nothing wrong with routinely overworking their own search and rescue personnel as
Congress discovered,(IJ they cannot recognize our licensed mariners' dilemma in trying to deal with abuses above and
beyond an 84-hour work week. Unfortunately, the entire culture of the Coast Guard officer corps needs to change in
regard to their treatment of our limited-tonnage mariners.
Refer to our Report #R-305.]

t''

Case #4: Winkler vs Coastal Towing, LLC
State Whistleblower Protection Law in Louisiana: The Winkler Case
Some states adopt whistleblower protections that may or may not apply to mariners working in their waters.
One mariner, Captain Thomas Winkler, had experience with a state law in Louisiana with consequences he reported
to our mariners in 2002. The state law differs markedly from the federal statute as the following article discusses:
Captain Tom Winkler. It is a fact of life for most limited tonnage mariners that the 12-hour rule will be
violated routinely by many employers. This was the case with Captain Thomas H. Winkler, a tug captain with
many years of both inland and offshore experience.
Tom was employed as a tugboat captain aboard a vessel belonging to Coastal Towing, LLC, until Coastal laid
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him off on or about Mar. 30, 2000 after he refused to violate a federal statute0 > and associated Coast Guard safety
regulations< 2> that limited the maximum hours he and his co-employee could work aboard the vessel in a 24-hour
period. f 1>46 US. Code §8104(b). <2>46 CFR §§15.705 and 15.710.]
The straw that broke the camel's back occurred during the night and morning of Mar. 29-30, 2000 after Tom already
worked more than 20 hours. Specifically, he refused an order from Coastal's customer to push a barge back to the rig in
Lake Hermitage, La. His refusal to carry out these instructions was based on safety considerations. He was able to
document that he was not sufficiently rested to get underway. Nevertheless, after he refused, and every two hours
thereafter, he was awakened. harassed and told to get underway. Finally, after the rig threatened his employer with
pulling the boat off the job, Tom was relieved of his duties and told to take a month off. This was unacceptable.
The Morgan City Marine Safety Office did nothing. Tom tried his best to do his job, to satisfy his boss, and
to work safely as reflected in a detailed statement of the incident. Now, after losing his job for refusing to work
beyond the legal limit, and after reporting the problem to the Coast Guard Marine Safety Office in Morgan City to
no avail, he sought redress of his grievance in a letter to Congressman Billy Tauzin. This letter was plain, wellwritten and to the point.
Congressman Tauzin Contacted the 8th District Coast Guard. On Apr. 20, 2000, Representative Tauzin
wrote to the Eighth District Commander, Rear Admiral Paul Pluta, asking about violations of the 12-hour rule and
how often they occurred. It is both reasonable and necessary to gather factual information to give an intelligent
answer to as detailed and specific a letter as Tom wrote.
On May 11, 2000, Admiral Pluta wrote to Congressman Tauzin in part: "Recently, my staff conducted an
informal phone survey of a cross section of Eighth Coast Guard District Marine Safety Offices to get a feel for the
volume of 12-hour rule complaints we receive. This survey indicated that (we) have received very few complaints
involving mariners being forced to work more than 12 hours. However, when we receive such a complaint, it is
aggressively investigated and appropriate action taken .... " After reading these words, Tom Winkler felt the same
frustration many other mariners feel when dealing with a system that is stacked against them.
State "Whistleblower" Lawsuit Filed. At this point, in an independent action, Tom contacted an attorney and
filed suit against his employer in the 17th Judicial District (Lafourche Parish), Louisiana under a recently-enacted
Louisiana whistleblower protection law since there was no effective federal whistleblower law that protected him.
In Lafourche Parish, where some employers are in the habit of treating mariners as "boat trash" and where a yellow
line of antiunion signs defaced communities along Bayou Lafourche for 70 miles for several years, Tom's lawsuit
appeared dead on arrival and, in fact, was subsequently dismissed. When Tom threatened to "appeal" his case, even
his friends were openly skeptical that he could find justice anywhere in Louisiana. For months, Tom's protests
were little more than a babble of forlorn hope. Nevertheless, Tom's attorney and our Association's Directors
believed the case had merit and devoted considerable time, energy and talent to perfect the appeal.
Months and months of legal delays took their toll on Tom's health. Simply watching his health deteriorate as
he moved from job to job was heartbreaking. The psychological toll was significant as his normally ebullient
spirits slipped into depression.
The Winkler Appeal. On Apr. 31,2001, Tom's attorney filed a reply brief on his behalf appealing the judgment
rendered by the 17th Judicial District Court. On appeal, the facts of the case would no longer be an issue. It would
be a matter of which law applied to the case - state law or federal law. The law in question was the state
whistleblower statute.
The question then became whether federal law or state law governed in this case. Unfortunately, federal statutes
and their interpretations by the federal judiciary did not offer either realistic or suitable protections. However, the
state whistleblower statute did offer such protections.
Judgment was rendered on Apr. 11,2002 in a 12-page decision whose conclusion is stated below:
"In conclusion, we find that federal maritime law does not preempt La. R.S. 23:967 in a case involving a
Louisiana plaintiff, a Louisiana defendant, and facts that occurred solely in Louisiana. The application of La. R.S.
23:967 will not conflict with either specific federal maritime law or with the characteristic features of maritime law,
nor would the application of La. R.S. 23:967 in this purelv interstate dispute interfere with the uniformity of
federal maritime law in its interstate or international relations.
"Therefore, for the foregoing reasons, the trial court judgment which granted the exception of no cause of action
is REVERSED, and the case is REMANDED for further proceedings. Costs of this appeal are assessed against
Coastal Towing."
Tom's case proved that Louisiana law does protect Louisiana mariners working on Louisiana waters on boats
owned by Louisiana companies. It was our hope that the "plantation mentality" that allows local boat owners to
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drive employees until they drop in violation of the law would be dead and buried when the word gets out!
Unfortunately, this has not been the case.

The Case for "Deadhead Transportation"
As discussed in a later chapter, the NTSB reported that the Captain of the MN Robert Y. Love, the towboat that
took down the Interstate 40 bridge at Webbers Falls, OK, on May 28, 2008 had onlv about 10 hours ofsleep in the
two days before the accident." This is comparable to the report several months later from our Mariner #179
(above) reporting only 6 hours of sleep in 50 hours that illustrates that hours-of-service violations are commonplace
but can have serious consequences.
Several NMA mariners looking into the accident confmned the story that the captain spent a significant portion
of the two days preceding the accident in traveling more than 1,000 miles by car between two job assignments for
the same company. One month before this deadly accident, our Association petitioned the Coast Guard to revise its
definitive policy letter #G-MOC 4-00, Change 1 that explains the agency's policy on work-hours and interprets law
and regulations. We were concerned that this policy letter treated travel time as ·'neutral time" as follows:
"Trave~ time to a vessel is considered to be neutral time as it is normally not considered to be "rest", "off-duty",
or "work" time, but all relevant circumstances should be considered in evaluating whether a mariner complies with
the applicable "rest" required by STCW or "off-duty" requirements specified in 46 U.S. Code §8104(a)."
Our Association noted that "neutral time" is not defined in the policy letter. This leaves the mariner and his
employer with the possibility of a "misunderstanding" as to evaluating whether a mariner is expected to go on
watch immediately upon arriving at the vessel or to wait until he receives the required rest. Lacking a clear Coast
Guard policy statement, tire mariner may feel iustified in delaying departure until he is rested and, as a result. be
fired or forced by the threat of being firetf 1> into committing an unsafe act. This in tum could lead to a fatiguerelated accident, suspension or revocation of the mariner's license, and/or lawsuits and liability depending upon the
nature and extent of the damage resulting from fatigued operation. f'J As long as the Coast Guard treats "being
fired" as a "labor dispute" the safety aspects of the issue never will be resolved!]
Our mariners reported many "horror stories" of being forced to drive (or being driven) for hours and then having to
take over a watch immediately upon arrival at the vessel. We reported these incidents to the Coast Guard when we
learned of them.
The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) regulations at 49 CFR §228.7(a)(4) consider "on-duty" time to
include "Time spent in deadhead transportation en route to a duty assignment." This is a clear, unequivocal
statement. It is followed by this statement: "Time spent in deadhead transportation by an employee returning from
duty to his point of final release may not be counted in computing time off duty or time on duty." We note that this
"deadhead transportation" takes place mostly on land both for railway employees and for their mariner counterparts.
We noted that this FRA passage has the status of a Federal Regulation while G-MOC #4-00, Change 1 is only a
"policy letter". Consequently, under provisions of 33 CFR 1.05-20, our Association formally filed a Petition for
Rulemaking and asked the Coast Guard to adopt the wording in the FRA regulation at 49 CFR §228.7(a)(4) for the
protection and welfare of our mariners. The Coast Guard assigned our request Docket #USCG-2002-13594< 1>
which we now equate with filing in an electronic wastebasket. They never followed through on our request. In
hindsight, the occurrence of the Webbers Falls bridge allision that occurred a month later was predictable
considering the prevalence of work-hour abuses faced by towing vessel officers. f'JRefer to www.regulations.gov]
The Coast Guard accident investigation showed that their accident investigation team considered travel time to
the vessel to be "on-duty" time. We learned that the master of the vessel was paid while driving a company vehicle
to work during the period before the accident. The significance of this fact was not lost on the Coast Guard
investigators who " ... after consideration of all relevant circumstances" were convinced that this extended drive
between two job assignments was, in effect, "on-duty" time and constituted a violation of law. The towing
company challenged this assertion along with the small monetary penalties assigned to both the Master and the
company individually.
While our Association commended the Coast Guard for finally publishing Policy Letter #G-MOC 04-00 in 2000
to clarify the watchkeeping and work-hour limitations on towing vessels, the "neutral time" reference and other
items clearly need revision. The Coast Guard bucked the problem of "deadhead time" to the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee {TSAC) where, because the committee was dominated by towing vessel owners and their
trade association, the matter was tabled.

Our Association contacted both the NTSB and members of Congress on this issue and urged them to strengthen
whistle blower protection and to protect the health and safety of our mariners from further hours-of-service abuses.
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CHAPTER6
CONGRESSIONAL INTENT FOR TOWING VESSEL INSPECTION

Congressional Intent for Towing Vessel Inspection
What, exactly, did Congress have in mind in regard to "manning" regulations as well as overseeing the towing
vessel regulatory proposals?
The only member of Congress to specifically and publicly address the original towing inspection rulemaking
docket<I> was Rep. James Oberstar, then the Ranking Democratic Member of the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee and later its Chairman. Congressman Oberstar provided the final letter addressed to
Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Thomas Collins on the closing day for comments to the regulatory docket.
Considering his position first as Ranking Member and later as Chairman of this major committee in the U.S House
of Representatives as well as his keen interest in all transportation issues, we believe his comments are critical to
explaining and understanding the goals his committee sought to achieve in this important rulemaking. His letter
directly responded to the seven questions posed by the Coast Guard in the docket. (IJDocket #2004-19977-0129.]
The Oberstar Letter {Emphasis is ours! I
March 23, 2005
Re: Docket #USCG-2004-19977-(0 129)
Admiral Thomas H. Collins Commandant
United States Coast Guard
2100 Second Street, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20593-0001
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Dear Admiral Collins:
Section 415 of the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of2004 (P.L. 108-293) brought towing vessels
under the vessel inspection laws administered by the Coast Guard. As the Ranking Member of the Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure, which authored that legislation, I applaud the Coast Guard in moving so quickly
to initiate this rulemaking. To understand the inspection of towing vessels and how it must be implemented it is
appropriate to briefly review of the history of vessel inspection by the Coast Guard and its predecessor
organizations.
On July 7, 1838, Congress approved the first law providing for the inspection of vessels- in this case steam
vessels. This law required hulls to be inspected every 12 months and boilers to be inspected every 6 months. The
inspectors were to be appointed by the U.S. District Courts on application by the vessel owners. This system failed
to improve the safety on vessels to an acceptable level. Therefore, on August 30, 1852, Congress approved the
Steamboat Act that provided the basis for establishing the Steamboat Inspection Service, the predecessor to today's
United States Coast Guard. Over the years, Congress required other types of vessels to be inspected and required
other vessel systems to be inspected. In 1871, Congress required the Steamboat Inspection Service to set the
number of crewmembers in the ship's complement necessary for the safe operation of the inspected vessel.
The Federal Government has been inspecting vessels for over 150 years. Nothinr in the Coast Guard and
Maritime Transportation Act of2004 (P.L. 108-293) chanred those items that are subject to inspection bv the
Coast Guard. It simply added "towing vessels" as a new class of vessels that are required to be inspected.
Congress supplemented the traditional inspection system by allowing the Coast Guard to develop a "safety
management system" for towing vessels. As the Conference Report on this law stated:
"Safety ma11agemellt sr.,·tems allow the Coast Guard to oversee rile maimenauce and repair of vessel
equipme11t ami ship .wstems subject to i11spectio11 through an approved safety management plan that includes
maintenance schedules and system tests. Tire Coast Guard mar enforce the pla11 through am/its of' the vessel's
logs and l'e.,·sel operaTor's records rather than having to directlv m•ersee the repair or maintenance work
conductetl 011 a particular piece of equipment or ship srstem."
I understand that in public meetings some individuals have indicated that safety management could be used to
fulfill the requirements for inspection of vessels by Coast Guard personnel. However, chapter 33 of title 46, United
States Code and historical precedent regarding the implementation of the vessel illspection laws (or all other types
of vessels require vessels to be pltvsicallv iuspected bv Coast Guard persmmel. Safety management will
{;. 1

mp_p/emem the ills(l.ec:tiou of towi11g vessels by the Coast Guard personnel to help ensure that the vessel is
maintained in compliance with the inspection requirements in between Coast Guard inspections. Cougress did not
imentl (or safety mauagemellt to be tlze basis {or a11 im>pectiou mechauism {or towing vessels.
Since 1992. towing vessels have been involved in more than 607 sinkings, 593 tloodings, 494 tires. 115
capsizings. 41 explosions, and 103 abandonments. l believe that these numbers can be signitlcantly reduced by
having these vessels inspected by Coast Guard personnel pursuant to the vessel inspection Jaws (Jild mamted iu
con(ormauce with tlze Jll(lllllim: ami liceusing requiremems muler section 8101 oftitle 46, United States Code.

!Responding to USCGJ Questions:
tQ-1) Tmriug- \'essds o( a L'erwin si=e (3UO or more gross register tons) are alrem(v inspected vessels and are
suhjecr w a \'(/riery o( existing requirements. Should the Coast Guard use any {l these existing standards (or
srwulards jhr otha types q(inspected vessels (or incorpormion inw the new regulations regarding !he inspection t?(
rowing vessels? J(so. whid1 regularions or standards should be incorporated illto these new regulations?
The! American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) has current standards for the classing of towing vessels. These
:;tandards could be adopted insofar as they address portions of a vessel that are within the scope of a Coast Guard
inspection under sections 3305 (scope and standards of inspection) and 3306 (regulations) of title 46, United States
Code. These standards are widely known by the shipbuilding and ship repair industry and would make it much
caster for the Coast Guard to inspect towing vessels. The Coast Guard should establish supplementary standards
for those items that do not 1~111 within the scope of current ABS standards. such as for lifesaving equipment, crew
accommodations, potable water, and training and drills for use of lifesaving and firefighting equipment.
Inspection standards provide engineering level detail regarding the design and construction for all vessels,
including towing vessels. The Coast Guard should draw on its vast experience in setting safety standards for
vessels when establishing the inspection standards for towing vessels. For example, the Coast Guard will need to
decide whether or not it is good marine practice for the cooling water system on a towing vessel to be made out of
plastic pipe. Conversely, the Coast Guard must examine the unique characteristics of towing vessels when setting
these engineering standards. For example, is the bridge high enough for bridge personnel to see over all of the
barges being pushed and does the toWing vessel have sufficient horsepower to safely navigate the number, size, and
draft of barges that it will be pushing. If not, then operational restrictions may need to be placed in the certificate
of inspection for the vessel.
(Q-2) Title 46, United States Code, specifies the items covered with regard to inspected vessels including lifesaving,
firefighting, hull, propulsion equipment, machinery and vessel equipment. However, the legislation that added
towing vessels to the list of inspected vessels, authorized that the Coast Guard may prescribe different standards
for towing vessels than for other types of inspected vessels. What, if any, different standards should be considered
with regard to inspected towing vessel requirements from other inspected vessels?
Section 3305 of title 46, United States Code, is very specific with regard to the scope of a vessel inspection by
Coast Guard personnel. This section states:
"(a) The inspection process shall ensure that a vessel subject to inspection( 1) is of a structure suitable for the service in which it is to be employed;
(2) is equipped with proper appliances for lifesaving, fire prevention, and firefighting;
(3) has suitable accommodations for the crew, sailing school instructors, and sailing school students, and for
passengers on the vessel if authorized to carry passengers;
(4) has an adequate supply of potable water for drinking and washing by passengers and crew;
(5) is in a condition to be operated with safety to life and property; and
(6) complies with applicable marine safety laws and regulations."
In addition, section 3306 of title 46, United States Code, is very specific regarding the areas that Coast Guard
inspection regulations must cover. This section states:
"(a) To carry out this part and to secure the safety of individuals and property on board vessels subject to
inspection, the Secretary shall prescribe necessary regulations to ensure the proper execution of, and to carry out,
this part in the most effective manner for ( 1) the design, construction, alteration, repair, and operation of those vessels, including superstructures, hulls,
fittings, equipment, appliances, propulsion machinery, auxiliary machinery, boilers, unfired pressure vessels,
piping, electric installations, and accommodations for passengers and crew, sailing school instructors, and
sailing school students;
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(2) lifesaving equipment and its use;
(3) firefighting equipment, its use, and precautionary measures to guard against fire;
( 4) inspections and tests related to paragraphs ( 1), (2), and (3) of this subsection; and
( 5) the use of vessel stores and other supplies of a dangerous nature."
Section 8101 of title 46, United States Code, also requires the Coast Guard to set the minimum manning levels
for all inspected vessels necessary for the safe operation ofthe vessel. This now includes towing vessels. Section
81 01 states:
"(a) The certificate of inspection issued to a vessel under part B of this subtitle shall state the complement of
licensed individuals and crew (including lifeboatmen) considered by the Secretary to be necessary for safe
operation."
"(g) A person may not employ an individual as, and an individual may not serve as, a master, mate, engineer, radio
officer, or pilot of a vessel to which this part applies or which is subject to inspection under chapter 33 of this title
if the individual is not licensed by the Secretary. A person (including an individual) violating this subsection is
liable to the Government for a civil penalty of not more than $10,000. Each day of a continuing violation is a
separate offense."
In addition, section 8904(c) of tide 46, United States Code, states:
"(c) The Secretary may prescribe bv regulation requirements (or maximum hours of service (including recording
and recordkeeping of that service) of individuals engaged on a towing vessel that is at least 26 feet in length
measured from end to end over the deck (excluding the sheer)."
Under section 8101, the Coast Guard will have to determine whether or not, for example, there should be more
than one individual on a bridge watch or more than one engineer on the vessel. In calculating manning levels the
Coast Guard should take into account the number o(people necessary for safe operation o(towing vessels given
"hours o(service" limitations designed to prevent fatigue (rom causing marine casualties. These "hours of
service" limitations will (actor in the hours of continuous rest that mariners willlleed using circadian rhythm
cycles.
The manning levels also may vary depending upon the type of towing vessel involved. The Coast Guard may
decide that the manning level on an inland towing vessel does not have to be the same as for a coastal integrated
tug-barge (ITB).
It may be appropriate to develop different standards for towing vessels based on their size or type of operation
as long as those standards address the areas subject to inspection under sections 3305 and 3306 of title 46, United
States Code in much the same way that the Coast Guard has already developed different standards for two types of
small passenger vessels, so called "T" and "K" vessels. For example, different standards for the following four
categories of towing vessels could be established:
( 1) towing vessels used exclusively on rivers and bays in conjunction with barges;
(2) towing vessels used exclusively for docking or towing assistance to self-propelled vessels;
(3) coastal and seagoing towing vessels; and
(4) towing assistance vessels that aid recreational vessels in an emergency.

(Q-3) Towing vessels vary widely in terms of size, horsepower, areas of operation, and type of operation. Under
what circumstances, if any, should a towing vessel be exempt from the requirements as an inspected vessel?
The Coast Guard has no authority to exempt a vessel (rom inspection under chapter 33 of title 46, United
States Code. _ The only exemptions from inspection are those prescribed by Congress in section 3302 of title 46.
None of these Congressional exemptions apply to towing vessels. However, as noted above, the Coast Guard may
prescribe different standards for the various types of towing vessels so long as those regulations address the items
subject to inspection under sections 3305 and 3306 of title 46, United States Code.
(Q-4) Should existing towing vessels be given time to implement requirements, be "grandfathered" altogether from
them, or should this practice vary from requirement to requirement?
Section 3307 of title 46. United States Code. requires a vessel subject to inspection (including a towing vessel)
to be inspected before it is put into service and at least once every tive years. There may be more than 5.000
towing. \·essels that will now be subject to inspection and have to be drydocked in order to determine if their hulls
and tittings meet the inspection standards. To accommodate the transition to full inspection. the Coast Guard may
want to consider phasing in the system by using the construction date in the builders certificate issued when the
rowing vessel was huilt. TI1e Coast Guard could require a towing vessel to be inspected before the vessel hits its
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anniversary date that is divisible by 5. For example, if the towing vessel is currently 12 years old, it would
have 3 years to become inspected. This would allow for the workload to be spread out over a manageable time
period and begin a cyclical process for subsequent inspections.
Regarding the grandfathering of towing vessels, the Coast Guard may want to consider exempting a towing
\·essd from an individual requirement if that requirement would require a major structural or major equipment
-:hange to the vesselzm/e.'>.<t that change is neces.'>an· to remove till e.o;pecialh• hazardous condition. This approach
was used when offshore supply vessels were brought under inspection. HO\vever, as stated before. no towing
\ ~ssels may be exemptt!d from inspection and the issuance of a certificate of inspection.

rQ-5) Sltoulcl existing wwing l'essels he treated d(lfereutlyji-om rowing wssels yet w he bui/c?
See recommendations in response to question IT4.
rQ-6) The same ac:T dull rc!quires inspecTion o; wwiug vessels amhorizes The CoasT Guard TO develop a st~lety
IIUIIICHJI!IIlenT ,,ysr.:m appropricue .for The Tmring vessels. ~(such a .\ysTem is developed, should iTs use he required
trw all inspectecltmriug vessels!
. \s stated in the Conference Report for the Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation Act of 2004 (H. Rpt. 108-617)
"Satety management systems allow tire Coust Gzmrd to oversee the maintenance and re[lair o( \'esse/ and ship !>}'Stems
subject to inspection through an approved management plan that includes maintenance schedules and system tests.
Satcty management systems will improve vessel maintenance and repairs m1d there tore should be required of all towing
n!ssels. Howe,•er, sateo• managemellt sr.wem.'> are a .mp[llemem to the traditional Coast Guard in.<tpection and are in
uo ll'lll' a substitute tor the inspection o(ll towing l'l!.'isel b1• Coast Guard officials. As stated in section 3307 of title 46,
United States Code. "Each vessel subject to inspection under this part shall undergo an initial inspection tor certitication
betore being put into service. After being put into service .... <my other vessel .<thai/ be inspected at least once every 5
years." TI1erefore. a towing vessel must be inspected by Coast Guard personnel or a classification society (ifthe Coast
Cluard chooses to ddegate inspection authority under section 3316 ).
tQ-7) Emn1ples o( exisTing sa(er_y management sysTems include the internaTimwl safety IIWTWgement (JSAIJ c:ode
,md the American Waterways Operators Re.,ponsihle Carrier Program. It' a sa(ety mwwgemenr .\~VsTem is used.
11-IWT elements should he included in such a .\yswm!
The only components of the international safety management (ISM) code or the American Waterways Operators
Responsible Carrier Program that the Coast Guard may include in the towing vessel safety management plans
approved under this chapter are those elements that address the parts of a vessel subject to inspection that are
detailed in sections 3305 and 3306 of title 46, United States Code, which sets out the parameters for Coast Guard
regulations prescribed under chapter 33 of that title. As stated in the Conference Report to the Coast Guard and
Maritime Transportation Act of 2004: "Safety management systems allow the Coast Guard to oversee the
maintenance and repair of vessel equipment and ship systems subject to inspection through an approved safety
management plan that includes maintenance schedules and system tests. The Coast Guard mav enforce the plan
through audits of the vessel's logs and vessel operator's records rather than having to directly oversee the repair
or maintenance work conducted on a particular piece of equipment or ship system."
I commend the Coast Guard for making this regulatory project a high priority and believe that it can
significantly improve safety on our nation's waterways.
Sincerely,
James L. Oberstar
Ranking Democratic Member

NMA Comments on This Letter
• "Section 8101 of Title 46, United States Code, also requires the Coast Guard to set the minimum manning levels
for all inspected vessels necessary for the safe operation of the vessel. This now includes towing vessels:
(a) The certificate of inspection issued to a vessel under part B of this subtitle shall state the complement of licensed
individuals and crew (including lifeboatmen) considered by the Secretary to be necessary for safe operation.

[NMA Comment: All "lifeboatmen" require formal training.]
• "In addition, section 8904(c) of Title 46, United States Code, states:
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(c) The Secretary may prescribe by regulation requirements for maximum hours ofservice (including recording
and recordkeeping of that service) of individuals engaged on a towing vessel that is at least 26 feet in length
measured from end to end over the deck (excluding the sheer).
[NMA Comment: The wording in this statute " ... individuals engaged on a towing vessel" is not limitedin its
application to officers. We assert that this statute clearly gives the Secretary (i.e., the Coast Guard) the
authority to regulate hours of service for unlicensed persons engaged on a towing vessel. It is pathetic that
after over 60 years superintending the U.S. Merchant Marine for the Coast Guard to tell us it lacked
statutory authority to regulate mariners' work-hours and thereby ignored this serious issue. Our
Association urges Congress to support long-standing NTSB recommendations and direct the Coast Guard to
limit the hours-of-service on all inspected vessels to 12 hours in any consecutive 24-hour period.]
• "Under section 8101, the Coast Guard will have to determine whether or not, for example, there should be more than
oue individual on a bridge watch or more than one engineer on the vessel. In calculating manning levels the Coast
Guard should take into account the number of people necessary for safe operation of towing vessels given "hour of
service" limitations designed to prevent fatigue from causing marine casualties. These "hours of service" limitations
will factor in the hours of continuous rest that mariners will need using circadian rhythm cycles."

[NMA Comment: This statement appears as strong support for a second person to serve as a "lookout" on
bridge watch. It goes far beyond an "alerter" device as an alternative recently proposed in the Towing
Vessel Inspection NPRM.]
[NMA Comment: This statement also recognizes the need for one or more trained "engineers" on a towing
vessel. The Coast Guard allowed the towing and much of the offshore oil industry to operate without
licensed engineers since 1972. While licensed engineers are only required on towing vessels over 200 GRT on
near coastal and ocean routes, this statement makes it clear that Congress understands that at least one or
more trained and qualified engineers are still required to maintain, operate, and possibly repair the vessel's
equipment and machinery. For 40 years, the Coast Guard has neither encouraged nor supported engineer
training on any limited-tonnage vessels including those few that still require licensed engineers.)
• " .•• (O)r more than one en2ineer on the vessel. "
In the past, most towing vessels had an engineer to operate and maintain its main engine(s), generator(s), pumps, and
other electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic equipment in support of the navigation watch. Today, very few limitedtonnage vessels have even one adequately trained engineer on board. The Master often is left without knowledgeable
and trained assistance caring for the vessels machinery. For example: On May 28, 1993, the towboat CHRIS knocked
down approach to the Judge Seeber Bridge in New Orleans when the Master left the pilothouse to assist a new deckhand
to change fuel filters in the engineroom. The Coast Guard is well aware of this problem but did nothing to bring it to the
attention of Congress.

[NMA Comment: This, along with former Vice Commandant James Card's blistering report,<tl shows the
Coast Guard Marine Safety Directorate "asleep at the switch" and in bed with the industry it is supposed to
regulate. Although the Coast Guard knew for years about exploited and unlicensed mariners, they never
pursued the issue. The Marine Safety Directorate bas done little to gain our mariners' trust or respect.
1
{ JReprinted as our Report #R-401-E.]
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CHAPTER 7
FOCUS ON HOURS-OF-SERVICE STATUTES AND REGULATIONS THAT NEED ATTENTION
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Pointing Out Problems With Certain Existing Coast Guard Regulations
Title 46, U.S. Code §8104 is the statute that applies to the establishment of watches aboard American-flag
vessels. The establishment of adequate watches is the responsibility of the vessel's Master - a task that often is
difficult if not impossible when his employer does not provide sufficient human resources (i.e., officers and ratings)
to call upon to accomplish the vessel's tasks assigned by its owner or charterer including vessel operation (i.e.,
watchstanding), maintenance and repair.
One source of the problem is that officials in the Marine Safety Directorate promulgated a variety of regulations
and policies that determine the number and composition of the crew for each inspected vessel. The resulting
numbers and composition of the vessel's crew appears on each inspected vessel's Certificate of Inspection (COl).
Unfortunately, the mariners who must serve on these vessels never have had any effective "input" on vessel
manning. This means that manning levels only may be loosely connected to the vessel's operation, maintenance,
and repair. If there happen to be more crewmembers than the navigation of the vessel requires at any given
moment, those "surplus" personnel are available for necessary on-board cleaning, maintenance, and repair projects.
The Coast Guard officials that arrive at the vessel manning levels at Headquarters often have little if any experience
serving on commercial vessels like tugs, OSVs, or small passenger vessels engaged in civilian maritime pursuits.
The only input on crew size and composition that influence these officials comes from vessel owners and industry
trade associations whose primary interest and hard-line lobbying is to reduce crew size and save money. While
these may reflect legitimate business interests, they often eclipse concerns about crew health, safety, and welfare
since limited-tonnage mariners have no effective voice through advisory committees or other means available to
them when manning decisions are made. This Report is our voice and, as its readers will admit. its appearance is
very much after-the-fact.
Even though "Rule 5" of the Navigation Rules states that "every vessel shall at all times maintain a proper
lookout by sight and hearing," there is no comparable "manning" requirement on a Certificate of Inspection that
ensures the Master can fulfill this safe navigation requirement with a rested. trained and alert lookout. Many
watch officers left to man the pilothouse alone on "limited-tonnage" vessels (i.e., those of less than 1,600 GRT)
clearly have too many tasks to perform on their own such as steering and maneuvering the vessel, answering radio
and telephone calls, viewing radar, monitoring AIS along with plotting courses on paper or electronic charts,
keeping an eye on the deck crew, responding to engine alarms etc. while crewmembers perform other necessary (or
even unnecessary) functions in locations out of his sight or hearing.
The manning regulations in Title 46, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 15, interpret the laws in Title 46 of the
U.S. Code and put them in administrative terms that should make them clearer and easier for Coast Guard
regulators to administer and for our mariners to understand. Nevertheless, understanding the manning regulations
can be tricky for many mariners. Even simple regulatory changes can bring about sweeping changes that are
difficult to keep up with. Sweeping changes that affected the towing industry during the past decade, for example,
were very poorly administered by the Marine Safety Directorate and left many mariners uninformed.<t> f'JRefer to
NMA Report #R-382.]
In addition, over the years, regulations treated "inspected" vessels such as offshore supply vessels (OSVs) and
small passenger vessels differently from uninspected vessels like tugs, towboats, workboats and fishing vessels as
shown by two separate subparts in 46 CFR Part 15- namely subparts "D" and "E.".
Moving commercial vessels from "uninspected" to "inspected" status greatly affected our limited-tonnage
mariners. This change began in 1958 and continues today. Most recently, in 2004 Congress added towing vessels
to list of inspected vessels.<t> Starting with the NPRM on inspecting towing vessels introduced on Aug. 11, 2011, it
will take several more years to draft the new vessel inspection regulations in 46 CFR Subchapter M and another
five (5) years to actually inspect the nation's 6,200 towing vessels. In the proposed rulemaking, the Coast Guard
postponed manning issues to some nebulous future date. It will take time to re-write the "Manning Requirements"
in 46 CFR Part 15 to capture the "intent" of Congress and to eliminate the wording that, for over forty years, has
discriminated against towing vessel officers by ignoring the relationship between their hours-of-service and the
length of the vessel's voyage. This and additional problems will call for tough answers sooner rather than later.
Our mariners respectfully call upon Congress to see that the safety, health, and welfare of our mariners finally
prevail. {1)46 US. Code §3301 ' 21 46 CFR §15. 705(c)(d).]

Problem #1: Discrimination Against Towing Vessel Officers on Long Voyages
The Coast Guard interprets< 1> 46 U.S. Code §8104(h) to " ... permit licensed masters or mates (pilots) serving as
operators of towing vessels that are not subject to the Officers Competency Certificates Convention, 1936, to be
divided into two watches regardless of the length of the vovage." Tills interpretation includes most officers
serving on towing vessels! f'J This interpretation appears in 46 CFR §15. 705(c).]
While inspected offshore supply vessels also operate on a two-watch system on voyages ofless than 600 miles,
the law<Il requires a three-watch system on voyages greater than 600 miles. However, the Coast Guard regulatory
interpretation of this statute<2> clearly discriminates against the officers on towing vessel on any voyage greater
than 600 miles by forcing them serve in a two-watch rather than a three-watch system. For example, the Master of
a tug on a tow from the Gulf of Mexico to South Africa served with only one other officer on the vessel. The same
often is true on vessels on the Lower Mississippi River (or example between Cairo, IL, and New Orleans, LA - a
distance of well over 600 miles. Now that towing vessels are becoming "inspected" vessels, it is time for Congress
to end this discrimination by legislation since the Coast Guard has not done so by regulation. Considering the
relatively slow speed of towing vessels, any vessel in 24-hour service should be manned with three licensed
officers. f'J46 U.S. Code §8104(d). (lJ46 CFR §15.705(c)(d).]
Miles traveled has a very tenuous relationship to the real problem of hours-of-service and fatigue. In general,
tows move more slowly than most other vessels. Even the 600-mile provision as written clearly favors the offshore
oil industry's trade association in the Gulf of Mexico where many voyages to and from offshore oil facilities
require excessive hours on duty even though they still do not exceed 600 miles.0 > Yet, in the oil patch, this
provision works against mariners who often must work unconscionable hours by making frequent short runs back
and forth to port, followed by frequent in-port moves with the entire crew called out on deck handling lines, cargo
hoses etc., hour after hour. Standing by offshore in all sorts of weather without adequate rest is difficult and
stressful for short-handed vessels.(2) The two watch system with only two licensed officers to share the duties,
whether on a coastwise rig move on a vessel under 200 GRT "not covered by the Officers Competency Certificate
Convention- 1936" or on a river tow from New Orleans to St. Paul, St. Louis or Pittsburgh (as examples), is what
the Coast Guard's interpretation of the statute allows. In the real world with real mariners, this interpretation is
often hopelessly inadequate in regard to both health and safety of our mariners. fi)See Chapter 8 (below). (lJRefer
to NMA Report #R-278, Rev. 8.]

As far as "uninterrupted sleep" is concerned, 46 CFR §15.710(a) states that: "the Master or other licensed
individual can require any part of the crew to work when, in his or her judgment, they are needed for maneuvering,
shifting berth, mooring, unmooring" (etc.). On many tugs, towboats, and OSVs in 24-hour service, the simple
expedient of mannin~ the vessel with a full deck crew (or each watch should avoid disturbing the sleep of off-duty
mariners. Yet, for many years, the Marine Safety Directorate did not follow this path in adequately manning
inspected vessels and, under constant pressure from vessel operators, shows no inclination to change and give
adequate consideration to the health and safety of our mariners unless directed by Congress to do so.
As towing vessels become "inspected" our Association recommends that Congress require the Coast Guard to
provide adequate manning standards- something they failed to do on many OSVs whose crews spend hour after
hour shifting berth while taking on supplies and are left to grab a few hours of "shut-eye" after the vessel leaves
port. Similar problems exist on many towing vessels when making and breaking tow- operations that keep the
entire crew (often including officers) on duty for far more than a legitimate 12-hour workday.
Problem #2: Provide Adequate Manning for the "Two-Watch" System's 84-Hour Workweek
Congress in 46 U.S. Code §8104(h) limited the hours of service for a licensed officer on a towing vessel to 12
hours in any consecutive 24-hour period. The ."twelve-hour rule" statute practically defmes the existing "twowatch system." Father Sinclair Oubre, JCL, and a member of MERP AC asks< I) "Why do we think that a watch
system that probably was never really any good when it was established. can meet the human needs of (the) ...
modem mariner? To champion the old system as an acceptable work environment flies in the face of the research
that has been collected." (''Refer to Docket #USCG 2006-244/2-0116.}
When employers crew those vessels contracted for 24-hour service, sometimes for weeks at a time, the result is
an 84-hour workweek for the two licensed officers standing navigation watches. Keep in mind that most of these
limited tonnage officers, and especially the Master of the vessel, must perform a host of additional duties besides
steering the vessel from the pilothouse. These hours-of-service certainly do not compare favorably with the 40hour week common in land-based jobs and infringe upon the 77 hours of "rest" required by STCW that went into
effect on Jan. 1, 2012.
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Where the two-watch system really loses its credibility is that it is seldom even minimally enforced by Coast
Guard officials unless violations happen to appear in an investigation conducted in relation to a vessel casualty.
Unfortunately, casualties involving personal injuries unrelated to property damage are seldom investigated_<!> In
fact, the Coast Guard seldom i(ever checks vessel logbooks even on "inspected" vessels. Our Association took
the lead in March 2000 by petitioning the Coast Guard for changes in logbook requirements as follows:
Resolution on Towing Vessel Logbooks
WHEREAS Title 46, Code of Federal Regulations contains these provisions establishing manning standards which apply to
uninspected towing vessels: §§15.701; 15.705; 15.710; 15.720; 15.730; 15.801; 15.805; 15.810; 15.820; 15.825; 15.840;
15.850; 15.855; 15.905; 15.910; 15.915 ...
WHEREAS these manning standards include provisions that limit hours of operation by any licensed towing vessel officer
or operator to a maximum of 12 hours in any 24 hour period...
WHEREAS 33 CFR 164.80 (inter alia) requires inspection and testing of various items of towing vessel equipment and
logging the results as follows: "To ensure compliance with this rule, the Coast Guard requires a record of tests even if nothing
fails. In the interest of minimizing these reports, the Coast Guard has not dictated the format of the entry and will continue to
allow companies to use their established procedures."!ll
WHEREAS 46 CFR 27.355 reguires instructions, drills, and safety orientations conducted on both new and existing towing
vessel with the presumption that these events will be logged ...
\VHEREAS many of our members, as "employees at will," report that they have no choice but to disregard certain manning
regulations in order to hold their jobs...
WHEREAS many of our members report operating in a fatigued condition ...
WHEREAS Coast Guard boarding officers cannot adequately and fairly enforce statutory hours of work and rest and other
manning regulations in 46 CFR Part 15 without viewing adequate logbook entries ...
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED TiiA T THE GULF COAST MARINERS ASSOCIATION petition the Coast Guard to
initiate rulemaking action•> to require masters, mates, pilots, or operators of uninspected towing vessels to accurately and fully
log the working hours of all crewmembers at the end of each watch in a suitable vessel logbook containing consecutively
numbered pages and that such accumulated logbooks be kept onboard at all times to fully disclose compliance with all
applicable work hour and manning regulations for the past 90 days. [(!)Refer to CGD 94-020, 61 FR 35070, July 3, 1996.
01
Under the provisions of 33 CFR 1. 05-20.}

Lack of oversight on vessel recordkeeping leads to longstanding hours-of-service abuses overlooked both by
management personnel as well as Marine Safety Directorate investigators. Our petition went nowhere with the Coast
Guard that stated logbooks were beyond their jurisdiction. We then approached the House Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation Subcommittee staff where §607 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 2010 tightened logbook
requirements by requiring recordkeeping in "Official Logbooks',( 2l on all inspected vessels. Unfortunately, the
proposed towing vessel inspection rulemaking lacks clarity on this issue. Furthermore, not a word was mentioned
about these tightened logbook requirements at a major "bridging" orientation meeting open to the public, or at TSAC
meetings, or at the four scheduled public meetings that discussed the proposed new regulations. f'J Refer to NMA
Report #R-202, Rev. 5 and Chapter 13, Example #3 (below). (ZJ46 US. Code §11304 as amended.)

Problem #3: Taking Charge of a Watch Following Crew Change
46 U.S. Code §8104(a) " ... permit(s) an officer to take charge of a deck watch on a vessel when leaving or
immediately after leaving port onlv i[the officer has been off duty for at least 6 hours within the 12 hours immedilltelv
before the time ofleaving." Our Association documented frequent abuse of this law even before the Webbers Falls
accident knocked down the Interstate 40 Bridge, killed 14 motorists, and further illustrated this point.
Even the Coast Guard investigators determined that the Master of the towing vessel Robert Y. Love violated this law
when he took charge of the vessel the day preceding the accident after driving for over 1,000 miles between assignments
and not being "off-duty" for the required 6 hours before taking over the watch. Nevertheless, NTSB, TSAC, and the
offending company sought to marginalize this event and attributed the accident to other causes. However, convincing
evidence showed that the Master, while in transit to meet his assigned vessel in Van Buren, AR, was "on duty'' and in
service to the vessel since his employer paid him while he was on the road.
We urge Congress to place a high statutory penalty on violations of this nature in light of the loss of life and the cost
to taxpayers estimated to be between $30,000,000 and $60,000,000 in this accident alone.

, I
\...

Problem#4: Needed- Hours-of-Service Limits for Unlicensed Mariners
To date, Congress established no limits on the hours-of-service of unlicensed personnel on inland towing vessels
as well as for manv others who work offshore. Ratings (i.e., unlicensed mariners) often are called upon to serve as
"lookout" on limited-tonnage vessels under the assumption that they will be trained, qualified, and adequatelv rested
before going on watch. However, the American Waterways Operators (AWO), the towing industry trade association, in
its "Responsible Carrier Program" sees nothing wrong with allowing its member companies to work unlicensed
engineers, deckhands, tankermen, cooks, etc. to work 15-hour davs. Without a statutory limit, this ''voluntary'' limitation
is absolutely meaningless. Our Association encountered a similar problem with the Offshore Marine Service Association
(OMSA) on its members' inspected offshore supply vessels. If railway workers(IJ are obliged to park their trains and
change crews when their hours of service expire, in all fairness, so should ourmariners.f"49 U.S. Code §21103.}
It gets worse! The "call watch" system employed on many towing vessels under I ,600 gross register tons on
rivers and inland waters is even more abusive as we will describe in Chapter 11 (below).
Our Association respectfully asks Congress to limit hours of service of all mariners to 12 hours in any 24-hour
periodY 1 We assert that this would treat the human needs of both officers and ratings fairly and equally. f'JRefer
to NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 6, Items H.K. and I.]

Problem #5: Outdated Coast Guard Manning Regulations
Although mariners are still trying to absorb the sweeping changes in manning regulations that occurred in 2009, it is
clear that several work-hour regulations are clearly out of date. For example, 46 U.S. Code §8104(d) still says" ... coal
passers, firemen, oilers, and water tenders shall be divided, when at sea, into at least three watches ... "
Although this statute recognized the arduous work of the "black gang" in the engineroom of steam vessels, there are
no steam-powered OSVs and few steam tugs today except in museums. There are few if any limited tonnage coal
passers. firemen or water tenders in real life except in 46 CPR §15.705(b). However, this regulation by its mere
presence, does focus attention on mariners who serve in the enginerooms and machinery spaces of modern vessels whose
hours-of-service and duties have not received any attention from the Marine Safety Directorate in the last 70 years. In
addition, the proposed new towing vessel regulations, for example, do not even use the word "engineer" and some
replacements that are referred to as "deckineers" receive little or no formal training although expected to assist in
servicing and maintaining increasingly sophisticated engineering systems.(IJ (ORefer to NMA Reports #R-238; #R-40I,
Rev. I; #R-412; #R-412-A; #R-428, Rev. I; #R-428-H}

Problem #6: Troublesome Tonnage Parameters for 100-ton Towing Vessels.
46 U.S. Code §8104(d) starts with the wording: "On a merchant vessel of more than 100 gross tons ...."
The 100-ton benchmark established bv statute many years ago to delineate between "Small Passenger Vessels" of
less than 100 tons and "Passenger Vessels" greater than 100 tons produced three separate sets of Coast Guard regulations
in 46 CFR Subchapters H, K, and T limited to the passenger-carrying trades.
As towing vessels approach "inspected" status, it is important to note that an earlier benchmark of 200-tons was
established by Officers Competency Certificates Convention (1936) and its implementing "Act" (1939) for vessel
manning. These statutes applied only to vessels on oceangoing or coastwise routes. Until 1994, almost all ocean and
coastwise towing vessels were purpose-built to admeasure less than 200 gross tons to reduce their exposure to costly
regulations for much larger vessels that affected both the vessel and its crew. 1bis 200-ton benchmark never applied to
towing vessels on inland waters, Great Lakes, and river routes.
However, with inspection of towing vessels just over the horizon, the 1 00-ton benchmark previously applied to
passenger carrying vessels is out ofplace when it awlies to towing vessels and led to many unintended consequences.
For example, hundreds of mariners who were advised to obtain a standard "100-ton" license prevalent unti12001 found
their access blocked to service on towing vessels of between 101 to 200-tons unless they repeated the entire licensing
procedure from start to finish. 1bis caused turmoil among our mariners for almost an entire decade and was not finally
resolved by the Marine Safety Directorate until after many years of fruitless debate by TSAC.
Today, many boat owners are ordering brand new towing vessels that admeasure less than the "magic" 100-tons to
take advantage of smaller crew requirements and to avoid the "three-watch" system required by the same statute.O>
However, most of the physical differences above or below this arbitrary tonnage are meaningless except to naval
architects and those of our mariners often forced to work longer hours with fewer crewmembers. fl) 46 U.S. Code
§8104(d).}
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Problem#7: Obtaining a Sea Service Letter
There were many instances where mariners served on vessels whose owners later refused to furnish them with
letters documenting their "sea service" for credentialing purposes. These problems persisted for the last 40 years
until § 605 of the Coast Guard Authorization Act of 201 0( 1> required that all commercial vessels maintain accurate
records of sea service and make them "available to the mariner and the Coast Guard upon request." fl) 46 US.
Code §7502(b)(c).]
Although these changes exist in the statute, the Coast Guard was never especially helpful to mariners who need
help obtaining sea service letters from their employers, past or present. The Coast Guard published virtually
nothing about these statutory changes so some employers still continue to short-change their employees and
especially former employees. Our Association contacted a number of employers reluctant to write sea service
letters for former employees by citing the statute when necessary. We assert that this should be the Coast Guard's
job as part of assisting mariners who pay their fees and seek help with their credentials. A little government
assistance in informing recalcitrant employers would go a long way. However, for the past 40 years, the Coast
Guard has never raised a fmger to help our mariners with this problem. We thank Congress for their attention to
our past correspondence on this subject and by amending 46 U.S. Code §7502(b)(c). We trust that the Coast Guard
will attend to this matter and assist our mariners by enforcing these new provisions.
Problem #8: The Marine Safety Directorate Ignores Limited-Tonnage Mariners
For years, trade Associations like the American Waterways Operators (A WO) and the Offshore Marine Service
Association (OMSA) have had their way with the Marine Safety Directorate. The Coast Guard, its various safety
advisory committees, and industry management ignored the problems that limited-tonnage mariners presented to
them because our mariners lacked organization and were outvoted or ignored even if they had a voice at the table.
Consequently, although the Marine Safety Directorate was aware of these festering problems, they took no steps to
resolve them over the years.
While experienced mariners working on vessels of less than 1,600 GRT rarely go on strike, when facing these
conditions they often just choose to work at jobs in a different field or in a friendlier environment.
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CHAPTERS
THE "TWO-WATCH" SYSTEM PREVAILS IN INDUSTRY'S OFFSHORE 0~ & TOWING SECTORS
Although Congress repeatedly addressed questions of hours-of-service and vessel manning in the past,
interpretation and enforcement of applicable statutes falls upon the U.S. Coast Guard. Our Association has strong
reservations about the Marine Safety Directorate's performance in enforcing hours of service and manning statutes
and investigating casualties- especially those casualties involving personal injuries.< 1> fi)Refer to NMA Report #R202, Rev. 5.}
While the "three-watch" system prevails in the "deep-sea" merchant marine watched over by strong maritime
labor unions, by contrast the "two-watch" system prevails among our limited-tonnage mariners.
On vessels that work around-the-clock on a 24-hour basis, a two-watch svstem (or licensed officers translates
into a work-week of at least 84 hours. Management often abuses the extent of these work hours by slipping in
additional duties to extend these hours while Coast Guard officials tum their backs unless a vessel casualty results.
Congress never established statutory hours-of-service limits (or unlicensed personnel including tankermen,
deckhands, unlicensed engineers, "deckineers," and cooks.
The Coast Guard regulates "manning" on inspected vessels by specifying the number of crewmembers assigned
to a vessel on the vessel's Certificate of Inspection although towing vessels, except for those on international
voyages, are issued no comparable documents. Although the Marine Safety Directorate establishes "national
policv guidelines" in Volume 3 of the Marine Safety Manual (MSM), these guidelines can be altered on a case-bycase basis by a local Officer-in-Charge Marine Inspection fOCM]) who may have no personal knowledge or
experience of conditions on board any given vessel on even on a given class of vessels.
Unfortunately for our limited tonnage mariners who serve on limited-tonnage vessels, the process of bringing over
6,200 towing vessels under inspection dragged on for over seven years without producing a final set of regulations;
sadly, the Aug. 11, 2011 NPRM tells us that fmal regulations may not even ameliorate existing manning and hours-ofservice regulations for towing vessels.< 1> ('J76 FR 49991-49995, Aug. 11, 2011.]
Our Association also asserts that the Coast Guard takes the side of management by failing to investigate and
vigorously enforce existing hours-of-service statutes and allows continual exploitation of our mariners that
overwork, stress, and the lack of uninterrupted sleep adversely affects their safety, health, and welfare.
For years, the Coast Guard "packed" TSAC with management talent that sidetracked every hours-of-service and
manning issue our Association presented to the committee. One example dealt with the Safe Management of Crew
Travel Time< I> By removing this issue from the well-established venue of TSAC<2>and encouraging a joint effort
with the American Waterways Operators in 2007 to defme the issues, the Marine Safety Directorate effectively
eliminated meaningful input from working mariners who often encounter these problems on many crew changes
and put further discussion and resolution of the issue in the hands of management of the industry trade association.
While some A WO member companies instituted meaningful changes, the changes were not widespread throughout
the industry. fi)Report #R-370-/, Rev. 1. (ZJReport #R-370-D, Rev. 6.}
Since our report examines the conditions that exist throughout the fleet of several different classes of vessels
operated almost exclusively by our limited-tonnage mariners, we respectfully ask Congress to establish an ongoing
process that actively includes a presence of limited-tonnage working mariners in reviewing existing national
manning standards that govern their professional activities. Our ongoing study of undermanning on these vessels
reveals the following issues:

Issue #1: Existing Manning Regulations Need Clarification
Will the existing regulations in 46 CFR Part 15, Subpart E as they affect mariners serving on uninspected
towing vessels still apply to these vessels during the proposed five-year period in which they become inspected
vessels? The proposed rules should have indicated whether Subpart F for inspected vessels would now apply to
6,200 towing vessels after their status becomes "inspected" - or what other changes along these lines should our
mariners anticipate. Our Association was led to believe that the entire manning issue would be an integral part of
the proposed rulemaking- but it was not. Consequently, the entire industry and its 32,000 officers and ratings were
left without adequate guidance on important personnel issues. It is an open question as to how long this lack of
leadership will prevail, as it will be years before any "Final Rule" is adopted and possibly five more years before all
towing vessels are inspected.
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Issue #2: Existing Manning Regulations for Towing Vessels Must be U[dated
The traditional approach used in 46 CFR §15.601 that assigns the "applicability" of manning regulations by
reference to other regulatory section numbers is extremely confusing to many mariners. It must be rewritten.
Many limited-tonnage mariners lack ready access to the Code of Federal Regulations and lack the ability to
correctly correlate regulations appearing in different sections with each other. The enumerated sections in §15.601
need to be expanded so that Subpart E contains full and definitive-manning regulations that do not require reference
to other enumerated sections outside Subpart E. This subpart must be rewritten and clarified. At the time when the
Coast Guard is ready to issue a COl to a newly-inspected towing vessel, manning requirements should be crystal
clear in their application to personnel on that vessel.
Issue #3: Entry-Level Mariners Need Training
Insufficiently trained entry-level personnel (e.g., "green" deckhands and untrained "deckineers") are assigned to
many OSVs and towing vessels as a result of high industry personnel turnover rates. These individuals are accidents
waiting to happen! Tire towing industry in particular (ails to attract and retain sufficient personnel to keep abreast of
anticipated future growth.
High turnover rates and the inability to recruit new mariners are closely tied to the industry's abuse of its
limited-tonnage mariners over an extended period of time. Recruiting foreign crewmembers to work for lower
wages on U.S.-flag vessels in domestic waters will not be tolerated.
Issue #4: The Coast Guard Ignored Adequate Engineer Training
While the Marine Safety Directorate sets aside slots on a vessel's Certificate of Inspection for licensed personnel
to meet existing regulatory requirements, there has been a total absence of requirements to train engineroom
personnel on inspected OSVs of less than 200 GRT or on most industry towing vessels since 1972.0>
Consequently, for many years there have been very few formal training classes or "approved courses" to prepare
limited-tonnage licensed or unlicensed engineers, "deckineers," or oilers.{2) There is only an ill-defmed career path
for unlicensed limited-tonnage mariners to advance in the engineroom. The Marine Safety Directorate's recent
(20 10) removal public internet access to all exam questions, answers and exam illustrations<J> discouraged many
potential deck and engine applicants from advancing in the industry. f 0 Refer to our Report #R-401, Rev. 1.
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'Refer to our Report #R-428, Rev. I. 13'Refer to NMA Report #R-428-K. Rev. 1.]
In the machinery spaces of larger vessels, there are a greater variety of systems to operate, fluids to store, pump,
exchange, and eventually dispose of. Based on the past history of manning levels in the offshore oil and towing
industry, there is no assurance that knowledgeable engineering personnel will be available to serve on these vessels.
The Coast Guard's 1982 Functional Job Analysis (FJA) report<•> clearly showed that the OSV engineer was
overworked even when enginerooms were "automated." Although the Marine Safety Directorate sponsored this
report, they undertook no remedial action based on it such as requiring increased industry-wide manning
requirements in the engineroom. Without even the slightest pressure by regulators to improve its shortcomings,
industry did nothing to improve the situation. fl' Refer to NMA Report #R-428-C.]
On any OSV, there is much more to handling either liquid mud or a large variety of increasingly specialized
oilfield chemicals carried in bulk than pushing buttons or moving levers at a control station. Hoses must be unracked, un-rolled, dragged, or carried; connections must be made in all types of weather and at any hour of day or
night. The same hoses must be tended or monitored and corrections or minor repairs made as required. Tank levels
must be continuously monitored; hoses must be plugged or capped, disconnected, emptied, re-rolled, tied and
racked. Clogs must be freed; spills must be cleaned. Mud, cement, and chemicals vented or spilled from the rigs
onto vessels below must be cleaned up. Of these, the most vexatious are "cement jobs" where vented cement
particles blow downwind on vessels standing by next to a rig or platform. The damp cement particles must be
washed from every surface before they dry or harden. Usuallv the clean up involves rousing the entire crew to
cope with this predictable emergency.
Increased transfer capacities mean heavier, longer and more unwieldy hoses and heavier physical activity
requiring greater manpower that can be ramped up at any time, day or night, and in all weather conditions. In
addition to equipment in the engineroom, there is also deck machinery such as winches, windlasses etc. to maintain
and operate on OSVs and towing vessels. All of this work must be performed in line with work-hour standards as
specified in long-standing but frequently overlooked U.S. regulations, new STCW requirements, and International
Labour Organization (ILO) standards for all merchant mariners.
Furthermore, the National Transportation Safety Board, in recommendation #M-99-1, asked that the Department
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of Transportation(!> to "... require the modal administrations (including the Coast Guard) to modify the appropriate
Code of Federal Regulations to establish scientificallv based hours-of-service regulations that set limits on hours
of service, provide predictable work and rest schedules, and consider circadian rhythms and human sleep
requirements. Congress became involved in 2004 and again in 2010. In Dec. 2011, NTSB Chairman Deborah A.P.
Hersman reiterated the agency's call for new hours of service regulations in comments to the Towing Vessel
Inspection rulemaking docket.< 2J ( 11Now applicable to DHS. musCG-2006-24412-187.]
Issue #5: Shortcomings of On-the-Job Training to Serve as Engineer
Traditionally, on most small commercial vessels, the Master and/or Mate work their way up through the ranks.
This "on-the-job training" (OJT) is supposed to provide sufficient knowledge and hands-on experience to maintain
increasingly sophisticated engineering plants. Often, however, it results in little more than the blind leading the
blind in a rush to move out of the engineroom to a less confining job on deck and an air-conditioned pilothouse.
If licensed deck officers are expected to maintain and often repair or adjust the engineering plant, in many cases
they cannot do so without being two places at the same time and/or without violating existing work-hour statutes.
We reiterate that one person cannot be physically present in two places at the same time, namely in the
pilothouse and in the engineroom several decks below, or routinely perform two very di(ferent job assignments
within the constraints of a 12-hour work day. Attempting to do so has led to at least one bridge allision with
fatalities as discussed later in this chapter.
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Issue #6: Engineering Statute Ignored
46 U.S. Code §8104(e)(l)(A)(B) states in part: "'On a vessel designated by subsection (d) of this section°J a
seaman may not be engaged to work alternately in the deck and engine departments; or required to work in the
engine department if engaged for deck department duty or required to work in the deck department if engaged for
engine department duty ... " fi)This statute refers to a merchant vessel of more than 100 gross tons on coastwise or
ocean routes.]
We ask Congress to study and review this statute in depth and to consider applying it uniformly to an expanded
group of inspected vessels based upon the horsepower and complexity of its installed engineering plant rather
than upon tonnage or route. We then ask Congress to mandate appropriate and meaningful engineer training(/)
and manning standards for engineers aboard these vessels. Left to its own devices, considering the poor reporting
of personal injuries in the industry, the Marine Safety Directorate has not viewed this as a serious safety issue. We
respectfully disagree!< 2>( 11 Refer to NMA Report #R-428, Rev. 1. 12) Refer to Chapter 14 (below).}
There is a pressing need to develop guidelines to adequately train both licensed and unlicensed engineers in both
theoretical and in practical engine room maintenance. However, the Marine Safety Directorate has never actively
encouraged engineer training for limited-tonnage mariners since existing statutes do not require licensed
engineroom personnel on OSVs ofless than 200 gross tons or on towing vessels in domestic service.
Maritime unions urged Congress as early as 1972, to recognize that safety requires properly trained personnel to
staff the engineroom of commercial towing vessels.< 1> In 1980, a statute required licensed engineers on offshore
supply vessels of over 200 gross tons but does not apply to vessels of less tonnage in spite of the increasingly
sophisticated engineering plants installed on these vessels. ('JRefer to NMA Report #R-401, Rev. 1.]
Very few towing vessels used in coastwise and oilfield towing exceed 200 gross register tons although on inland
waters and especially the Western Rivers some towing vessels approach 1,500 gross tons. Although our
Association pointed out to the Marine Safety Directorate that the duties, work-hours, and training vessel engineers
on these vessels cry out for attention, they refused to pass this message to Congress in the form of a Legislative
Change Proposal.
Furthermore, the Marine Safety Directorate and industry appear to confuse the terms "licensed" with "trained''
engineers. While both terms carry expensive burdens, "training" is closely and directly connected with safety and
deserves immediate attention. Our Association recommends that Congress require the maritime industry to provide
formal safety training (and accountability) for every crewmember who carries out even brief assignments in vessel
machinery spaces0 > and formal vocational training for all crewmembers assigned to regular engineroom
watchstanding and maintenance assignments. ('JRefer to NMA Report #R-428, Rev. 1.}
Both the MERPAC and TSAC have legitimate roles in identifying "best industry practices and standards" for
training limited-tonnage licensed and unlicensed engineers. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard neglected this matter
for forty (40) years after Congress declined to license engineers on diesel powered towing vessels in 1972.0 ; This
issue needs to be studied anew! f 1JRefer to NMA Report #R-401, Rev. 1.}
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